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Hiring Director, Attracting Industries

Chamber Reviews Primary Goals
4

WINNERS OF THE GEORGE HART TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP — The four low
scorers from the host Murrav Country Club combined their rounds to win
the Dorothy Holland trophv . From left are Frances Hulse, Betty lo Purdom,
Staff Photo 14 Da,id Hitthitts
Velvet Jones and !nos Orr.

Hiring a new executive director and
attracting new industries to Calloway
County are the primary goals of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, Stuart Poston, secretary,
told several chamber members and
area businessmen at a luncheon
Wednesday at the Holiday Inn.
Preliminary planning for desired
characteristics of a new executive
director almost is complete, Sammy
Parker, chamber vice president and
personnel committee chairman, said
Wednesday in a telephone interview.
He was not able to attend the luncheon.
Parker said the new director will be
"a highly visible representative to a
more highly visible chamber of commerce." He added that desireable
qualifications include experience in industrial recruitment; chamber or
similar experience with a successful
track record; management, personnel
or industrial experience; leadership;
and willingness to become involved in
community affairs.

House,Senate Voting Has Carter
Facing Losing Gas Fee Battle
reach Carter's desk later today after
the House and Senate resolve minor differences or what form it should take.
Wednesday's"votes dealt Carter one
of the severest congressional energy .
defeats of his presidency.
Wednesday's votes dealt Carter one
of the severest congressional energy
• defeats of his presidency and drew bitter criticism from Charles Schultze,
Carter's chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers.
"It was disturbing, it was serious, it
was inexcusable," Schultze said on
NBC's "Today" show. "Probably the
biggest economic problem of our
generation ... is energy. The president
didn't even ask them to vote for the tax.
All they had to do was let him do it. He'd
take the heat ... We're trying to pull
them world leaders) together to do
something about this very, very serious
cost
will
It
—
WASHINGTON
problem, and here the Congress takes
you more, starting Friday, to make a
the power away from the president."
long-distance telephone call.
If Carter follows through on his veto
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
threat, he could become the first
will raise long-distance rates by 5.1 perDemocratic president to have a veto
cent, the first increase since 1976.
overridden since Congress in 1952 forcThe exact amount of increase will
ed an immigration bill into law over
vary depending on the frequency and
Harry S. Truman's protest.
timing of customers' calls. For examCarter has cast 21 vetoes, including
ple, according to Bell, a three-minute,
two this year, all of which have been
direct dial weekday call from
Washington to Los Angeles will cost
81.37,seven cents more than now.
A person-to-person, operator-assisted
call Washington and Los Angeles will
go from $3.55 to 83.75.
The increase was approved Wednesday by the Federal Communications
Conunission, a week after the FCC
By The Associated Press
turned down as larger than warranted a
Ruhollah Khomeini said
Ayatollah
10.5 percent rate increase sought by
President Carter is a "roughneck" and
Bell.
should be tried for attempting to free
the 53 U.S. hostages, who spent their
215th day in captivity today. The
Americans' jailers reiterated the
Two Sections-18Pages .
7-A
hostages should be tried as spies if the
Aces
4-B,5-B,6-B
deposed shah is not returned.
Classifieds
4-B
Comics
Meanwhile, former U.S. Attorney
4-B
Crossword
General Ramsey Clark said he will pur3-A
Dear Abby
sue "with full vigor" a proposal for a
12-A
Deaths &Funerals
U.S. commission to document
4-A
Dr. Lamb
American crimes against Iran. Iranian
6-A
Garrott's Galley
President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr re5-A
Horoscope
quested such a commission Wednesday
2-A, 3-A,4-A
Local Scene
at the "Crimes of America" conference
6-A
Opinion Page
in Tehran.
8-A,9-A, 10-A
Sports
Clark, one of 10 American delegates
to the conference, said the idea had
"tremendous importance." He and the
other Americans could face 10-year
prison terms and 50,000 fines if conVariable cloudiness and
victed of violating Carter's travel ban
warmer today with a chance of
imposed in April as part of the U.S. efthunderstorms. Highs in the mid
fort to isolate Khomeini's regime.
to upper 80s. Partly cloudy with a
Khomeini talked to about 300 conchance of thunderstorms tonight.
ference delegates at his home and later
Lows in the upper 60s to low 70s.
addressed the Iranian nation over
Partly cloudy, hot and humid
Tehran radio. He referred to the
with a chance of thunderstorms
aborted U.S. hostage rescue mission of
Friday Rather windy with highs
April 25 and said:
in the low to mid 90s.
'When a roughneck says, 'I will inForecast
Kentucky Extended
tervene in another country' — and he
Saturday through Monday:
has intervened — well, this is a crime
Very warm through the period
for which he should be tried. Carter
with a chance of afternoon
should be tried by the world's courts."
thunderstorms each day. Highs
Turning to nations that have imposed
will be near 90 and lows will be
economic sanctions against Iran, Khonear 70 Saturday and Sunday.
meini said, "This economic blockade
Highs will be in the mid 80irMonyou are carrying out in order to tighten
day and lows will be in the mid
the siege on an oppressed nation, on
What principle of international law is
this based'
LAKE LEVELS
"Is it not because the U.S.A. has the
359 15
Lake Barkley
power and has ordered you to imple10
359
Lake
Kentucky
ment an economic blockade? And do
you imagine that through an economic

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1API — President
Carter is vowing to veto leVslation to
kill his 10-cent-agallon gasoline fee, but
lopsided votes against him in both the
House and Senate suggest he fares a
losing battle.
The House voted 376-30 and the
Senate 73-16 Wednesday to repeal the
fee. Both votes were well over the twothirds margin that must be delivered in
both chambers to override a veto.
The bill to formally kill the levy could

Long-Distance
Phone Rates
To Jump Friday

sustained.
While the House passed a simple bill
to knock down the fee ontright, the
Senate attached it to a 30-day extension
of the federal debt Limit.
Thus the HoUse was having to. decide
today whether to go along with the
Senate version or to request a conference with the Senate to iron out the
differences.
Regardless of its form, the measure
to kill the fee is expected to reach the
president before week's end.
Carter told reporters Wednesday he
plans to veto the bill in whatever form it
reaches him and even if no more than
one member of Congress is willing to
support him. Carter said imposition of
the fee was "not a popular decision...but in my judgment it is right for
our country."
Failure to impose it, the president
said, will ''send a clear signal to oilproducing nations and oil-consuming
nations that we do not mean business,
that we will not takes firm stand to conserve oil and we will pay much higher
prices for oil in the future."
At the same time, White House press
secretary Jody Powell acknowledged
the White House could not now muster
enough votes to sustain a veto of the
repeal bill.

Khomeini Blasts Carter
For Attempted Rescue

today's index

variable cloudiness

blockage our nation would be defeated
and persuaded to acquiesce?"
He said such blockades will have no
effect on Iran, a country ready to "embrace martyrdom."
However, British government and
student sources In London said Iran is
cutting off funds of its students studying
overseas in an effort to force their
return home from countries at odds
with the Tehran regime or for economic
reasons.
The militant students who have held
the American Embassy in Tehran since
Nov. 4 issued a statement over Tehran
radio and joined Khomeini in marking
the 17th anniversary of an unsuccessful
uprising he led against the deposed
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, currently in exile in Egypt.
During the anti-American conference
Wednesday, the Soviet delegate was
shouted down as he tried to defend his
nation's military intervention in
Afghanistan. Iranian Foreign Minister
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, chairman of the
conference, appealed to the delegates
to allow the Soviet delegate his say.

Don Cherry, supermarkets; Carl
Other criteria also to be considered in
Howard, used cars; Poston, health care
the selection process includes a
facilities; Harold Hurt, attorneys; Jimresume, interview, additional
my Ford, drugists; Margaret
materials reflecting experience and exTrevathan, beauty salons;
pertice and references.
Tommy Alexander, appliance
The search will be from a national apdealers; A.W. Simmons Jr., banks;
proach, Parker said. He added the posiLarry Wright, savings and loans;
tion soon will be advertised.
Harold G. Doran, lumber companies;
Beginning June 9, applications will be
Ed Shinners, manufacturers; and Betty
accepted for about one month, Parker
Lowry, Charles Walston, Buddy Bucksaid. He added each chamber board
ingham and David Graham,
member will review each application
miscellaneous.
and the field of possible candidates will
be narrowed down prior to personal inA proposed budget increase amendterviews. Each chamber board
ment was reviewed. Poston said that
inthe
in
involved
be
member also will
with the chamber becoming more acterviews, Parker said.
tive, additional funds will be needed to
Selection of the new executive direchelp make the chamber a success.
tor is anticipated to be around the third
Poston added that new chamber
week of August, Parker said.
president Paul Kiesow has appointed
The chamber board announced at its
several working committees in order to
April 30 meeting that the contract of
get more participation and aid comJim
director
executive
present
then
munication in the chamber.
renewed.
be
not
Johnson would
The committees include road reConcerning other business, Poston
Ron Christopher, chairquirments,
attract
to
looking
is
chamber
said the
man; dues structure, Poston, chairnew businesses and industries in the
man, Graham, Harold Hurt, Harold
area.
Regarding membership in the
chamber, a dues structure for various
businesses and organizations has been
established. Members heading up the
membership campaign include Billy
Ray Roberts, auto parts; Dr. Bill
Wilson, physicians, Dr. Allen Moffitt,
dentists;
Two persons entered pleas of guilty to
Tom Shirley, -accountants; Chuck
various charges in Calloway County
Wynn, restaurants; Charles Shuffett,
Circuit Court this morning, according
retail auto; Gary Rowland and Jack
to Commonwealth's Attorney Ron
Benton, downtown merchants; Max B.
Hurt and Joe Pat -James, individulas; • Christopher.'
Perry Allen pleaded guilty to three
Dr. Marshall Gordon, university; Leon
counts of' third degree burglary and
Doyle,chain department stores;
three counts of theft of over $100.
Ed Chrisman, oil distributors and
Sentencing for Allen is slated after
service stations; Jim Byrn,. optrials that are scheduled for June 12.
tometrists; David King, insurance
Thomas White received a sentence of
agents; Tommy Brown, civic clubs;
one year in the county jail and a 8500
Nelson Shroat, real estate; Peggy Billfine after pleading guilty to third
ington, Woman's Club; Jim Pickens,
degree assault.
plumbing and electrical; A.W. SimTrials that were rescheduled include
mons Sr., agricultural products;
those of Ancel Clay Lowry and Lynn
Z. Enix, county officials; Melvin
Dale Burkeen. The trial of Lowry,
Henley, city officials and departments;

Doran and A.W. Simmons Jr.;
statistics, Benton,chairman;
Personnel. Parker, chairman, Joe
Dick and Glenn Doran; All-Kentucky
City, Graham, chairman, A.W. Simmons Jr. and Steve Zea ; city
beautification, Walter Apperson, chairman, A.W. Simmons Jr., Libby Hart,
Betty Haas, Bob Head, Harold Glen
Doran,Larry Bartlett, Dorothy Rowlett
and Clara Eagle;
Retail promotion, Larry Hurt, chairman, Steve Andrus, Rowland, Pat
McReynolds, Bobs Shroat and Tom
Brown; industrial service, James E.
Garrison, chairman; industrial promotion, Kiesow, chairman, Gordon,
Holmes Ellis, Dr. Constantine W. Curris and Max Hurt;
Hospitality, Harold Doran, chairman, Dick, A.W. Simmons Jr., Bill
Boyd, Poston, Jack Rose and Robert
Jeffrey; utility, Henley, chairman, Ron
Underwood, Tommy Marshall, Don
Leet and Jerry Wallace; and labor relations, Kiesow, chairman, Keith Hays,
Garrison, E.J. Haverstock and Shinners.

Two Plead Guilty In
Calloway Circuit Court
,charged with four counts of arson, is set
for July 28, while Burkeen's murder
trial is scheduled Aug. 4.

County Fiscal Cosiet--d •
To Hold Regular
Meeting On Tuesday
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will hold its regular monthly meeting at
1 p.m. Tuesday, June 17, at the courthouse.
The magistrates will meet in the office of county judge-executive Robert
0. Miller.

Private Conversation With Carter
All That Ted Kennedy Will Get
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A private
conversation in the quiet of the White
House living quarters isn't exactly
what Sen. Edward M. Kennedy had in
mind when he demanded that President
Carter debate him. But that's all he's
going to get.
With their last clashes at the polls
behind them, Carter and Kennedy are
meeting today at the White House, but
there is absolutely no sign it will lead to
Kennedy not pressing on with his attempt to take the nomination from
Carter.
Jim Flug, Kennedy's spokesman,
said the senator remained determined
to challenge Carter for the nomination,
although the president has won enough
Democratic convention delegates to
assure himself of victory'.
And Carter himself said Wednesday:
"My anticipation is he will carry his
forces and his popularity and his
strength and his delegates and his deep
belief in issues to the convention. That's
part of the Democratic process, and
need not cause us fear or concern or
trepidation."
After Carter tried twice to reach Kennedy on the telephone, the senator called the president Wednesday afternoon.
The two set up today's meeting in what
the president called a "cordial, not
strained" conversation.
"I'll congratulate him on having run
a good campaign and see what we can
do together to work together in the
future, to meet the Republican
challenge successfully," Carter told
reporters.

Talking with reporters last weekend
in Los Angeles, Kennedy said that if he
met the president, he would press his
demand for a campaign debate,
something Carter says he won't join.
The president has sought peace with
his rival in recent days, offering to accommodate Kennedy's views in drafting a party platform.. The
Massachusetts senator is known to feel,
however, that the president's
statements were an attempt to force
him from the race when he is determined to stay in.
Kennedy's recent speeches became
spirited, sharp attacks on Carter, and
the senator in the closing days of the
primary campaign, called the president a "clone" of Republican Ronald
Reagan.
But, one Carter campaign aide said of
today's meeting,"talking is always better than not talking." He added that the
two men can "go over problems for the
fall, articulate mutual concerns."
Kennedy has been trying for months
to talk with the president, not in a
private meeting but in a campaign

debate televised nationwide. The two
men were scheduled to debate before
last January's Iowa caucuses, but
Carter pulled out of the confrontation
after the U.S. Embassy in Tehran was
seized.
The late afternoon meeting will be in
the White House living quarters, rather
than the more formal setting of the
Oval Office, where Carter generally
receives visitors. It will be the first announced, private meeting between the
senator and the president in more than
a year. No aides or news photographers
will be present, the White House said.
At a party for congressional supporters in the backyard of a
Washington lawyer and lobbyist,
Carter said that he looked forward to a
continuing contest with Kennedy, "if
necessary."
"To the extent we can agree on common ground, then the harmony will be
quite early," the president said of his
differences with Kennedy. "To the extent we don't agree at the platform
committee, we'll let the delegates make
a choice."

Unemployment Insurance Claims
Remain At Near-Record Levels
WASHINGTON (AP) — The number
of people filing initial claims for
unemployment insurance remained at
near-record levels in late May, bolstering expectations of a sharp jump in last
month's jobless rate, the government
reported today.
The Labor Department said a
seasonally adjusted 673,000
unemployed Americans filed initial
claims for jobless benefits in the week
ended May 24, down only slightly from
the record 875,000 who filed claims the
week before.
The figures for the two weeks are the

highest for a single week since the
department began adjusting the report
for seasonal changes in 1967.
The claims figures are considered a
reliable barometer of layoffs in the
economy and changes in the nation's
unemployment rate, which shot up
from 6.2 percent in March to 7 percent
in April as a result of a recession that
has gripped the economy.
The Labor Department is scheduled
to release the jobless rate for May on
Friday, and government economists
predict the rate could surge to 7.5 percent or higher.

JAYCEE QF THE YEAR — Ted Delaney Jr., right, is shown receiving the
Jaycee of the Year award from Jamey McMillen, past Jaycee president
Delaney, who is past chairman of the board, also received the
Distinguished Service Award at the Jaycee Awards Banquet.
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Community Events Listed

Local Nurses Receive Award
The 1980 Kentucky State
Association of Licensed Practical Nurses held its 32nd annual convention on May 7, 8,
and 9 at the Executive Inn,
Owensboro
Attending from hi., district,
District 17 Unit 1, were Pat
Schleiss, LPN,Linda Harding,
LPN, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, and Lillian
Robertson, LPN, Calloway
County Health Department.
The Murray group attended
a membership dinner on

Wednesday evening when the
local district was presented an
award for having more new
members this year than the
Mayfield district
On Thursday evening the
local group attended a
workshop with the guest
speaker being Mrs. Pauline
Wright, LPN, Nashville,
Tenn., past state president of
the TSALPN.
Student Day was held on
Friday with the Student
March held followed by the
Student Luncheon. The local
nurses said they were very

Thursday,June $
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall, North 18th
Street Extended.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at the Public Library.

proud of the students from the
Murray Vocational School of
Licensed Practical Nurses
who were recognized for being
100 per cent student members
at the 1CSALPN and also 100
per cent in attendance.
The student nurses from the
vocational school were accompanied by their Instructors —
Joyce Morrison RN, Shirley
Robinson RN, and Cathy
Clark RN,all of Murray.
The meeting was closed
with the banquet held in the
International Room of the Executive Inn.

Executive Board of Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m.
at the home of Brenda Jones.
All officers and committee
chairmen should attend.

The Murray-Calloway County Girl Scouts recently conducted a fair at the Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street, Murray, to raise money for sustaining membership enrollment.
Thirteen troops participated by selling rummage and baked goods. Contests, games and puppet shows were also
featured. Prizes and money were donated by the businesses
and individuals of Murray and Calloway County.
A total of $1,023,73 was raised from the fair. Each Girl
Scout that participated will receive a patch, according to
Sandra Parrish and Patricia Parrish, co-chairmen for the
Murray-Calloway County Girl Scout Neighborhood Organization
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BOGGESS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Boggess
of Mayfield announce the birth
of a baby girl, Heather Dawn,
born on Monday, May 26, at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Allen Hodge of
Fancy Farm and Mr. and Mrs.
Richard E. Boggess, Sr., of
Mayfield.

hub Termite. 7.15 9.15
friary The I 3th(I)
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EMERSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Don P. Emerson of Wingo announce the
-Arth of a baby girl, Misty
Shea, born on Sunday, May 25,
at the Murray-Calloway Coun-
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Racer Soccer Camp for boys
and girls who are beginners at
the sport will open today as
part of the Summer Youth
Program for 1960 at Murray
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276, State University. For informaFree and Accepted MUMS, tion call 7624223.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. with
Children's Day will be
work in the Master Mason
Degree. A fellowship supper observed at St. John's Baptist
Church today.
will be held at 8:30 p.m.

Precious Memories From

Memory Lane
Handmade Silk Flowers For Weddings,
Showers, and Special Occasions.
Special prices for June brides

Couples Bridge of the Oaks
Country Club will be held and
call Dalton and Peggy Noel,
Freda Butterworth, or Doris
Johnson for reservations.

Call 753-4120
For Appointment

dfsek

Help us celebrate the GRAND OPENING of
BEHR'S fg 25, Dublin, Ga. with these PANTIES
GREAT BARGAINS!
3for 200
Briefs or bikinis
Variety of colors.
Reg lop to 1 75 ea

HOURS: 10 9 Daily
1 6 Sundays

Central Center

SUNDRESSES

CAFTANS AND
FLOATS

For all the sunny days
ahead choose a stirdress with a lovely print
or a bright solid shade.

1514'k

BETTER-.LINGERIE
Nylon lingerie
Reg. 900 to 1100 4111
'

399 to 599
PRE-WASHED
JEANS
Famous name!
Great look &
Super fit!
Reg. to 1999

HANDBAGS
For casual & beach
wear

699

VEST & SKIRT
SETS

SKIRTS &
BLOUSES

Cool, crisp skirts with
matching vests
Reg 29"

Cool and casual for
summer.
Reg. 12" to 22"
YOUR CHOICE

1499

899

DRESSES
•
•
•
•
•

i399

_

PANTS
_

Reg. to 22"

1 I

799

Reg 48"

19

Junior, Misses, Half sizes
long and short dresses
Reg. to 3799

SKIRTS
TOPS
VESTS
PANTS

900

BLAZERS

X
JR. & MISSES
COORDINATES

3-PC. WEEKENDER
For a short summer getaway

Choose from an
assortment of styles.

1

399

Reg. 12"

Reg. 15"

• Af
., ,.e'l
1? 1 r

799

Prominent
Prints & patterns
Reg. to 19"

Reg. 19" to 29" 1 1 99

Top off your summer
wardrobe!

1

Ilusday, Jame $
Special service honoring
Suite Workman will be held at
11 sin at the North Pleasant
Cumberland
Grove
A
Presbyterian Church
potluck dinner will be served
followed by a gospel singing

tiA•CELEBRATION SALE

BETTER T-TOPS

Hard hat days and honky-tonk nights.

-

Calloway Delegates will attend the district and state convention at Frankfort.
Disco Dance and Barbecue
for high school age, ninth
grade and up, will be held at
7:30 p.m at the Murray Country Club. Each member may
invite one guest and cost will
be $1 per person. In charge of
arranements are Sue McCoart, Sue Spann, Tern
13urke. and Barbara Tracey.
Al-A-Lon is scheduled to
meeet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavilllon, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 4374229.

HOSPITAL NEWS

6-1-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Marty L. Hargrove, Box 532,
Cadiz; Daniel C. Marvin, 301
Fairlane, Mayfield; Mrs. Patsy A. Thorn, 207 North 13th
Street, Murray.
Mrs. Madelene Tynes, Rt. 8,
Box 505, Murray; Keith A.
Roach, Rt. 6, Box 167-A, Murray; Jeffory Harrington, 311
North Fifth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Melba Ward, 1205
Crestwood, Murray.

8:254- 12:15Fellaat.

v

Saturday,Jose 7
Square and rounding dancing will be held at 7:30 p.m at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall

Salsrday,Joe 7
A meeting of Coast Guard
Petty Officers on active duty,
reetired, and in the Coast
Guard Reserve will be held at
1 p.m. at Paris Landing for the
purpose of forming a regional
chapter of the Coast Guard
Chief Petty Officers Association.
District 17 Unit! of Licensed
Practical Nursing Association
will have a bake sale at Roses
Department Store.

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Evans and Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Emerson, all of
Mayfield.

Chestnut SI •753-3314

•

Friday,Jame 6
Club Membership Social
will be held at 5:311p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

Rabies Clinics, sponsored
by the Health Department in
cooperation with local
veterinarians, will be held at
Rabies Clinics, sponsored Midway, Crossland, Morton's
by the Health Department in Store, Sulking Spring Church,
cooperation with local Lynn Grove, Brown's Grove,
veterinarians, will be held at Coldwater, and
Health
Hazel School, Clayton's Store, Department, starting at 9 a.m.
New Providence, Hamlin, at Midway and at 7 p.m. at the
New Concord School, Bonner's Health Department. Cost will
Grocery, Donelson's Grocery, be 63 per pet for the vaccinaFaxon School, and Health tion.
Department, starting at 9 am.
Transportation for shopping
at Hazel and at 7 p.m. at the
Health Department. Coat will for senior citizens will be held
be $3 per pet for the vaccina- and cal 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m.
for morning shopping and by
tion.
11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopDelegates from the ping.
Calloway County Democratic
Activities for Hazel Senior
Executive Committee to the Citizens will be held from 10
state convention at Frankfort a.m, to p.m. at the Hazel
on June 7 will meet at the Mur- Center with lunch served at
ray City Hall at 7:30 p.m.
11:45 a.m.

Girl Scout Fair

J.

Friday, Aim 6
Applicanons for summer
school at Calloway County
High School, starting June 18,
shooki be made by today
----Douglas Center is open from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. for Senior
Citizens with bingo at 11 am.,
lunch at 12 noon, and table
games at 1 p.m.

SHIFTS
Cool, cool comfort'

Reg 16" 10 36"
Reg. 24"

YOUR CHOICE

1 1 99

ACTIVE PLAYWEAR FOR SUMMER FUN!

to

11 0°

ALWAYS
FREE
0v
13E
LieflkIttiAl •

T-TOPS & SHORTS
BETTER
SUNDRESSES

'sIItili011
o

Many styles to
choose from
YOUR CHOICE
Reg to 9"

Bright & breezy for
sunny days & warm
nights
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Pap Smear Clinic I
Planned Monday I
A Pap Smear Clinic for women will be held Monday, June
9, at 1 p.m %the Calloway County Health Department. Persons should call the center at 753-13S1 for an appointment.
The clinic is conducted by the nurses at the Health Department who are Daphene Mowery RN, Agatha McLeod RN,
Laken Robertson LPN,and Susan Redick RN.
This is another of the special services of the Health Department.

By Abigail Van Buren

Honesty Is Best
If You're Old Enough
To Take It
DEAR ABBY: Some years ago, I was raped and became
pregnant. I gave birth to a baby boy, but under the
circumstances I couldn't bring myself to raise him. My best
friend - I'll call her Minnie - was happily married but
wasn't able to bear children, so she and her husband
adopted my son.That decision worked out well for all of us. I
visited them often and watched the boy grow up in a fine
environment.
Here's my problem: In Minnie's eyes, the boy is now old
enough to understand the circumstances of his birth,
adoption, etc., and they want to tell him the entire story.
They think he has the right to know all the facts of his birth,
including the fact that I am his mother and his father was a
rapist!
I have always felt that honesty is the best policy, but in
this instance, I don't think the boy needs to know all the
facts. Because of this disagreement. I am no longer
speaking to Minnie and her husband.
I 'would like your opinion.
WAITING IN SARATOGA
DEAR WAITING: Honesty is always the best policy.
You don't say how old the boy is, but he should be told
only as much as he can comprehend. Very young
children can understand "adoption," but the other
details of his birth should not be disclosed until he is
sufficiently mature to handle them.(P.S. I question
the wisdom of telling a child his father was a rapist.)
-DEARABBY: I am marriedjo a physician. We recently
attended a medical convention where there were about 3,000
physicians present.
Maybe it's because lately we have all become so weightconsciosts, but I was really shocked by the number of fat
physicians I saw there. More than half the doctors were
visibly overweight(my formerly svelte husband included).
Have you any statistics dealing with physicians being
overweight?
JOHN'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: In a survey of 900 family physicians,
sponsored by the American Academy of Family
Physicians, 62 percent of the M.D.• who responded
said they wanted to lose weight. More than one-third
of that group wanted to lose more than 10 pounds, but
89 percent said they had not followed a specific
weight-loss diet in the last six months.
(P.S. Two-thirds recognized the necessity of controlling their sugar and cholesterol intake, but only•
little more than 50 percent said they themselves
followed that advice.)
Physician, heal thyself!
DEAR ABBY: Melvin graduated from high school at the
top of his class last June. He was offered a scholarship to a
very fine university, but he turned it down to go to a local
college. Everybody thought he was crazy. He admitted to me
he didn't want to go away to college because he gets
"homesick."
We sent Melvin to summer camp when he was 11, and he
came back after one week so thin and pale he didn't look like
the same boy. He said he got so homesick he couldn't even
sleep or eat.
Melvin is not an only child. But he is my youngest and
has always stayed very close to me.
He doesn't have many friends and has never asked a girl
for a date on his own, but he has dated girls when someone
fixes him up. He reads a lot and doesn't mind being by
himself all the time.
I want Melvin to go away to college this fall, but every
time I bring it up he begs me not to talk about it. I think it
would be good for him to go away, but how can a mother
push her son out of the house when he begs to stay?
MELVIN'S MOM
DEAR MOM: It's not uncommon for an 11-year-old
to be homesick, but when he reaches college age he
should have matured sufficiently to overcome it. If
Melvin has not been evaluated by an expert, he
should be. Don't push him out of the house, but do
insist he have a frank talk with a doctor.
CONFIDENTIAL to those who have sent for Abby's
booklets: Please, please be patient. I am literally
deluged with orders and am getting them out as
quickly as possible.

NOTICE
Yeartisa Bible School Is scheduled at the Skidoo
Spring Baptist CberelL lies 9-13, 1960.
The school will be bold deny how 9.... oat* 12
Ikea. Classes will be previded for all sok, hese the
Nursery through the Ith Grade.
Al &Naos ere invited to cow for Bilk study,
singing, recrostise, headstock sod mindless* doh.
For truespertutlea ail 7 3432119 or 733-4561.

It is with pleasure to
announce that Audrey
Conley, bride-elect of
Lindy Suitor, has selected
Pier pottery, stainless
and silver from our complete bridal registry.
Audrey and Lindy will
be married July 5, 1960

he Cherr Branck
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Causes Trouble As Prices
Of Sugar Continue To Rise
By LOUISE COOK
Aasociated Press Writer
Consumers with a sweet
tooth are out of tack. An
Associated Press marketbasket survey shows sugar
prices went up sharply last
month, helping boost family
grocery bills by half a percent.
The AP drew up a random
list of food arid non-food items
and checked the prices at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973. Prices
have been rechecked on or
about the start of each month
since then.
Among the highlights of the
latest survey:
-The marketbasket went
up during May at the checklist
store in eight of the cities
surveyed and decreased in
four. It was unchanged in one
city - Detroit. On an overall
basis, the average marketbasket bill was half a percent
higher at the start of June
than it was a month earlier.
That compares with a 1 percent increase during A;riL
-Comparing prices today
with those at the start of the
year, the AP found that the
average martetbaaket bill
went up 3.1 percent. In the
same five months of 1979, the
AP survey showed the
marketbasket bill up 4.3 percent.
-Sugar was to blame for
May's price rises. The price of
a five-pound sack of sugar
went up at the checklist store
in 12 cities and was unchanged
In the 13Ui - Boston. The
average increase in the price
of sugar at the checklist stores
last month was 16 percent; the
average rise since the first of
the year was 52 percent.
The price of sugar in the AP
survey - over 12 for a fivepound sack in most cities
checked - is higher than it
has been in five years. The increases are due to a drop in
supply. According to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
world sugar production declined by 2.4 percent during the
19711 crop year. Production
during the 1979 crop year which began last Sept. 1 - is
expected to drop by an additional 5.5 percent.
When sugar was removed
from the marketbasket total,
the AP found that grocery bills

Group C. Ladies
Tennis Plans Play
Group C of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play at 9:30 a.m. on
Monday, June 9, at the club.
Pairings are as follows:
Court One - Linda
Haverstock,Sue McCoart,Sue
Spann,and Lori Rushing.
Court Two - Mary Bogard,
Renee Wynn, Jan Wilson, and
Barb Mallnauskas.
Court Three - Pat Binford,
Ann Uddberg, Yvonne Hamby,and Carol Waller.

at the checklist store declined
- by 1.2 percent - instead of
rieing last month.
-Shoppers looking for
bargains in the area of protein
found savings on eggs and
pork chops The price of a
dozen eggs dropped at the
checklist store in eight cities
last month, while pork chops
declined in six cities.
The AP checklist originally
included 15 items, but
chocolate chip cookies were
dropped because the manuiact u re r discontinued the
package size used in the
survey. The AP did not try to
weight the survey results according to population density
or in terms of what part of a
family's actual grocery bill
each item represents.
The items on the AP
checklist were: chopped
chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange Juice MM..
irate, coffee, paper towels,
butter, Grade-A medium
white eggs, creamy peanut
butter, laundry detergent,
fabric softener, tomato sauce,
milk, frankfurters and
granulated sugar. The cities
checked were: Albuquerque,
N.M., Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, LOB
Angeles, Miami, New York,
Philadelphia, Providence,
R.I., Salt Lake City and Seattle.

D. D. Cunningham
Receives Degree;
Tulane University
NEW ORLEANS, La. Deborah Dee Cunningham of
Murray, KY. received a
bachelor of arts in American
studies and sociology degree
from Tulane University during spring commencement
ceremonies.
More than 1,300 degrees
were conferred by Tulane
University President Dr.
Sheldon Hackney during eight
separate ceremonies held on
the university campus during
May.
As one of the major private
universities in the country,
Tulane has almost 10,000
students, more than 1,600
faculty members, and 11
schools and colleges, including liberal arts divisions
the College of Arts and
Sciences and Newcomb College; professional schools in
architecture, engineering,
business, law, social work,
medicine, and public health
and tropical medicine; the
Graduate School; and the
University College, which offers educational programs for
the general public.
Commencement
ceremonies for medicine and
public health are held in the
late spring,and students in the
'chool of Social Work
graduate in December.

a
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Granddaughter Of
Murrayans To Wed

Paris Road Homemakers Club To
Hold Luncheon Meeting Tuesday
A special luncheon meeting
will be held by the Paris Road
Homemakers Club on Tuesday, June 10, at 11 a.m. at the
Colonial Howie Smorgasbord.
This will be the final
meeting before the summer
season and all members are
urged to attend, a spokesman
said.
At the May 13th meeting
held at the home of Topsy
Brandon the major lesson on
•'Outdoor Cookery'' was
presented by Alice Steely.
The minor lesson on "Be
Your Own Best Friend" was
presented by Mattie Lee
Buster and Louse Dunn. They
said "happy people have a
sense of purpose in their lives
because they are busy doing;
and the right nourishment and

exercise helps them to be their
own bast friend."
Margaret Roach, president,
presided. Lessors for the coming year were selected. Lucille
Grogan gave the devotion, and
Amy Wilson directed the
recreation
Refreshments were served
by Mrs Brandon Also present
were Ola McIntosh, Mar)
Alice Gee, Charlene Curd.
Della Taylor, and Little Gre
Taylor.

Fr,W11,17N1
PADUCAH PATIENT
Dismissed recently from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
was Silburn Colson of Murray

Moderate prices• Satisfaction guaranteed
• Open 8.4.Monday-Thursday.8-6 Fri

Miss Kelli Lynn Ellis
-to wed Richard Lewis Sant.;
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Jr., of Findlay, Ohio, announce
the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Kelli Lynn, to Richard Lewis Sang. ciln of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Edward Sang of Ashland.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Wallace Dowdy
and of Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Sr., all of Murray.
Miss Ellis, a 1977 graduate of Findlay High School, is a
senior elementary education major at Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, where she is a cheerleader, reigning
homecoming queen,and recent representative for Eastern at
the Mountain Laurel Festival at Pineville.
The groom-elect, a 1976 graduate of Paul Blazer High
School, Ashland, will graduate at the fall semester with a major in physical education. He was a starting Ale receiver
and punter for the Eastern University football team; and will
be student coach this fall at EKU working with wide
receivers.
The wedding will take place onSaturday, July 26, at 2 p.m.
atthe First United Methodist Church, Richmond.

Coklwater Club
Meet Is Tuesday
Mrs. Ralph Bennett will bi
hostess for the meeting of the
Coldwater Homemakers Club
to be held Tuesday, June 10, at
1 p.m. at her home.
The May meeting was held
at the home of Mrs. Newel
Doores with Mrs. Bobby
Adams, president, presiding.
Bazzell,
Mrs. Ronnie
secretary, gave her report,
and Mrs. Bennett gave the
devotion.
Officers for the new club
year were elected. The only
changes made were Mrs.
Hunter Bazzell as president
and Mrs. Ralph Bennett as
vice president.
Mrs. Danny Bazzell, craft
leader, showed an afghan in
Swedish weaving. Also on
display were one of knit and
one in crochet along with three
beaded baskets.
Others present, not
previously mentioned, were
Arlene Adams, Vivian Adams,
and Mable Fuqua.

Will Buy
10K& 14K
Scrap Gold

Furches
Jewelry
113So.4th

Murray,Ky.

Open Fridays
tit 8 30 P M

Open Fridays
8 30 P M

Western Kentucky's
Leading Fashion ,Store

OSPITAL NEWS
5-29-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
McDaniel, baby girl,
(Jackie), Rt. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna F. Scott, Box 95,
Riveria Courts, Murray; Mrs.
Ola Mae Hughes, K-3
Southeide Manor, Murray;
Mariand McKinney, Royal
Ridge Apts., A-1, Fulton; Mrs.
Jacqueline Emerson and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Mary
Jayne Wilson and baby boy,
Rt. 7,Box 159, Murray.
Jeffery M. Harrington, 311
North Fifth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Elisabeth A. Garland,
501 South Seventh Street, Murray; Mrs. Flora Alois
Underhill, Rt. 7, Box 174, Murray; Charles 0. Smith, Rt. 7,
Box 194, Mayfield; Charles C.
Hooks, Rt.2,Box 262, Cadiz.
Mrs. Verna Mae Stubblefield, 905 Math Street, Murray; John P. McDougal, 1930
Payne Street, Apt. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Euple Rowland, Rt. 1,
Box 386, Alma; Willie B. Gore,
Rt. 2, Box 159, Murray; John
D. Williams, 106 North Ninth
Street, Murray.
Mrs. Barbara C. Blalock,
1563 Oxford, Murray; Mary
M. Vowell, 1311 titian Street,
Apt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Duvonne
Bonnie Cope, Rt. 2, Box 88,
Alta
Mrs.
Benton;
Mackowlak, M. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Even M. Burt, Rt. 7, Box
374, Murray; Mrs. Naomi Farris, 1104 Story Avenue, Murray.
5-30-11D
NEWBORN ATILES1130948

Beach, baby girl, (Merry
Ann),Rt. 1, Box 225, Almo.
Merrell, baby girl, (Willie),
Box 971, Paris,Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janice Wilson, Box 13,
New Concord; Barbara K. Irian, Rt. 7, Box NIB, Murray;
Mrs. Hilda E. Herndon, P. 0.
Box 174, Murray; Jennifer L.
Joyner, Rt. 2, Box 72, McKenzie, Tenn.; Mrs. Rowena
Emerson,1507 Belmont Drive,
Murray.
Mrs. Patricia L Smith, Rt.
1, Box 351-AA, Benttin; Gary
R. Aahlock, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Betty S. Hopkins,
Rt. 4, Box 101, Fulton; Joy
June Miller, Rt. 3, Box 317,
Murray; Roy W. Wade, Rt. 7,
Box 157, Mayfield.
Mrs. Carolyn A. Ramsey,
Rt. I, Box $35, Murray;
Thomas M. Woods, Rt. 4, Box
965, Murray; Harley L.
Vaughn, Box 36, .Riviera
Court, Murray; Mrs. Sherri L.
Benton; Francis
Minter, Rt.;
A. Calvert, Rt.. 5, Box 693,
Murray.
Mrs. Beatrice Janes, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; Mrs.
Nettie M. Clark, Apt. 1,
Southold, Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Mary L Baker, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; Mrs.
Esther Simon, '474 illveria
Courts, Murray; Guy S.
Wilson, Box 158, New Concord.
Mrs. Corrine P. Evans, 104
Eddlngs, Fulton; Mrs. Doyle
A. SmRh, South Side Manor
Apt. J-4, Murray; George
Givens, 412 South Eighth

Street, Murray; Mrs. Flossie
M.Fitts,705 Story, Murray.
Mrs. Barbara Tucker, Rt. 1,
Box 135, Kirksey; Mrs. Edith
L Shuman, Rt. 5, Box 694-20,
Murray; Mrs. Opal A. Burton,
Rt. 1, Box 27, Sedalia; Buren
V. Poyner, Rt. 2, Hazel.

Summer Sports

5-31-90
These worm days are great for getting out playing.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Bright's has lust the easy-going sportswear for you to
Hunt, baby girl, (Vickie),
play in. Sensational outfits from such names as
106 Marilyn Street, Paris,
Catalina, Lindy Park and White Stag. Bright's is
Tenn.
serious about giving you the best in great looking sumDISMISSALS
mer time sportswear. Come on in and see how good
Rt.
Berkley,
V.
Mrs. Winnie
you look and feel in a new outfit from Bright's. Sizes 6
3, Box 139, Cadiz; Mrs.
thru 18.
Patricia A. Mullins, Rt. 5, Box
239, Murray; Mrs. Janice
Crum, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Stephanie Bell, Box
115,Mayfield.
James Craig Robertson, Rt.
5, Box 153, Murray; April A. )
Manning, 519 South 13th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Dortha
Ok.
L. Eaker, 400 North Fifth
Street, Murray; Mrs. Barbara
' IAAI111rMP
fk\
R. Leslie, Rt. 6, Box 353-A2,
Murray.
Jerry M. Fulton, 220 South
..lit
0
l1
Mil
i
dmi.6
13th Street, Murray; Mrs. fl2013,
Box
ew Stephens, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Ophelia
BOLERO 30'
Cruse, Rt. 3, Calvert City;
\
\
TAUPE & WHITE
Walter Lee Lyons, 210 North
13th Street, Murray.
Mrs. Arlene G. Evans, Rt. 4,
0.°1
% VArINA1
4 NS
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mavis S.
\.
.,
...Minime
\..................L
Mcereery, 717 Nash Drive,
MATADOR 30.
Murray; Mrs. Lida M. Tabers,
Rt. 2, Box 106, Murray; Noah
BONE MUL s.
1)I\ I
F. Stallone, Rt. 1, Box 546,
CAMEL & BROWN
Hardin.
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Matarazzo-Hopkins
Wedding Planned

Finds it hard to sleep

New Providence Homemakers Plan Meet
present, not
Others
Maudie Kennerly will open the lesson on "Outdoor
previously mentioned, were
her home for the meeting of Cookery." She gave tips on
Dorval
Hendon, Opal
successful outdoor cookery.
the
New
Providence
Shoemaker, and Doris
Homemakers Club to be held
Peggy Taylor, home Williams. Children attending
Tuesday, June 10, all p.m.
management chairman, gave were Jacob Falwell, Erin and
The club met May 13 at the a report and read several
Seth Grogan, Jana and Josh
home of Helen Claud with useful home cleaning forHerndon, Chip Taylor, and
Sylvia Puckett, president, mulas
Jason Williams.
presiding. Iva Mae Allbritte_n
Two games were directeu
gave the devotion on "A
Mother's Prayer For Her by Patsy Pittman with
Dorothy Cook and Gail Hern- _
Children."
Members answered the roll don winning the prizes.
PATIENT AT PADUCAtl
Refreshments were served
call by naming a favorite
Mrs. Charles Hamlin of
Mothers Day. Beth Falwell, by Mrs. Claud, assisted by her
Murray has been dismissed
secretary-treasurer, gave her mother-In-law,
Nannie front Lourdes
Hospital,
reports and also read thank Wherry.
Paducah
you notes from Fonda Grogan
and Jimmy Puckett. Report:"
on the tasting luncheon and
the Southern Kitchens Cooking School were given.
The lessons for 1980-81 were
chosen. Officers elected for
the new club year were Sylvia
Puckett, president; Bonicha
Williams, vice president; Beth
Falwell,secretary-treasurer.
Maudie Kennerly,presented

Lawrence E. Lamb.MD.

Pr

DEAR DR LAMB - I aro a
female, 81 years of age and
having trouble getting to sleep
at night I've been taking
over the-counter pills. such as
Nytol and Sominex. for two
years now I have tried many
things to get away from tak
trig them, but they Just haven t
worked I do have some
tLithritis in my spine knees
and shoulders and I take l'er
odan every night for the pain
init also some aspirin Could
YOU please give me some
information on how to break
the habit of taking these
sleeping pills"
If
DEAR READER
you re having pain, it's sometimes difficult to sleep The
first question is. are you taking enough of the proper
medicines to control your pain
so that you're comic -table
when you go to bed' If not,
..ou may need to make sonic
adjustments in that area
before you're successful in
controlling sleep
Most of the sleeping pills
that people can buy for themselves leave a lot to be
desired Some have ingredients that can be harmful
Fortunately, the amount prt's
nt in these sleeping pills is so

mail mat it usually doesn t
cause any trouble
The difficalty is that the
amounts are also so small
that they don't produce any
effect and the person may
decide to take more than the
amount recommended When
this happens these ingred
lents can cause severe reactions, so it's ttwst unwise for
anyone to take more of any of
these pills than is recommended on the package
Many of the sleeping pills
that doctors prescribe also
lose their effectiveness in
about two weeks That's why
no one should take meriicines
regularly every bight to
enable them to sleep Pretty
soon you have both a sleeping
problem and a drug problem
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 10-6. Sleep and
Insomnia Other readers who
want this issfue can send 75
cents with a' long,' stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in.
care of this newspaper, P.0
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York. NY'10019
The Health Letter that I'm
sending you will outline a program that you should follow
to enable you to sleep natural-

SPECIAl.
June 6th, 7th, 8th
Lake Purch Boneless Fish Filets
Childs Plate
$1.25
Small Order
$2.25
Large Order
$3.00
All You Can Eat
$4.00
Also Reduced Prices
Kentucky Lake Catfish Dinners, including 'tiddler, Also Steaks and
Seafoods"at

KENTUCKY LAKE
LODGE RESTAURANT
Hwy. 68 and 80 Auroro, Ky

ly at night It s very important
to slow down at the end of the
day, both physically and
mentally, and develop a regular habit Go to bed at the
same hour each night Don't
go to bed except to sleep By
following regular habits, such
as those outlined in The
Health Letter I'm sending
you, you may find that you
will be able to sleep without
any sleeping pills
DEAR DR LAMB - I'm a
62-year-old female and I have
been drinking distilled water
I've been told it is not good for
me as it does not have any
minerals in it I have real
good teeth so I would like to
know if I should keep drinking
it.
DEAR READER — Distilled water will not hurt you.
Its true that some people
get an appreciable amount of
minerals from their water,
particularly if -it's "hard
water." However, the most
important mineral source for
your body comes from your
diet not your drinking water.
So you should be sure that
you're on a well-balanced diet
that includes enough milk or
other dairy products to provide a sufficient amount of
calcium every day That will
be one of the major factors in
helping you maintain those
good teeth.

A. B. Pickard
Is Graduate
At Xavier
New Orleans, La. — A Murray student, Almeda B.
Pickard, was among the 293
spring graduates at Xavier
University of Louisiana.
Pickard, a transfer from
Murray State University,
received a bachelor of science
. dilree in ptiarmacy.with cum
reticle honors. '
Xavier 'is the only
predominantly black, Catholic
university in this country, according to Richard Tucker, a
member of the public relations department of the
university.

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
I'M
COLLECTING,
MRS.
PAUL...

WOOL D YOU
COME BACK
TOMORROW

C)
t,4

usioAMOIOor

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.

73'e

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So... paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without ttie right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

the

Murray Ledger 8r Times

Ashley Smock, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hunt Smock of Murray, graduated from Darlington School, Rome, Ga., in
the 75th commencement exercises held May 31 at the First
Baptist Church, Rome, with
Frank Blair, former news correspondent for the NBC-TV
Today"Show,as speaker.
Darlington's class of 1960
consisted of 117 seniors, with
75 from the Rome area and 42
being boarding students. Darlington School is a coeducational college preparatory'
school which accepts boarders
in the ninth through 12th
grades.

Dr. and Mrs. Salvatore M. Matarazzo announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sally Clay, to Warren Keith Hopkins,son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Hopkins.
Miss Matarazzo is a graduate of Murray High School and a
May 1980 graduate of the University of Kentucky. She received a Bachelor of Business Administration with concentration
in finance. She was a member of Kappa Delta social sorority.
Mr. Hopkins, a graduate of Calloway County High School,
received his Bachelor of Science in accounting at Murray
State University. He is presently attending the Samuel P.
Chase College of Law.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 2, at
2:30 p.m. at the First Presbyterian Church, Murray. A reception will follow the ceremony at the Murray Country Club,

Richardson-Oliverio
Wedding is At Kenlake
Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss
Willette Richardson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Richardson of Aurora, to Martin Oliverio, son of Mrs. Rose
Oliverio of Westchester, N. Y.
The wedding vows will be
read at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday,
June 7, in the garden of the
Kenlake Hotel with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating.
Presenting a program of
nuptial music will be Mrs.
John Bowker, organist; Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Weatherly, Mr.
and Mrs. John Weatherly,

A reception will fcillow in the
banquet room of the Kenlake
Hotel with Mrs. Harold Jones
as director.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

New Shipment
Of
Children's

41F

ROGERS BOY
Dr. and Mrs. L. Ralph
Rogers, Jr., of Ames, Iowa,
are the parents at a baby boy,
Robert Lowell, born on Saturday', May 24.
. The grandparents are the
Rev. and Mrs. L. Ralph
Rogers of Mayfield and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Jones of Murray.

Southside Shopping Center
753-4383

•
•

Beat Inflation

Mrs. Rob Ray, and Harry
Weatherly, uncles and aunts
of the bride-elect, singers.
Miss Lisa Hopkins will be
the maid of honor and Miss
Robyn Ray will be the
bridesmaid. Both are cousins
of the bride-elect.
Bestman will be George
Pyle of Long Island, N.Y.,and
groomsman will be Mike
Casey of New York. Ushers
will- be Richie and Roy

Freezer Special
$119
Partins Sausage

Richardson, brothers of the
bride-elect, Jay Schwall,
Kevin Ray, and Shawn Jones,
all cousins of the bride-to-be.
Directing the wedding will
be Mrs. Jerry Hopkins.

per lb.

Whole Pork Loin

avg

MICHELSON'S
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You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.
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State Regulations To
Control Wastes Okayed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
New state regulations to control hazardous wastes have
been approved without opposition by the legislative Administrative ' Regulations
Review Subcommittee.
The permanent regulatory
program goes into effect immediately, replacing interim
regulations which were due to
expire June 13.
The new regulations also
will enable the state Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection to implement laws on
hazardous wastes enacted by
the 1980 Legislature. Those
statutes take effect July 15.
"These statutes and the
regulatory package give the
department for the first time
the tools and proper authority
to regulate hazardous wastes
in
Kentucky," Natural
Resources Secretary Jackie
Swigart said Wednesday.
And Jack Wilson, commissioner of the department's
Bureau of Environmental Protection, said the regulations
give "us the teeth to proceed

against the kuads of improper
and illegal disposal which has
so frequently threatened Kentucky's environment."
Had such regulations heel,
in effect in the past, Wilson
said, the department could
have halted the dumping of
hazardous wastes which led to
problems such as the "Valley
of the Drums" dumping site in
Bullitt County.
Under the new regulations,
registration fees for firms
which generate hazardous
wastes will vary from $200 to
$500.
The permit fee for treatand
ment, incineration
storage of wastes was set at
$1,000, with a fee of $5,000 for
land disposal.
The state regulations must
meet U.S. Environmental Protection Agency requirements
for the state to assume
primary responsibility for
hazardous wastes.
Generally, businesses which
produce less 2,200 pounds or
less of waste per month are
exempt from the definition of
hazardous waste generators.
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Heinz BBQ

SAUCE

18 oz

Y AVAILABLE

University Gulf Service
At Five Points
L.D. Workman, Owner
Phone 753-5782
Murray, Ky. 42071

69c
69c

Lt,mon

15 0:

69c
S189

22 oz

Sugur

Bonus Special Both With
$25.00 Order

Marganne

//(11"11-311

Northern

TISSUE

59'

4 Roll Pkg.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Eacluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Parches* Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Libby s Sweet or Unsweetened
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Graham Crocker
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DOG FOOD
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Sue Bee Strained
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DEODORANT
f
APPLE JUICE
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200 ct
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WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST
MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN
E Ira Lean

STEW MEAT
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Oven Baked Turkey
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CHICKEN

Boneless Breakfast

FREEZER BAGS

PRODUCE

DELI
$179

SURE JELL
GULF WAX

Delic,ous Baked
U S Choice Boneless Arm Cut

and more. Drive in!

46 01
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CAKE
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Prepare your car early for
summer driving conditions.
We also do air conditioning
installations, all repairs,tune-

Heinz BBQ

Island

crilt

•
•
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These
Bargains

SAVE MORE WITH SUPER SAVER SPECIALS!!

Frances Drake

Your Car
Needs A
Summer
CheckUp!

In I Sat I•11
Open* 7 Moo -Mrs

These Special Prices Are Available Because Of Manufactures Decline In
Prices.

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 6,1980
What kind of day will up with a new moneymaking
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the idea. On the job, the
forecast given for your birth atmosphere is touchy.
Sign.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
eV
ARIES
You may take up a new
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
hobby. Don't be afraid to try
You may feel unappreciated new
things.
Romantic
at work. You're overly interests
need
special
sensitive now. Use time by handling.., children too!
yourself for new inspirations SAGITTARIUS
about investment projects.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)1(
TAURUS
rtSitiO___Fuicl ways to utilize wasted
Apr. -20 trn May 20'
space at home. However, you
Partnership rapport, but may not be in the mood to do
friends are touchy and easily anything too costly. A relative
offended. You may tire may be 'moody.
quickly of the social scene. CAPRICORN
Enjoy privacy.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) W
GEMINI
Watch for crossed-signals re
(May 2110 June 20)
travel. Meet new friends with
A new work assignment. cordiality. Don't brood about a
Take this chance to show your work problem. The p.m. finds
originality. However, keep you domestically inclined.
personality out of business AQUARIUS
dealings for success.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 11=
CANCER
Neither a borrower nor
June 21 to July 22)
(C) lender be. A new career
It may be difficult to opening
is
financially
concentrate on work. Avoid promising. Still, you're
daydreaming. A new romantic warned not to overspend for
introduction, but inwardly pleasure.
you're feeling withdrawn.
PISCES
X
LEO
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
r July 23 to Aug. 22)144iQ
An element of deception
In romance keep your feet possible.
See
things
on the ground. You tend realistically. Fire up your
towards wishful thinking. A spirit with travel plans.
close ally has an interesting Romance iffy in the p.m.
business suggestion.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
VIRGO
greater sense of social
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP%. consciousness than the typical
Doing something different member of your sign. A
together will please a definite moral sense pervades
romantic interest. How about all that you do. You work well
a short trip? The p.m. doesn't with groups and may find
favor social life.
yourself in a position of
LIBRA
leadership in that capacity.
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)-11-4n You may have a special talent
Problems at work may be for literature, teaching and
the catalyst you need to come designing. Law, education,
journalism, banking and
acting may also appeal to you.
In business you're a moneymaker and are often found in
businesses allied td the arts.
Birthdate of: Thomas Mann,
author; Velazquez, painter;
and Maria Montez, film star.
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1407 W. Main•Phone 753-4682
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To Shop
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'
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Calif Bing

CHERRIES
U. S. No. 1 Red

POTATOES

lb. 99C

5,bs. 59'
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Rabies Clinic To Be
Conducted In Area
Each year a special service
of the Calloway County Health
Department with the cooperation of the local veterinarians is
conducted.
This is the Rabies Clinic held
at various places throughout
the city and county for three
days. The clinics opened
Wednesday and will continue
through Friday evening.
For only a charge of $3 any
dog or cat will be vaccinated

Kentucky Closeup

,Looking Back -

50KRY,OLD PAL,NT I'M

Hoyt Like, mayor of the city of Hazel,
iaid a contract was signed yesterday
!or a new fire truck for the town of
Hazel in the amount of 615,429.
Deaths reported include Logan
Bland, Hughte Rosa, 56, and Gillard
Cathay, 519.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, now director of
the Marshall Research Foundation in
Arlington, Va., will be the speaker at
the commencement exercises tomorrow at Murray State University.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs Jerry Henry and a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Eddie York, both on June 2.
The parents of the Murray High
School Track Team honored the team
members with a banquet at Captain's
Kitchen. Gaylord Forrest was the
master of ceremonies.
Temple Hill Chapter No.*11 Order of
the Eastern Star observed Friendship
Night on May 28. Lucy Alderdice is worthy matron and Hollie Alderdice is worthy patron of the chapter.

for rabies. Kentucky law requires that all dogs and cats be
vaccinated for rabies, and our
local health department and
veterinarians are cooperating
to enforce this law and to help
prevent a spread of rabies in
the city and county.
We commend the personnel
of the Health Department and
the local veterinarians on this
annual worthwhile. endeavor
and urge each pet owner to take
advantage of this service.

20 Years Ago

By George Heckel

Asking For Cash

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Education has long been considered
one of the pillars of the liberaldemocratic form of government. We
have long entertained great hopes that
education would produce better
citizens. The great German thinker
Alexander von Humboldt, one of the
founders of the University of Berlin in
1810, wrote:
Along with knowledge comes
thought, and with thought vigor
and seriousness spread among
the multitude.
Some of Humboldt's hopes
have been dashed by the middle
of the twentieth century. Many of
us have found that the following
words of the Russian dictator
Stalin are often as true as those of
von Humboldt:
Education is a weapon, whose effect depends on who holds it in his
hand and who is struck with it.

Funny World
A teenager was telling her friend that
her parents decided on a trial separation and the friend wanted to know what
it was. "It's like having a telephone
disconnected," she explained,"you see
if you can live without it.
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sent a written report that same day."
UMA spent $111,000 last year on
telephone calls, and Hoeck estimated
that approximately 45,003 letters are
mailed each month from the headquarters here and divisional offices in
New York and San Francisco.
If immediate payment is impossible,
the adjuster attempts to work out an
agreement that is secured by a promissory note or tangible collateral.
"When all else fails, the case is turned over to our legal department," said
Hoick.
UMA charges clients a minimum
commission of 50 percent on a collection of $100 or less. The rate is 25 percent of thefirst $2,000 and 20 percent on
the excess up to $25,000.
Hoeck can cite dozens of reasons why
a business will fail but places most of
the blame on poor management.
"Some men spend more time on the
golf course than they do in the office.
When a problem arises, they're not
around to solve it and before long, the
company's in trouble." •
Another factor is the availability of
credit. "We had one case recently
where a company let a little old lady in
a small town buy $100,000 worth of
clocks on credit. That's absurd but it
happens more than you realize."
Unpaid commercial debts are now
running about $1 billion a year, and
Hoeck said UMA gets 10 percent of the
total business.
"We've registered an increase of 23 to
24 percent in the last two years," he
said. "That should give you some idea
of what's happening to the economy."
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Garrott's Galley

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP) —
Somebody's got to ask for the cash
when bills are overdue.
The assignment usually is carried out
by United Mercantile Agencies Inc.,
probably the nation's oldest and largest
collection firm.
"We don't go after the guy who is lagging in his payments on the car or color
TV," said board chairman John L
Hoeck. Our job is to settle debts owed
by one company to another."
More than 250 firms, including the
best known names in their respective
industries, have turned to UMA for help
since it was organized in. Louisville in
1917.
Hoeck and four aseociates aequired
UMA in 1959 and watched it grow 1,000
percent, with settlements totaling more
than $150 million in the last five years.
"We've had claims ranging from $400
to $130,000," said Hoeck, ''but the
average is $3,800 — our bread and butter accounts."
They are handled by 135 men and
women, who immediately destroy the
stereotype image of the cold-eyed,
heavy-handed bill collector.
Most UMA staff members have college degrees: one is a graduate of
Julliard School of Music; another is a
former FBI agent; and a third is a
specialist in nuclear physics.
"Our people work on a salary-pluscommission basis," said Hoeck.
"Within hours after a claim is received,
an adjuster is on the telephone with the
debtor, seeking payment. Our client is

Toi

If Your Records Get Water Soaked,
Here's A Place To Dry Them Out
If you ever experience the misfortune
of being caught with a lot of important
papers, records or files water soaked
and damaged from a fire, I have just
the place for you to get them dried out
— the McDonnell Aircraft Company
plant near the St. Louis airport.
Jack Bass, a former St. Louis
neighbor of ours, and his wife, Nora,
were visiting us recently when Jack
told me about this unique service,
which is a spinoff of McDonnell's space
programs.
.
_
Jack has been with McDonnell for 33
.
,
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The Story Of

—371

Calloway
County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kirby Jennings
Upright, ISIS

Perhaps the growth of associ ions inspired the framework
for a more effective influence in the legislative halls of the nation;
also it was much encouraged by the federal government in search
of responsible local agencies with which to deal in allocation of
largesse and further control of national programs. Murray received
$2,404 in matching funds from the federal government, allocated
for "definite plans for future physical and financial growth" in
assisting in zoning, drafting of city ordinances, establishing building
codes, surveying land use for schools and parks, and study of city
budgets. The package was simply a concept fostered by political
scientists to resolve problems by "experts" in preference to maintaining the age-old custom of solutions by local citizens. Despite
the socialistic tendency of centralized control, little interference with
the traditional customs were noticeable, other than fostering the
web of superfluous agencies to snare a few jobs. Once spun, the
network became a permanent anchor in submission.
The huge derrick to drill for oil or gas on Pearl Jones Cherry's
farm northwest of Murray three miles on July 15, 1957, was a spider
work of steel, amazing the countryside with its floodlights in the
round-the-clock search. Most recent drilling exploration of Calloway County's earth crust in search of liquid gold occurred near
Brewers in the northwest part of the county in 1942 when drillers
penetrated to a record low as well as a considerable dry bore to
its principal financial stockholders. The California Oil Company
gave up the ghost on the Cherry farm after an expensive effort; so
did the local oil speculators who frantically scourged the countryside purchasing mineral rights.
But there were other rewarding investments. The Murray
Electric System installed a $27,000 substation at a site on North 16t11
Street and College Farm Road. Also, the City of Murray laid plans
for a municipal building at the corner of South 5th Street at Poplar,
sufficient in size.
to accommodate offices for mayor, citf.clerk, city
judge, installation of a city jail, offices for the gas system, and
headquarters for the,city fire department. Wallace Key was selected
as architect. So was the county being rewarded with 17 miles of
new blacktop construction contracts July 15, thanks to the effective
political ties of a new breed of county politicians snugly attached
to the statehouse.

years, and it is interesting how the company stumbled upon and then
developed a rather lucrative paper drying business.
It started several years ago when a
major fire at the Military Personnel
Records Center at nearby Overland,
Mo., destroyed or damaged the records
of thousands upon thousands of people
who at one time or another in our nation's history had served in the armed
forces. Those that weren't destroyed
were charred or water soaked.
Then some one came up with the idea
that the damages' records could be
salvaged through a process at McDonnell using the company's environmentally controlled altitude chambers
which had been developed for tests during its Mercury and Gemini space prograins. McDonnell has two such
chambers, each 14 feet square and
about 20 feet long.
+++
Placing the damaged and watersoaked materials in the chambers, the
first step is to freeze them to stop the
deterioration of the papers from the
water and to halt the buildup on them of
fungus.
Then the pressure in the chambers is
gradually reduced,causing the water in
the papers to go from a solid state to a
vapor without going through the liquid
state. Then after hot dry air much like
that you'd find on a desert — air with no
water at all in it — is introduced into the
chambers, the pressure is brought back
up with still more hot dry air and the
water, by now in a vapor state, is absorbed into the dry air.
Pumps then remove the water-laden
air from the chambers, and the process
repeated until the papers are dry.
The number of times the process is
repeated depends on the type of
material involved and the extent of its
wetness. Generally, the process is
repeated twice a day for periods up to
three weeks. The process is expensive.
The use of a chamber costs about $5,000
for 10 days'drying.
+++
Since the process was developed,

Business Mirror

McDonnell has become more or less a
center for this service. Jobs are referred to it from all over the country,
generally by insurance companies and
the restoration department of the National Archives in Washington, D.C.
Mithough most records are placed in
open, plastic containers much the same
as those in which the milkman carries
his cartons, some are put into the
chambers right in their filing cabinets.
This was the case when the administration building at York College,
Holland, Mich., burned. All its.records
were in a vault. 41though not destroyed,
they were badly charred and water
soaked.
Other major companies such as the
General Electric plant at Valley Forge,
Pa., and the Lockheed Missle Space
Center at Sunnyvale, Calif., have
similar facilities and are doing recorddrying jobs as well, so the practice is
growing into quite as industry.
The US. Department of Agriculture
is going even further with the idea and
is experimenting with a microwave
vaccurn drier pilot program at Tifton,
Ga.,for grain, tobacco and the like.
Let's hope, however, that we have no
need around here for this service, as
unique as it is.
+++
Thinking of fires, I saw an ad in a
Shrine magazine the other day that
really got next to me. Pictured was a
badly burned boy of about eight years
of age — his face covered with a white
mask and with holes for his eyes, nose
and mouth. His arms and hands also
were encased in bulky, white bandages
or casts.
Thecopy with the ad went like this:
I'm OK.
Treat me just like a kid.
Just because I got burned doesn't
mean I'm something else — a creature,
a monster, a poor thing.
It doesn't mean I need protection.
It doesn't mean I should be hid.
It doesn't mean you need to pity me.
It doesn't mean I'm not skid.
If you can't see what's inside, I might
as well have died.
By John Conniff
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3() Years Ago
Approximately 65 district doctors are
expected to gather at the Murray
Woman's Club House tomorrow to hear
M.F. Beard, M. D., Louisville,speak on
"Hematology," according to Hal
Houston, M. D., president of the
Calloway County Medical Association.
The cage stars for the second annual
North-South Basketball Classic to be
held June 10 at the Murray State College gym have arrived here. Special activities are planned throughout the
week.
About 20 boys from Murray Boy Scout
Troop 45 will attend Camp Pakentuck in
Ozark,ill., June 18 to 24.
Mrs. E. C. Parker is serving as principal of the Vacation Bible School at the
First Baptist Church.
Gas, hi-test, is listed as selling for 26
cents per gallon in the ad for the Red
and White Station, South Fourth Street,
Murray.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Kit Carson" starring Dana Andrews
and Jon Hall.

1

Bible Thought
Shew me now thy way, that I may
know thee, that I may Said grace in
thy sight: and consider that this nation is thy people. bodes 33:12
Wouldn't it be a wonderful thing
to have the assurance that God once
again consider this nation as one
filled with His ctenole

Today In History

Economy Control
NEW YORK (AP) — It's been convincly demonstrated again that the administrative powers that seek to control
the economy are better at jacking it up
than they are at gently racheting it
down.
Spurring activity, it seems, can be
pretty simply achieved by any president willing to speed up spending, but
no administration has yet learned how
to reverse the process without distressing consequences.
President Carter, who had been
forecasting or hoping for a recession
short and brief, now concedes after a
plunge in economic indicators that it
"has come quicker and steeper than we
thought."
What the administration thought was
not what some government and many
private sector forecasters had been
saying. For months they had been warning that excesses inevitably would
lead to a severe correction.
Earlier this month the National
Association of Purchasing Management, made up of the economically
wise men who control industrial inventories, said "the economy dropped like
a rock In May."
Its grim report revealed that "the
number of members reporting lower
production was at the highest level
since before World War II," a period
that includes several severe recessions,

Sites for the proposed two low rent
housing projects were revealed to the
Murray City Council by L D. Miller,executive director of the project. The sites
will be on Cherry Street and On SciuthNinth Extended.
Marine Pvt. Roy L Edwards of Almo
Route 1 completed recruit training on
May 24 at the Marine Corps Recruit
Depot,Parris Island,S. C.
Elected as officers of the Calloway
County Beta Club from the units in four
county high schools were Faye Beach,
Kirksey, Lila Cathey, Lynn Grove,
Patricia Lovett, Almo, Dan McDaniel,
Lynn Grove, and Charles Firma,
Alino.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert William Hahs
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Sara Lynn, to Richard H.
Stout, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Morris
Stout.
Members of the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society will tour the areas of
Lyon County to be inundated by water
after the completion qf Barkley Dam.
The tour will on June 11.
-:- Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Clark Gable and Eleanor Parker in
"The King and FoarQueens."

including that of 1974 and 1975, the
worst since the Great Depression of the
1930s.
With industrial activity slipping, and
with consumer activity slowing, it may
be many months before the downturn
can be turned around. And when the
turnaround comes, the problem might
still remain.
That problem is now recognized as
poor productivity, and the awareness of
it transcends political parties.
Economic minds of every persuasion
accept the necessity of Americans pro
during more efficiently.
Economic thinking of that sort,
however, can be trampled by political
necessity. It has happened often.
Rather than correct the production problem, Washington has chosen to make
off it doesn't exist.
And so the economy is jacked up
again with the help of government spending. Production resumes arid consumer demand strengthens. But
nothing substantial has been done to
upgrade production facilities.
Continued use of inefficient production facilities means more inflation. Old
plants and equipment, made obsolete
by technology and perhaps by environmental laws too, force up the
prices of goods.
The scene is set for another blowoff,
another descent into purgatory.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 5, the 157th
day of 1980. There are 209 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1968,
Sen. Robert Kennedy of New York was
shot and mortally wounded at a Los
Angeles victory celebration after winning California's Democratic presidential primary.
On this date:
In 468 B.C., the Greek philospher
Socrates was born.
In 1940, the battle of France began in
World War II.
In 1947, Secretary of State George
Marshall outlined a program to help
Europe rebuild economically after
World War II. It became known as the
Marshall Plan.
In 1967, fighting erupted in the
Mideast between Israel and the Arabs,
ih what became known as the Six-Day
War.
Five years ago: the Suez Canal was
reopened to international shipping for
the first time since the Arab-Israeli war
of 1967.
Last year: in a challenge to Poland's
Communist government, Pope John
Paul II said the state must permit the '• •
church to pursue its normal activities.
Today's birthday: Broadcast jour—enalist Bill Moyers is 46. Former NASA
head James Fletcher is 61.
Thought For Today: We have two'
- ears and only one tongue in order that •
we may hear more and speak less —
Diogenes, a Greek philospher 1412-323
B.C.).
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Town Wants Its Own Barber
SAMBURG, Tenn • AP) Most small towns want their
own doctor, their own dentist
or maybe a crack at big industry. Not Samburg. It wants
its own barber.

Hazel,
erday
wn of

cafes and six motels - to
catch the overflow crowd that
converges on nearby Reelfout
Lake each summer
But long hair and a long ride
have sent city fathers on a
mercy mission.
"The closest barber is in
Tiptonville," Mayor John Van
Cleave said Wednesday. -Our
people have to drive 14 miles
to get a haircut and gas is getting so high, and some of our
people are old and crippled
and they can't get out like they
used to.
There's one beauty parlor in
town, the mayor said, but
unisex hair cutting apparently
hasn't caught on in rural Tennessee. The beautician doesn't
cut men's hair.
With that in mind, the Samburg town commission voted
Tuesday night to try to recruit
a barber - preferably their
old one.
"We had one here," Van
Cleave said."But he left a few
years ago."
The barber - his name has
slipped Van Cleave's mind is believed to be somewhere in
Kentucky.
"We're going to try to get
him bacA7lore'reng
-10
everything we can, but be
might not want to come
back," the mayor said. "He's
getting pretty old himself."

The 463 residents of this nofrills West Tennessee hamlet
have gotten along nicely with
just the basics a post office, a
fish company, four churches
and groceries, a couple of
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ATTACKED
United States bombers attacked Berlin for the first time
during World War II on March
4,1944. "

prepasted walkovering
The new, easy way to decorate without the
fuss of ordinary wallpaper. With prepasted
FLAIR SQUARES just dip in water, slip into
place and sponge smooth. Ideal for difficult
areas like kitchens and baths
•Easy to use 12 in. squares
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COAST TO COAST STORES
• total hardware

send bridge questions to,, The Aces,
PCi Boa 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
Cowl/1 If/
United Fraturr Syndsrair Inc'

4-9 Mon.-Sat.. . 1-6 Sunday

• Central Shopping
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Briggs House
and Barn Paint

*Spraying Equipment and Parts
*Belts (For Tillers and Mowers)
'Tillers and Mowers
*Fencing Supplies
*Wide Selection of Tools
*Houseware Items

AVAIL ABLE

TEST DRIVE
• A 1980 OLDSMOBILE
,•
TODAY!

Deluxe seat belts, floor meta, belt rev..
moldang, Landau roof, sport marrors, Ins tares tx
cap cooling systems, soft ray glue, body side
moldings, door edge guards, air cond , accent
stripe,=VII engine,super stock wheels, All-F111
stereo plus all standard equipment such as
power steering and indomatw trananuaaaon

PLUS. .
THIS FUEL-SAVING
GAS MILEAGE

_

'Bulk Garden Seed
•Fertilizer
•Insecticide
•Herbicides

etileemaiss-eadillas

PURDOM

PIIRTNER
CHAN SAWS

•00*
•

*

6
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•
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94 East
Just Outside
City Limits
Hours
7:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
6 Days A Week

In Stock

*Free Coffee
and Donuts
Specials
Throughout
The Day

DOOR PRIZES
(Given Away Saturday Afternoon)

•Chain Saw •Ozark Yard Swing

Including Prizes For Both Men 8. Women

*All Types Of Fanning Supplies

25

REMEMBER Compare the "estimated MPG" to the "estimated MPG"
of other cars You may get different mileage depending on how fast
you Ortre, weather conditions and trip length Actual highway mlieage will probably be less than the estimated highway fuel economy
Oidsmobiles are equipped with
engines produced by venous
divisions Come In today and let us show you the details.

Drawings 3 Times Daily

*Seeds

'7198®

Sale Price

You Do Not Have To Be Present To Win

*Freezing and Canning
Supplies
•Rubbermaid
*Corning

I jour.,
NASA

ye two
er that
less 412-323

utuveraties and widespread
arrests, including that of dissident leader Kim Dae-jung
After
insurgent
demonstrators Jetted the provincial capital of Kwangju Kim's native area 150 miles
south of Seoul-for more than
one week late last month, the
ruling generals tightened up
their control over the nation
by setting up the junta-like
council.

OFF

Just A Few Of The Items
That Can Be Purchased From Harrell's

George
to help
• after
as the

ecunotny and science, finance,
agriculture and fisheries, construction, commerce and
resources.
Martial law was declared
following the sasaasination of
President Park Chung-hee
Oct. 35 It was extended to the
entire country when antigovernment
student
demonstrations erupted May
17, sparking the cicemg of

Friday and
Saturday
June 6 and 7

th.ng
once
one

egan in

Sy K. C. HWANG
Ameeiated Press Writer
SEOUL, South Korea 1API
- Military strongman U.
Gen. Chun Doo-hwan tightened his grip on South Korea today with the announcement
that be will bead a standing
committee to handle the nation's day-to-day affairs.
The announcement was
made by South Korea's ruling
council, which said the committee has 19 top military officers and 12 bureaucrats, and
13 subcommittees generally
patterned after the lines of the
defunct National Assembly.
Only four members, all
generals including Chun, were
on the original parent council,
officially called the Special
Committee for National
Security Measures.
The announcement said 13
of the standing committee
members, six generals and
seven civilians, will head the
subcommittees,each with five
to eight members.
The government set up the
the special committee Saturday to enable the military to
take near total control of the
government to rule the nation
under continuing martial law.
The 25-man committee
headed by civilian President
Choi Kyu-bah included eight
cabinet ministers and two
other civilians. But the real
power center is believed to be
the standing committee announced today.
The makeup of each subcommittee was not immediately announced but
sources said it was made up
predominantly of military
personnel including many
field grade officers.
Civilian bureaucrats headed
the 'subcommittees dealing
with. -legislation and thejudiciarh,„rag,eign affabiy._

Come Out And Join Bill And Norma Harrell's
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Military Strongman To
Handle Korean Affairs
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ANSWER: A tough choice.
Two hearts (an underbid) or
three hearts (an overbid) run
one-two. There is little reason
to bid two spades since it
conceals the excellent heart
suit,

On All

he 157th
s left in

3-3 split) or should he
finesse dummy's eight'
Truscott s principle is. if
the fall of on4 or two honor
cards makes possible a
finesse it is usually right to
In the case of lost slams,
a mere try at finding the take it And in today's case,
the finesse of dummy's eight
winner is not so good At
best, failure is likely to pays off,
When East dropped the
bring frowns from an
nine and 10 on the first two
unhappy partner
spades, the odds were
Today's delicate slam
NORTH
6-S-A
offers a good example One
•A K 4
must be familiar with the
•10$ 7 3
theory of "restricted
•6 2
choice," a principle intro•KQJ
duced by Alan Truscott of
WEST
EAST
The New York Times about •J 7 6 2
•10 9
•
5
25 years ago,
•Q4
OKQ.1103
North's three no trump •9 8 4
•A 9 8 5 2
•
10 7 6 3
bid was a forcing heart
SOUTH
raise and, after some spirit•Q 5 3
ed cue-bidding. North opti• K J 96 2
mistically jumped to six
•A 7 5
•4
hearts.
West made the only lead
Vulnerable North-South
to give declarer a problem
Dealer South The bidding
Had he not led diamonds.
Sesta
West
North East
declarer would have had
1•
Pass
3 NT
Pas.s
time to discard two small
4•
Pass
4•
Pass
5•
Pass
diamonds on dummy's
6•
All pass
clubs, the defense getting
Opening lead diamond nine
only the ace of clubs
Against the diamond lead.
almost 3-1 that he did not
declarer took his ace and
have the jack. Had he start-drew trumps If be couTd
ed with-all threiL equals,-he
score four spade tricks, he
may well have chosen ,to
could discard his lone club
play them in a different
on dummy's last spade and
sequence
the defense would get only
one diamond,
Bid with Corn
The spade ace was played
South holds 6-5-8
and another to South's queen
•Q 5 3
and a third one towards
•A K1962
dummy's K-8
•A 7 5
Should
•4
declarer play for the drop (a
South
1•

•
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'Success and failure have
much in common that is
good Both mean you re
trying
Frank Tyger

Per pack or 15
one ft squares

• Won't shrink or tear

C

IRA G CORN, JR

99

• No special tools needed
•24 beautiful patterns
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THE ACES®

*Pogo Seeder
*Paint
*Hudson Sprayer
*Tractor Seat Cushion
*Radio
*Electronic Insect Killer
*Tools
*Super Shooter
*Tool Box
'Wee-Bakery Oven
*5 Gal. Driveway Sealer *Bean L Pea Sheller
And Many More
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Jones Heads Murray Contingent, Finishes Second

McLeary Wins George Hart Tournament With 74

THE WINNING SWING — Fuhon's Vicki McLeary hits her second shot for the green at
the par 5 16th hole in yesterday's George Hart Memorial Tournament. McLeary
coasted home an easy winner by five shots with a round of 74.
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FLIGHT WINNERS — From left to right are: third flight, Jeanette Brown, Alexandria,
Va.; second flight, Helen Glover, Mayfield; first flight, Inus Orr, Murray; and championship flight, Vicki Mcleary, Fulton.
Staff Photos BY David Hibbitts

Vicki McLeary, a 28-yearold mother of two from Fulton
and a member of one cilf West
Kentucky's most widelyknown golfing families, easily
outdistanced the field yesterday to win the George Hart
Memorial Tournament at the
Murray Country Club by five
strokes.
Mrs. McLeary, daughter of
Jasper and Betty Vowell of
Fulton, posted a 74, one under
ladies' par, to win the 13th
renewal of the prestigous tournament.

The new cluitranign, who atHer
moat_ _serious
challengers were two of the tended Murraigiate Universiarea's top high school players -ty during the .1970-71 school
— Velvet Jones of Mnrray and year, plays out of the Fulton
Sandy McGinty of Mayfield — Country Club with a 3 haneach of whom posted 79s to tie dicap,and the Hart outing was
for-second place. Miss Jones, her first tournament of the
15, was declared the trophy season.
winner by virture of her first
Married to Jerry McLeary,

est__
1

MURRAY'S VELVET JONES goes into the top of her
backswing before turning into her drive at the par 3 17th
hole. Jones took second place in the championship flight
of the George Hart Memorial Tournament at the Murray
Country Club with a round of 79.

TOTAL HARDWARE

hole birdie when their cards
were matched.
Defending champion Mary
Bain of Sikeston, Mo., and the
Oaks club in Murray finished
in fourth place two strokes
back at 81.
Three players — Mrs.
Vowell, winner of the 1971
tournament,and Betty Jo Purdom and Frances Hulse of
Murray,tied for fifth with 83s.
The field of 78 players had
been preflighted by handicaps
into four flights, including the
championship flight.

• oasttoCoast
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9-9 Men.-Sat.
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Central Shopping Cruder

Lawn Mower Sale
cieF14

COAST TO COAST
20" MOWER
. 4 Cutting Heights
Ay• 3-HP Briggs & Stratton

8995:
r699Sale

•

40.

•
•
•

26" 5-HP
Rider Mower

4790°

Engine
Chrome Handle
Spring Loaded Steel
Grass Deflector Chute
for Safety
Throttle Control on
Handle for
Convenience and
Safety
OPEI Approved
Fully Baffled Deck
482-0221 Bagging
Attachment Available
481-2004

26-in riding mower with rewind start eey ee 4 speed
torque converter type drive for easy mowing 4812202
INSET 21, 901 heavy duty gos con. 638-5165

649°°

8-HP
RIDING MOWER
.•••

10-HP
Tractor
10 HP tractor with 34-In mowing
deck Features Tecumseh engine
-ock and pinion steering, disc brakes
and 5-speed automatic drive 4812236

7490°

.8-HP Briggs &
Stratton Engine
with Electric Start
▪ 30-In. Wide Single
Blade Cutting Deck
.Comfort Padded Seal
• Semi Pneumatic
Front Tires
Pneumatic Rear Tires
Floating Deck
. Optional Rear
Bagging Grass
Catcher (482-0320)
. Easy Reach Controls
. 481-2228

41-46-87
Frances Hulse
40-43-83 Virginia Davis
formerly of Union City, Tenn., scores were:
44-43-87
Betty Vowell
she won the club's ladies Vicki McLeary
41-42-83 Mary Bogard
37-37-74
47-42-89
41-45-86 Carolyn Caldwell
championship in 1976', and Velvet Jones
39-40--79 Rae Warford
46-43-89
Jerlene Sullivan
when they moved to Jackson, Sandy McGinty
42-44-86 Tootle Winter
42-37-79
Anne Bloom
46 16 92
Tenn., she won comparable Mary Bain
44-42-86 Mary Jane Parks
41-40-81
48-47-95
Linda Brann
titles there in 1977 and 1978. Betty Jo Purdom
42-45-87 Betty Lowry
41-42-83
She is the ladies' defending
champion at the Fulton club.
The mother of two
••••••••••••WaWi••••••••••••••••••••••••
'
'
• a'•'
•'
'
'
"................ I"
daughters — 4 years and 20 :
•
months old — she lost little •
time in establishing herself as •
the lady to beat for the 1980
championship by playing her
first six holes in two under
Olympic Plaza
Phone 753-2380
506 N. 12th Murray, Ky
par.
:
She chipped in from 15 yards
out on the 150-yard second hole :
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE-PRESCRIP'FION SERVICE
for a birdie, and chipped- to
- .
within inches for a second on
:
the 5-par, 405-yard fifth. She
We honor PCS,
missed the green on the 16
yard 7th before chipping upi
Medimet, Ky.
and two-putting for her only
Metamucil
Public
oz.
Assis21
bogey of the round, making
Suggested Retail $8.19
the turn one under par at 37.
••
tance Prescrip.0•00.0
Limit One
After a shaky start on the •...., ruf.•=-:
tions and workback nine, she regained her .
•
man's Comcomposure and played the last •
...„-_-.-....,-..:
six holes in two under par. :
pensation
lon-s---,
Running into tree trouble on
the 298-yard, par-4, dogleg
10th, she posted a double :
bogey six there, birdied the :
125-yard llth with a 5-foot putt
and then drove hole-high on
the 260-yard 12th only to chip
short and three-putt for a
Reg. Strength Tablets
.; 1
bogey five.
As winner of the champion•,,,
aieta. '
ship flight, Mrs. McLeary also
won the George Hart Traveling Trophy, provided by the
.100 Tablets
:"
Only
Bank of Murray and awarded
Off
Limit One
annually in memory of one of :.
its former presidents and :
former mayor of Murray.
Miss McGinty's 68 took the
flight's low net award, while
Frances HuLse's 31 putts took
the low putts prize.
OVEtORY
Winner of the first flight was
CR1%
Inus Orr of the host club with
Vaseline
an 84, one stroke in front of
Sandy Weintraub of Mayfield.
4 %RI
Regular 10 oz.
Off
Vicki Nance of the Oaks club
For
Suggested Retail $2.09
in Murray was next with 86,
Limit One
Father's
followed by Violet Cummins of
Paducah with 88 and Evelyn L
Day
Jones and Euvie Mitchell,
--"`"41111111111,'
"
"morNoiNr>
both of the Murray club with
...--"
mmisamor wars
89s.
Ann Anderson of Kevil was •
the low net winner, while Mrs.
Jones'31 putts took the flight's
low-putts award.
36 Tablets
Helen Glover, Mayfield, was
the second flight winner with •
89, three strokes in front of
POI ACID INDSTION
IGE
•
NEARTAURPI • SOUR STOMACH
Vicki Russell, Paducah, and •
Jane Woodard of Hopkinsville.
Limit One
)6 INAFTS IN 11 FM NCO
Mrs. Woodard's 70 took the
•
flight's low net award, and the
low putts price was won by
Rita Leneave of Mayfield.
1
Relief For
Jeanette Brown, Mexan.
30 MI
dria, Va., was the third flight
Dry Eyes
winner with 92, six strokes in
front of Lois Jensen of
Mayfield. Lolly Edwards of
Mayfield won the low net with
69, and Euldene Robinson,
Murray, was the flight's lowLimitne
O
putts winner with 32.
Artificial Toars
Gwen Lentz, Paducah, had
the fewest putts of the day, U;
Mrs. Purdom won the long
drive award; and Exie Hill,
Bring Us Your Color Finis For
Murray, had the day's closest
Quality Developing smid Printing
shot to the pin on the llth hole.
We Process
12 Exp.
4
Dorothy 6
The coveted
Kodak, Fte•
provid•
trophy,
team
end
el ottwr
Holland
$1 99
ds of C 41
ed each year by Alfred Lind- •
Wenfilet
sey, Murray Jeweler, in
Unlit 1 Rol Per Coupon
memory of his aunt, was won
this year by the host club's •:• $
41
"::L
:77r
69
33.2
20 1::: $
team made up of Miss Jones, •
••••••••••./ 0
..4
36 Exp. 33.19
Ur..
".., .
Mrs. Orr, Mrs. Purdom and •
Mrs. Hulse. Their aggregate •
.
score was 331.
Prices Good Thru June 12, 1980
The players in the cham-.
&
l.a
_flha
I
pionship flight and their
-•

%ye..••

F3MH
DISCOUNT
ARACy

::

BYRON'S

:

•
Metamucil

.. „....., .. .,..-:_.. 499

Foster
:
Grant
:
: Sunglasses

i 50%

Tylenol

•r7---,
‘,,,„.„,...,......
TYLENOL

$1 49

:

Vaseline Brand

:

Intensive Care
Lotion
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Timex
Watches
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AlkaSeltzer

AlkaSeltzer

- Sundays

1

Tears
$224
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Have
Deluxe
Uno

SX-70
: Film

it-HP Tractor

89900

II
trortor with Briggs S Stratton engine Ror
and pinion steering disc brakes 38- cutting deck
and 5-speed transacts,. 481-2251.

69

16-HP Coast
Classic Tractor
Coast Classic tractor with 16-HP twin
cylinder Briggs 8 Stratton engi
and
hydrostatic drive Features 44-in.
mowin9 dads, 481 • 2277.
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Codex's Handlers Can Now Plan Strictly For Belmont

Anticipated Due
Turns Into Easy
Win For Angels
In what was anticipated to
be a pitcher's duel between
two of the aces for Murray
High's pitching staff the last
two years, Alan Gibbs, a 1979
graduate, had little trouble
overpowering the Yanks, 9-1,
fel: the Angels in a Senior Babe
Ruth game last night.
The losing pitcher was Kim
Wilson, the top pitcher on this
past season's staff. Wilson
was shelled for six runs in just
2 1-3 innings while Gibbs
struck out eight batters and
allowed five hits in his seveninning stint.
Eddie Requarth was the
Angels chief threat on the
bases, going a perfect threefor-three at the plate and
stealing four bases. Jerry
Spann had three runs batted in
while Gibbs had two for the
A.igels.

the 5te*iir.1.5 Jectsion rejecBy DICK JOYCE
ung the foul claim lodged
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — While against Codex The charge
preparing Codex for Satur- was that Codex had bumped
day's Belmont Stakes, trainer Genuine Risk at the top of the
Wayne Lukas shuttled Pimlico Race Course stretch
between Belmont Park and enroute to his Preakness vicBaltimore for the Maryland tory on May 17
The decision by the
Racing Commission's hearing
into the controversial Maryland commission meant,
as Lukas, saw it, the third
Preakness
The traveling was not for Preakness victory for Codex
naught. The Maryland corn- — one on the track, one in the
mission Wednesday upheld stewards' stand and the third

The Yanks' Wilson had two
hits in a losing cause
in the second game, the
Cards won their first game of
the season against four losses,
getting by the Yanks, now 3-3,
6-4 behind the pitching and hitting of Robin Roberts.
Roberts won his first decision of the year against no
losses, giving five hits and
striking out five despite also
giving up six walks.
He also had four RBI, including three orsa fifth double
that put the Cards ahead to
stay at 5-3.
Wilson and Don Hargrove
each had two hits for the
losers. Wilson's triple drove in
a run. Ronnie Pace took the
loss.. Jerry Wade, Roberts, and
Joey Rose all had doubles for
the winners.

lesandria,
rid cham-

Colburn Homer Carries
California Past Miami

ALAN GIBBS goes into his windup on the way to pitching the Angels to a 9-1 sit ter ovei- the Yanks in a
Senior Rabe Ruth League g.ane la ,, night. Gibbs is now 20 for the sommer.

ivid Hibbitts
41-46--87
44-43-87
47-42--89
46-43-89
46-46-92
48-47-95

Phirtos06
- Dasid flibbitts

OMAHA, Neb. ( API — His
teammates at the University
of California call Tom Colburn
-Clutch Cargo."
At the College World Series
Wednesday night, Colburn
showed why he has earned the
name.
The senior catcher smacked
a two-run homer in the eighth
inning to tie the score and
California
went on to
eliminate Miami 4-3.
A throwing error gave
California, 44-22, the victory
and set up a showdown with
Pacific Ten Conference rival
Arizona tonight. The loser of
that game goes home. The
winner will play Hawaii,60-17,
for the NCAA title Friday
night.

Arizona, 4.3-21, stayed alive
by handing Hawaii its first
loss of the series, 6-4 in 11innings, in Wednesday night's
second game.
"If It was the eighth or ninth
inning, in a clutch situation,
I'd give my right arm to have
either Colburn or (Greg I
Zunino up to bat," California
Coach Bob Milano said.
"We're lucky. Colburn is
good in the clutch."
Teammate
Lyle
Brackenridge, -We call him
(Colburn
Clutch Cargo
( after a cartoon character.
He really comes through when
we need him."

before the coninussion
For the 112th running of the
9200,000-added Belmont, third
leg of thodeaghbred racing's
Triple Cm's at 141 miles,
Lukas would settle for just the
victory on the track.
Codex, a winner of six of 11
career starts, including the
Hollywood and Santa Anita
derbies, is a chestnut son of
Arts and Letters, the 1969 Belmont winner.
Other 3-year-olds expected
to be entered today, in addition to Codex and Genuine
Risk, were Rumbo, Rockhill
Native, Super Moment,
Temperence Hill, Joanie's
Chief, Comptroller, Bing and
Pikotazo, an unbeaten colt
from Mexico.
Angel Cordero Jr., who had
a controversial trip aboard
Codex in the Preakness, again
has the mount on the Tartan
Stable colt who was not
nominated for the Derby
because of an oversight.
Jacinto Vasquez, who claimed foul against Cordero, will
be back on Genuine Risk, the
first filly to capture the Derby
since 1915 and the first female
ever to run in all three Triple
Crown
races. Diana
Firestone's filly, in fact, is the
only one in the Belmont field

competing in all three Triple
Crown events.
There hasn't been a filly
starter in the Belmont In 26
years and none has won it in 75
years. Genuine Risk will carry
121 pounds, a five-pound sex
allowance over her rivals
Rumbo, a late charger who
ran second in the Derby then.
skipped the Preakness, is
corning off ari impressive fivelength victory in the Golden
State Breeders Sire Stakes at
Hollywood Park May 21.
Willie Shoemaker, winner of
more than 7,000 races, has
replaced Laffit Pincay as the
jockey on Rumbo, runnerup
also in both the Santa Anita
and Hollywood Derbies.
Laffit Pincay will ride Super
Moment, another late rusher
who will make his first start
since finishing fourth in the
Derby. Rockhill Native, the 2year-old champion, comes
back after a disappointing
fifth in the Derby.
Comptroller, winner of the
Peter Pan at Belmont May 25;
Temperence Hill, the Arkansas Derby winner, but a flop
since; Joanie's Chief, winless
in six starts this year; Bing,
still a maiden after nine
starts, and the Mexican
mystery colt Pikotazo are considered outsiders.

Two State High School Track
Champs ink With Lady Racers
Two state high school ti's -k also won sprint events during
champions, including Ken- the prestigious Mason-Dixon
tucky's top prep sprinter Me Games- in Louisville this
past two seasons, have signed season.
AIAW letters of intent w.th
"She is a quality sprinter
and indiVidual and we are forMurray State University.
'The newcorners to .Lady. tunate to have her join us at
Racer track are Angela Payne. Murray State," said Lady
iiacer. track coach Margaretof Todd -County ;Central (Ky.
High School and_,Christiap
"She_has the ability
Hunt en- Wayne High.Schoot
---to offer a 'big contAbution to
'Huber Heights, Ohio.
nar progiam. We are really
Payne is a two-time Class A excited about her talent."
CUTTING IT SHARP — Vic Marshall rounds third on the
state champion in the 100, ZOO •Hult is a versatile athlete
way to scoring a run-for the Angels.
and 400 meter dashes and ran who has had impressive peran anchor leg on Todd formances in the five event
County's 440-relay squad pentathlon comisetition.
which was undefeated during
She became tne first athlete
the regular season and placed • representing Wayne High
second in the state champion- School to win in State final
competition as she won the
Doran Perdue. a three-time
Perdue has also notified ships.
Payne hoids all the sprint Ohio Class AA high jump with
all-OVC player during his Murray State Sports Informa-,
career at Murray State and a tion Director Doug Vance that records at Todd ;County, in- a 5-6 leap. She also competed
.348 hitter and team leader he has been picked by the San cluding her times of :10.9 in well in 'the 100-meter hurdles
:59.3 and shot put during .the state
with 30 stolen bases during the Francisco Giants in the 10th the 100, 25.9 in the 220 and
—
-i-7meet.
past season, has been selected round major league baseball's in the 440-yard dash._
Last fall she accepted an inHunt recorded over 100
to the U.S. Baseball Coaches amateur free agent draft.
Association
"I am very pleased," Per- vitation to compete with the points to be the top scorer in
All-Southern
Region Team for 1980.
due said. "You always hope Texas Track Club and ran in her squad.
'She's a strong performer
Perdue is the only OVC for a better round. I am just meets at the Houston
representative on the squad, glad to have the opportunity to Astrodome and in Melaco. She with great potential," said
which includes top collegiate get there and I'll show them
players throughout the what I've got."
Southern conferences and inVance also said that pitcherdependents. "
centerfielder Tony Threatt
The selection makes him an has been drafted by the Cinautomatic candiate for All- cinnati Reds, but the round is
American honors.
still not known.
MOREhEAD, Ky. 1AP — Bri,wn was a coach, faculty
Dr. Dery G. Downing of Bowl- member and athlete at Tening Green and Raymond nessee Tech. where he earned
Brown of Cookeville, Tenn., :5 athletic letters, a school
have been inducted into the record,
MURRAY
Ohio Valley Conference Hai! . The inductions brought to 18
of Fame.
the number of persons named
TWO PIECES CHICKEN
The two were elected by to the Hall of Fame, which
. POTATOES & GRAVY
OVC presidents Wednesday was begun in 1977.
ROLL
during the league's spring
In other action, the OVC
meeting
presidents approved the use of
Downing. a former faculty three-member officiating
member at Western Kentucky crews in the semifinals and
University, was president of finals of the conference
OFFER GOOD LIMoTED 'WE ONLY
the school from 1969 to 1979. basketball iournarnent. Twomember crews will be used
during the regular season.
The league presidents also
voted to discontinue the
women's • tip-off basketball
tournament at the urging of
women athletic coordinators
and athletic directors at most
member schools.
The OVC basketball tournament will be held next March
6-7, the presidents decided,
and a new fornwia will be used to distribute post-season
Hwy 641 South, Murray, Ky. — 753-94Q1
game revenue. Under the new
fotmula, participating teams
will receive 3 greater share.
The presidents also ruled
that scholarship athletes in
non-revenue sports, such as
Hwy 94 East, Murray, Ky
tennis and track, could parand will continue
ticipate in major sports, providing that NCAA maximum
limits were not violated.
A two-division system for
baseball was established.
Eastern Kentucky, Akron,
Morehead State and Western
will be in the northern division. The southern' division
will include Murray State.
Austin Peay, Tennessee Tech
and Middle Tennessee.
The OVC presidents also
Nwy. 641 So. Murray, Ky.
issued a three-year contract
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
extension to league conunis1 p.m. to 8 p.m. Sunday
-stoner Jim Delany: initiated
invitational championships in
rifle and women's volleyball
eug.intt year, and
hr
established a point system for
determiking a woman's allsports CWAmpionship

Perdue Named To South
Team,Signs With Giants

OVC Hall Of Fame
Has New Members

Simmons. "We believe she
can- be an excellent contributor in several events next
year."

Tomorrow Last
To Enter Camp
Tomorrowls the last day applications will be received for
the Murray State summer
basketball camp, scheduled
for June 15-20.
The camp, which is for boys
ages 8 through their junior
year high school, is nearly
full.

Audi 5000
Diesel

VW Dasher
Diesel

Stop by Car-roll VW and ask Mike Brannock or Eddie (key to prove that qualitr. economy Dad value con be found ,r1 each
of these top MPG cars in their class.
BOO Chestnat

CARROLL Inv-Audi-Mazda, Inc.

THE NEW STARCRAFT
TODAY'S MOST FUEL-EFFICIENT RECREATIONAL VEHICLE.
Fold-down camping trailers have always been the most fuel efficient Now. Starcraft has
made it's number one line of fold-down campers even more efficient And even more
compatible with today's smaller cars with reduced towing capacities. By totally redesigning
every Starcraft camper for 1980. With new frames, wider axles and lower hitch weights.
Our new Starflyer is a good example. It's already the number one seller
in Canada. where high gas prices and smaller cars have been a way of life for years.
Totally compatible with today's compact cars. And a unique interior that features a true
full-size bed.
If there's a small car in your future, there should be a Starcraft camper in your future,
too. See all the 1980 Starcraft modeLs soon

entucky Fried,
Chicken

NOTICE
BIG MAC'S DISCOUNT
SPORTING GOODS
Has Purchased All Inventory From
Whites Camper Sales

Starcraft Camper Sales & Service
at

Sporting Goods and
Camper Sales
—

STARCRAFTAIT

•-•

AVAIL ABLE

VW Rabbit
Diesel

SEE ALL THE NEW STARCRAFTS AT ...

Sporting Goods and
Camper Sales
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491

"Discount Is Our Middle Name"
Open 9 A.M. To 9 P.M. Daily
1 P.M. To 6 P.M. Sunday
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Cotton Helps Carlton Concentrate For 10th
By YEN RAPPoPoRT
AP Sports Writer
Steve Carlton shut out the
crowd by stuffing cotton in his
ears - then he quieted the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
"It gets loud here, and it
helps me concentrate,"
Carlton said after pitching the
Philadelphia Ptullies to a 4-3
victory over the Pirates
Wednesday night at throbbing
Three Rivers Stadium. "When
the cotton's in, I can barely
hear anybody."
Carlton's field expediency
seems to have helped him, all
right - his latest victory was
No. 10 this season, tops in the
majors.
Along with the noise control
factor, a sizzling faotball
doesn't hurt, either.
"This was the best fastball
I've had all year," Carlton
said after scattering seven
hits.
Carlton thus has accounted
half
of
for
nearly
Philadelphia's victories so far
this year. The team has won 24
games overall.
In other National League action, the Montreal Expos

defeated the Chicago Cubs 8-1,
Cardinals 1, Metal
Ken Reitz led off the 10th inthe St. 1.44113 Cardinals nipped
the New York Meta 1-0 in 10 in- ling with his fourth home run
rungs: the Houston Astros of the season, leading St. Louis
beat the San Diego Padres 4-3; and veteran left-hander Jim
the Atlanta Braves trimmed Kaat over New York.
the San Francisco Giants 7-2
Kaat. 1-3, scattered seven
and the Cincinnati Reds Juts in pitching his first comdefeated the Los Angeles plete game of the season and
Dociaers 5-4.
gaming his 265th lifetime victory. He walked three and
struck out two.
Reitz's blast was the only hit
off reliever Neil Allen, 2-4,
who pitched the final three inPete Rose's two-run single
nings for New York.
highlighted a three-run fifth

NL Roundup

inning that helped the Phi'lies
wipe out a 3-1 Pirate lead.
Carlton struck out four and
walked two, outdueling John
Candelana, 2-5.
Expos 8,Cubs 1
Andre Dawson belted a
three-run homer to snap a
seventh-inning tie and Gary
Carter followed with a solo
blast to support the nine-hit
pitching of Steve Rogers as
Montreal defeated Chicago.
Rogers, 6-5, who walked
three and struck out six,
helped his own cause with a
two-run single in the eighth off
reliever Dick Tidrow,

Astros 4, Padres 3
Rafael Landestoy capped a
three-run Houston ninth inning with an RBI single as the
Astros came from behind to
defeat San Diego. Loser Rollie
Fingers, 5-6, was touched for
singles by Enos Cabell and
Dave Bergman to open the inning. Fingers wild-pitched
Cabell home and a double by
Alan Ashby tied the score at 33,
After pinch-runner Julio
Gonzales took third on a fly
ball by pinch-hitter Joe
Morgan off reliever Bob
Shirley, Landestoy singled

•. _
U.
•

home Gonzalez with the Milliing run.
Braves 7, Giants 2
Home runs by Chris
Chamblisa, Brian AsselsUne,
Bill Nahorodny and Glenn
Hubbard led Atlanta past San
Francisco. Rick Matula, 4-4,
blanked the Giants until errors by Asslesune in left field
and the pitcher contributed to
a pair of unearned runs,
John Montefusco, 2-5, took
the loss. The Braves have won
five of their last six games.
Reds 5, Dodgers 4
Ray Knight slugged a threerun homer and doubled and
singled to lead Cincinnati over
Los Angeles.
Knight slugged his sixth
homer of the season to
highlight a four-run third inning against loser Charlie
Hough, 0-3, a last-minute
starter in place of Burt
Hooton, who suffered a
shoulder injury warming up.
Paul Moskau, 4-0, who
relieved Cincinnati starter
Charlie Leibrandt in the
fourth inning, earned the victory. Tom Hume, the fourth
Cincinnati pitcher, recorded
his eighth save.

comes along Like him, with
great ability and great attitude. He's so good, and he
keeps trying to improve."
In 13 games, Brett has
boosted his average 86 points
to .333.
Meanwhile, Renie Martin
settled down after giving up a
run in each of the first three
innings and cruised to his
seventh victory in nine decisions with a five-hitter.

AL Roundup
In • other AL games,
Milwaukee edged Baltimore 32, Toronto bombed California
and Detroit clubbed Seattle by
identical 8-2 scores, Cleveland
tripped Oakland 5-3 and
Chicago beat Texas 5-1 after
losing the first game of the
doubleheader 4-3. Boston at
Minnesota was rained out.
Indians 5, A's 3
Cliff Johnson, an early
season bust, had a sacrifice fly
and his fifth homer and 16th
RBI in the last 11 games as

If Your Old Car
is Hord To Crank

Cleveland defeated Oakland.
Toby Harrah and Mike
Hargrove also homered for
the Indians and three
Cleveland pitchers held the
A's to six hits, with starter
Dan Spillner getting the victory.
The 32-year old Johnson,
who was struggling at a .179
clip on May 5, said, "Baseball
is a day by day thing. You get
your opportunities. I get lucky
every now and then. I have a
little ability and I hope to continue."
Tigers 8, Mariners 2
John Wockenfuss hit a hotly
disputed three-run homer and
Milt Wilcox pitched a fivehitter as Detroit ran away
from Seattle. The catcher's
line drive into the seats was
called fair by umpire Nick
Brernigan, who got an immediate argument from
Mariners left fielder Dan
Meyer and Manager Darrell
Johnson, who was ejected
from the game.
-Everybody in the ballpark
knew it was foul," Johnson
said. "Everybody but him. It
was never even high enough to
clear the screen over the left
field fence in fair territory I, so
the only way it could get in the
seats was to go in on the foul
side of the pole."
Blue Jays 8, Angels 2
Rob Davis and OW) Velez

eik

-t

Call

Murray Muffler
& Automotive Center
753-9999
or Stop by and See
Them at 7th & Ma le St

AMERICAN IRACIIT
EAST
L
Pei GB
New York
a 18
.625 -Nfilwaukee
a 21
.663
Toronto
A 23
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24 24
6
900
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a 5
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8
wanT
29 20
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V a
923
kikland
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24 5
49D
5
Seattle
24 a
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5,
1
laahrrsa
20 27
45
8
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19 33
308 10
Wedoesdays Games
Tams 4-1. Chicago 3-6
bilwaukee 3, Baltimore 2
V
Torcnto 8, California 2
Cleveland I. Oakland 3
Detrnt 8, Seattle 2
Kansas City 9. New York 3
&Won at Minnesota, ppd., rain
Thursday's Ganes
Toronto ?Arabella 4-4 at Mn
Zahn 3-3), nC
Kangas City Leonard 4-6 at Texas
Jeniore 34i, rn
Only garnes scheduled
FrIday's Games
Clevelen3 at Clacago, oro
Detroit at Milwaukee, n
Torn*. at Minnesota. In; ,
Kansas City at rmas, ni
BaltUncre at California, mi
Baton at Oaldant in)
New York at Seattle,(o)

1978 Mercury Cougar
Air-condition, stereo radio, 28,000 miles, $3,685.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
Pcl GB
W
L
.A6 Pittsburgh
28 19
545
Montreal
24 20
34 21
b33
3
Philadelphia
,
.477
51
Chicago
a 23
8
New Vert
19 26
.472
18 51
.383 10
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a 20
LLB Angeles
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Houston
27 21
2
Conmati
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10-1
Atlanta
20 27
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9
San Erarrisco
21 29
Weduesdays Games
At/anta 7, San Francorsi 2
Montreal 8, Chicago I
Philadelphia 4, Pittsburgh 3
SLinuis 1, New York 0, 10 irrursts
Houston 4, San Diego 3
Cincinnati 5, Lai Angeles 4
Thundays Gimes
Cheap Ilamp 4-41 at Montreal Sanderson 64,, n1
SLLouts Ahriman 1-21 at New Yrs*
f.Swan 341,
Orgy games scheduled
Fridays Games
las Angeles at Atlanta, .1i
Slimes at Montreal, 151
San Diego at arcane°, 151
Pittsburgh at New York, in
Chicago at Philadelphia, In l
San Francisco at Houston. I
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Dept.
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Norelco
Gotcha
Gun
100

Garden
Assorime,'

(sokhaesM

Light Weight Pistol
Grip Hair Dryer
1 000 Watts,
Light Weight
Compact
Model
HB1 717

Miss Breck
Hair Spray
Regular, Super Hold, Unscented, Sum
unscented, Ultimate lied. 9 oz, aerosol
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•
$997
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First Aid Spray
Antiseptic
4 or liquid Spray

Listerine
Antiseptic
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Not Chalky, Pleasant Tasting
, , 1 2 oz. Bottle

12 Degrees Colder

Than Ice, Non Toxic
Ice Substitute,
Re-Usable
No. 1P100-12

Deep Tan
Super Rich
Suntan Creme
,c,07
Suntan Oil
10,
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For a no-nick, no-cut, close comfortable shave, super microgroove
heads, 24 self sharpening blades,
floating head action, flip-top
cleaning, Model HP11 345

$1788

Sale Your Choice
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Thermal
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Razor
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Will cool your room without taking up a lot of space,
.get stream design blades, light weigh/ and compact. 3
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Mennen Skin Bracer
After Shave
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After Shove lotion
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Colgate Toothpaste
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Sale

Transactions
By The Annotated Press
BASEBALL
Amerkaa League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Purchased
the contract of Mike Barlow, pitcher,
from Syracuse of the International
League
BASK ETBAII,
National Basketball Aasociation
NEW JERSEY NETS-Signed Edgar
Jones,center,
UTAH JA72-Named Ken Beck vise
president for business operations
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW YORK JETS- Slimed Jesse
Johnson and Jerry Holmes, defernive
backs; Scott Colton, safety; John Fedorchak linebacker-center, Jim Miller,
guard; Earl Goodman, defensive
linesman; John Rictenbacker, wide
receiver, and Scott Riegel, punter
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS-Released
Bch Martin, Gordy Certain°, Dave Morton, Steve Stewart, and Robert Hawkins,
linebackers
HOCKEY
Natter]Harkey League
HARTFORD WHAIERS Announced
the retinenent
Gordie Howe, right
wing, and named him director of player
development.
LOS ANGELES KINGS- Announced
the resignatka of Frank St. Marseille,
assistant coach
COLLPOE
TENNESSEE Named Bill Pare
quarterback coach
YALE- Named Maggie Muldoon
seamen's basketball and softball nisch

I
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Major Leagues At A Glance
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both hit two-run homers to
support Jim Clancy's fivehitter as Toronto improved its
record to 24-23, the latest in
any season it has been over
.500. Velez now has 11 homers
for the Blue Jays, while Davis'
blast was only the fourth in his
seven-year career.
Rangers 4-1, White Sox 3-5
Richard Dotson pitched a
three-hitter, including two infield singles, and Lamar
Johnson and Thad Bosle:,•
homered to give Chicago its
doubleheader split with Texas. The Rangers won, the
opener as Richie Zisk collected-three hits, including his.
lath homer, and Sparky Lyle
saved the victory for Doc
Medich.
• Johnson also homered in the
first game off Medich to cut
Texas' lead to 4-3 before Lyle
came in to get the last four
outs.
Brewers 3, Orioles 2
Eddie Murray's bad throw
botched up a pickoff play,
allowing Paul Molitor to go
from first to third and finally
score on Robin Yount's suicide
squeeze bunt as Milwaukee
edged Baltimore. Molitor had
drawn a one-out walk in the
eighth and apparently was
trapped off first by Orioles pitcher Mike Flanagan, but the
errant throw by Murray ruined the effort

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
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Yanks Must Wish Brett Was An Ex-Player
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
George Brett just wants to
be remembered as a guy who
always hustles, while the New
York Yankees must be looking
forward to the time when they
can remember him as an explayer.
"I'd like to be remembered
as a guy who played hard all
the time," Brett said after he
drove in four runs in the
Royals 9-3 victory over the
Yankees Wednesday night.
The all-star third baseman
had seven hits, including three
homers runs in as many days,
and eight RBI in theihreegames series between
American League division
leaders.
"I like to think that some
day some young kid is going to
come up and say,'Look at that
guy Brett. He's 38 years old
and he's still playing as hard
as he ever did," the former
batting champion said.
"I would have to say he's the
best hitter in the league," said
Yankees Manager Dick
Bowser. "Every so often, one
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Normal, Hard To Wave,
Color Treated

Set of 2 No 24-2

Ascriptin
Tablets

Lawn Chair
Vinyl Tubing On
Aluminum Frame
Folds Flat For Easy Storing
No. INF 423

Full Power Aspirin With
Maalox Protection
100 Tablets

$1 38

$797
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Grooms And Conditions Hair Naturally

$28
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Cool
24
Hrs.

Collapsible Water
Jug With Spigot

Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
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Rubber Shower

A Bundle

Zebco'1141
Ultra Light
ombo Omega 171
and Ultra Light
Rod

$18°°
Foam
Ice
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Pairs For

Special Selection'
of Ladies

Reg 3 99
Sale

Jeans

$288

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area Evervthina At Discount Pricpc

Tablecloths

Rumble Seats,
Poor Little Rich Girl,
Long Time Friends

Textured Vinyl Surface

• Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
$1;37
far
each

Foam
New Large Shipment
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THE NEWS IN BRIEF

Deaths and Funerals
Paul N. Fitzgerald
Dies; Was Brother
Of Murray Woman

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For 0. E. Housden

9

The funeral for Orvely E.
Housden of Hazel Route 2 was
held today at 11 a.m, at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating
Gus Robertson, Jr., was
soloist with Richard Jones as
organist
Active pallbearers were
James lamb, Harold Thurman, Boyce McCuiston, Ruble
Thurman, Orval Thurman,
and Reldon Norsworthy.
Honorary pallbearers were
Billy Miller, Max Bailey, BiUy
Houston, Harry Weatherly,
John Richard Imes, John Hill,
Larry Overby, Stanley Duncan. Dub Lyons, Joe Brooks,
and Rafe Brooks.
Burial was in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Mr. Housden, 59, died Tuesday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Myrtle Thurman
Housden; two sons, John
Samuel Housden, Murray,and
James Harold Housden, Hazel
Route 2; one sister, Mrs. Neva
Ray. and one brother, Eunice
Housden, Hazel Route 2; three
grandchildren,Gaye,Jay,and
Hastings Housden. One
brother, Grady, preceded him
in death.

Rites Incomplete
For Murray Woman

Owen Trousdale Smith of
Route 3, Parts, Tenn, died
Tuesday at the Henry County
General Hospital there. He
was 77 years of age and a
retired car inspector for the L.
& N. Railroad.
Born July 17, 1902, he was
the son of the late Hardy Owen
He was 43 years of age and a Smith and Mary Trousdale
resident of 508 Gordon Street, Smith. He was a member of
Parts, Tenn. Born May 1,1937, the Bird's Creek Baptist churin Henry County, he was the ch.
son of Henrietta Palmer FitMr. Smith is survived by his
zgerald, who survives, and the wife, Mrs. Lucille Dowdy
late Willie R. Fitzgerald. He Smith, to whom he was marwas a Master Mason.
ried on June 12, 1976; one stepSurvivors include his wife, daughter, Mrs. Frances
Mrs. Alberta Cook Fitzgerald, O'Dell; two stepsons, Bill
Cleveland, Ohio; his mother, McFadden, Knoxville, Term.,
Mrs. Fitzgerald, Paris, Tenn.; and Eddie McFadden,
three daughters, Vivian A. Florida; two sisters, Mrs.
Littleton,
Mason
and Lisa Fitzgerald, Flint, Mary
Puryear, Term., and Mrs. EmMich., and Gijauna Fitma Coben, Florida; one
zgerald, Paris, Tenn.; three
brother, Robert L. Smith,
sons, Norman Eugene, Paul
Gallatin, Tenn.; seven step
Norman, and Paul Quinn Fitgrandchildren.
zgerald, all of Paris, Tenn.
The funeral is being held toAlso surviving are six day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
Mayo,
Gale
sisters, Mrs.
the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Wells, Mur- Paris, Term., with Ronnie
ray, Mrs. Mary Thompson, Brashear officiating.
Buffalo, N. Y., Mrs. Martha
Serving as pallbearers are
Swain and Mrs. Johnnie B. Bomar Presson, Richard
Skinner, Columbia, Ohio, and Paschall, Kent Simpson, BudMrs. Doris Darcus, Salinas, dy Raines, Louis Landrum,
Calif.; six brothers, Larry and and Lowell Nance. Burial will
Billy, Memphis, Tenn., Ray- follow in the Bradley
mond, Flint, Mich., James Cemetery'there.
and Jerry, Gastonia, N. C.,
and Leonard, Paris,Term.
Paul Norman Fitzgerald,
brother of Mrs. Barbara Wells
of Murray, was pronounced
dead on arrival at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Parts, Tenn., on Saturday
night following a shooting incident there.

The funeral will be held FriArrangements remain in- day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Williams and Rawls
complete for Mrs. Calvin
Dessaree Billington of 503 Funeral Home, Paris, Term.,
South Ninth Street, Murray, with his brother, Larry Fitwho died Wednesday at the zgerald, ' officiating. Burial;
will follow in the Greenwood
Westview Nursing Home.
The
Blalock-Colema.rvorrcemetery thsre.,
Funeral Home is in charge of - Friends may call from 6 to 7
the funeral and burial ar--- p.m. tonight Thursday)1
at the
rangements.
funeral home.

1

Owen T. Smith Is
Dead At Age Of 77;
Rites Held Today

Captain D's

INTERNATIONAL
(API — Ayatollah RuholLsh
Khomeini said President
Carter is a "roughneck" and
should be tried for attempting
to free the 53 U.S. hostages,
who spent their 215th day in
captivity today. The
Americans' jailers reiterated
the hostages should be tried as
spies if the deposed shah is not
returned. Meanwhile, former
U.S. Attorney General
Ramsey Clark said he will
pursue "with full vigor" a proposal for a U.S. commission to
document American crimes
against Iran. Iranian President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr requested such a commission
Wednesday at the "Crimes of
America" conference in
Tehran.
TEL AVIV, Israel (API —
Israeli troops forced Arab
merchants to open their shops,
breaking a strike called to protest terrorist attacks that crippled two West Bank mayors.
An Israeli extremist who applauded the terrorism said he
was held for four hours by
Israeli police, but police
denied they detained him.
Most stores on the West
Bank of the Jordan River and
in Jerusalem were opened
Wednesday, the second day of
a planned three-day general

Coast Guard
Petty Officers
Meet
Mrs. Donnie Henson ToCoast
Guard petty officers
on active duty, retired, and in
Dies At Hospital;
the Coast Guard Reserve will
meet at 1 p.m. Saturday, June
Funeral Is Today
7, at the Group Office at Paris

Final rites for Mrs. Donnie
Landing.
Mae Henson of Benton Route 5
The meeting is being held to
are being held today at 1 p.m.
at the chapel ...of the Filbeck form a regional chapter of the
_Officers.
and Cann Funeral Home, Bert-- „..Coast Guard Petty
chapter
ton, with the Rev. W. S. Holt Association. This.new
members in the
and the Rev. Don Spinclleman - will represent
Ohio, Tennessee and
officiating.
River valleys
Burial will follow in the Uni- Cumberland
and the Jackson Purchase
ty Cemetery.
Mrs. Henson, 84, died Tues- area. Until now, the nearest
chapters to this area are
day at 9:55 a.m, at the
Mobile and St. Louis.
Western Baptist Hospital,
Master Chief De Luca, who
Paducah.
is presently stationed with the
Survivors include one
Coast Guard at Paris Landing,
daughter, Mrs. Ernest
is the national president of the
Freeman, and one son, Oran
association. The organization,
E. Henson, Benton; one sister,
which was chartered in 1969,
Mrs. Lorena Evans,Paducah;
has a membership of more
14 grandchildren; 23 great
than 4,800 represented by 30
grandchildren; one great
chapters nationwide.
great grandchild.
Most chapters are located
near large Coast Guard commands, and it is hoped that
through small regional
chapters, the chiefs will have
better representation in their
association and can assist
Funeral services for Mrs.
their local communities
Mary Arnold of 218 South Ilth
through service projects.
Street, Murray,are being held
The association will hold its
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
12th annual convention in St.
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Petersburg, Fla., in August.
Home with the Rev. Randolph
Allen officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Prices of stocks at local interest Sill
Randy Kursave, Jerry a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Graham, Robert Houge, Dale Ledger 14 Times by First of Michigan
Corp., of Murray,
Baker, Randy Shelton, and L.
Industrial Average
+3.33
Honorary
A.
Jones.
Air
Products
30
+41
Scott,
pallbearers are Robert
American Motors
544 unc
Roy Knight, Olin Moore, and Ashland ...................
+
52% +%
Eugene Scott. Burial will Amencan Telephone
7 +19
follow in the Murray City Ford Motor
2496 unc
G.A.F.
12% +14
Cemetery.
General Care
17 +%
The family requests that ex- General Dyrusaies
05% -44
45% one
pressions of sympathy take General Motors
General Tire
.44
the form of contributions to TIoodrich
III% Ai
13 mw
the Calloway County Cancer lloodyear
Gulf Oil
42% +%
Fund.
Hardest
1496 -%
Heublein
3014 -%
Mrs. Arnold, 73, died Tues- IBM
511% vac
day at the Murray-Calloway lerico
17403 1049A
139. 4-•
County Hospital. Her hus- K-Mart
Pennwalt
21144 +96
band, Herald Arnold, died in
t.iaker Oats
33 -49
rez
3894 -%
March 1968.
Nal Mart
34% +94
She is survived by three Nendy's
1579B 16,
4A
daughters — Mrs. Shirley
Lamb, Puryear, Term., Miss
Carole Arnold, Lexington, and Federal-State Market News Service
Sherriff, June 5,1988
Mrs.
Marilyn
Purchase Area Hog Market
Nashville, Term.; one son, Kentucky
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Richard Arnold, Murray; one Receipts Act 479 Eat 500 Barrows &
Gilts fully 25 higher Soon steady 50
sister, Mrs. Stella Williams, lower
Paris, Term.; seven grand- US 1-2 200.230 he
$30 35-30Th
US 2100-240164
030 00-30 25
children; one great grand- US
2-3 240-250 be
.4-3006
child.
US 2-4 200210 be.

Funeral Services
For Mrs. Arnold
Being Held Today
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Sows
US 1-2170-330 be
US 1-3 300-430 be
US 1-3450-180 be
US 1-3100.450 be
US 2-3 300-500 to
Boers over 300 111 0019 00
18 4-1880

Livestock Market
753-3174

Mon.-Sot. 9:30-600

Great Gifts For Dad
*Pipes •Blended Tobacco
•Pipe and Cigarette Lighters
*Tobacco Pouches •Imported And Domestic Cigars

Large Selection Of Gift Items
Free Gift Wrapping

$23 0024 00
121 50-13w
En 50-23 50
423 50.24 00
420 50-21 50
under 300

LOULSVIIIIL Ky f API I USDA r
Fstimated receipts cattle and calves
200. compared to Wednesday's close not
enough of any class for accurate price
test, slaughter steers mined standard
and good 10311411 lb 51.15-63 CO; maple
commercial cows 41 0043.50. utility
430048.34; cutter 40 00-42 50. slaughter
bulls grade 12 1135-1425 lb 4137541.75:
choice 105-150 lb rosters 7100.06 00, few
high choice up to 11.50. choice 3111-400 lb
calves 71 00; feeder steers medium and
large frame mined 1-2 300-430 lb 45 00
7100. heifers medium frame 1 406.41515
04.0071 110-, stock cows medium and
large frame 1-21011040 lb 13 5041 00
Bogs WO; compared to Wednesday's
close barrows and gilts 50-15 now. 1-3
130445 ii 111.30-3200 2 225243 lb 3106.
31.23: 245-2011 lb 31 73-32 25, 3 240270 lb
31 09.11 75; 110410 lb 3875-3038, sown
01-180 lower, 1-2300-480 lb 13 0023 50.
400.500 lb 33 5044 50, 141144111 lb 24 6°25 43, boars over 5001], 19 7023 50
Sheep Z.untested

legislation killing his 10-cents-gallon gasoline fee.
The House voted 376-30 and
the Senate 73-16 Wednesday to

repeal the fee. Both votes
were well over the two-thirds
margin that must be delivered
an both chambers to override a
veto

MSU Rodeo Individuals,
Teams Go To Nationals

Sportsmen from the First
Wildlife District met Wednesday at Kentucky Dam Village
Convention Center, Gilbertsville, to pick nominees for a
seat on the Kentucky Fish and
Wilflife Resources Commis51011.

The Murray State University men's and women's rodeo
teams and several individuals
qualified for the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association NIRA Championships
June 13-21 in Bozeman, Mont.
The women's team placed
second in the year-end standings of the Ozark Region of
the 10-region NIRA while the
men's learn was third. The
women's team received a $400
scholarship from the Miller
Brewing Co. and a $250
from
the
scholarship
Copenhagen-Skoal Co.

WASHINGTON (API —
Lopsided votes in both the
House and Senate suggest that
President Carter faces a losing battle on his vow to veto

Church To Honor Oldest
Member, Susie Workman
The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have a special service on Sunday, June 8, in
honor of the church's oldest
member, Mrs. Susie
Workman of Murray. She
celebrated her 83rd birthday
in May and has been a
member of the church for 70
years.
Mrs. Workman and her husband, 011ie Workman, who
died Aug. 31, 1974, resided at
their farm home near the
church untll a few years prior
to his death when they moved
to Murray.She was the former
Susie Marshall.
She has two sons, Clayton of
Southgate, Mich., and Samuel
of Hazel; and five daughters
— Marelle Loafman, Murray
Route 1, Doris Hopkins, Lincoln Park, Mich., Roxie
Burkeen, Nashville, Tenn.,
Sue Vinson, Hazel, and Jo
Dortch, Murray. She also has
11 grandchildren and 13 great
grandchildren.
The services at the church
will start with Sunday School
at 10 a.m. with Thomas Jones
as superintendent. The 11 a.m.
worship will be directed by the

Murray's Scott Fogg finished first in the region in saddle
bronc riding while teammate
Terry McCutcheon took the
top spot in bulldogging. They
will compete in the individual
competition at Bozeman. Both
will receive $500 scholarships
from Copenhagen-Skoal.
For the women, Cynthia
Kook and Donna Rankin also
earned the right to compete in
the individuals at Bozeman.
Kook ended up second in the
break-way roping and second
in the all-around cowgirl competition. Rankin was second in
the goat tying. They will
receive a $250 scholarship
from Copenhagen-Skoal each
place.
The year-end places are
determined by the total of
points earned in competition
throughout the rodeo season.

Elected by the sportsmen
were Mike Boatwright,
Paducah, with 587 votes; Sol
Fritz, Hopkinsville, with 503
votes; Hugh Renfro, Barlow,
with 146 votes; Nathan Sholar,
Mayfield, with 127 votes; and
Arthur Curtis, West Paducah,
with 15 votes.
One of the five 'candidates
will be named later to a four
year term by Gov. John Y.
Brown, Jr. Boatwright is the
current first district commission member with his term to
expire in August.
Counties in the first district
are
Ballard, Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Christian,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
McCracken, Marshall, and
Trigg.
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Susie Workman
pastor, the Rev. David
Wagner, who will have special
music.
Following the services,
lunch will be served in the
basement. Starting at 1:30
p.m. a singing will be held in
the sanctuary with The Watchmen to be featured along
with other groups of singers.
The public is invited to attend the services to honor
Mrs. Workman on this special
day,the pastor said.
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BIG CAR STEEL BilirD
RADIAL TIRE SALE

Hog Market

aft*BUNKE
#1103111E
Olympic Plaza

strike. Troops cracked down
hard on would-be strikers, cutting locks and hoisting shutters to force them to open.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON API — A
private conversation in the
quiet of the White House living
quarters isn't exactly what
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy had
in mind when he demanded
that President Carter debate
him. But that's all he's going
to get.
With their last clashes at the
polls behind them, Carter and
Kennedy are meeting today at
the White House, but there is
no sign it will lead to Kennedy
not pressing on with his attempt to take the nomination
from Carter.

Nominees For
Commission Seat
Picked At Meeting
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Heavy-duty Muffler
for Cars, Trucks
Available in sizes for many U S
cars and light trucks • Save
Smiple ono systems occluded
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MOUNTING INCLUDED •NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED
All tires plus F E T ea

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Install pads on frorj and
linings on rear wheels
2. Resurface drums and
true rotors
3. Rebuild calipers and
wheel cylinders if
possible
4. Repack inner. outer
bearings
S. Replace front grease
seals
6. Install new hold-down
hardware
7. Refill hydrsulic system
13 Inspect master cylinder
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Deluxe Disc/Drum
Brake Special

Take advantage of K mart's'
A special. Work done on many
cars_ Additional parts and ser,
vices, which may be needed,
are at extra cost Save now.

For Most U.S. Cars
Foreign Cars Excluded
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Save! Computer
Wheel Balance
We computer balance each
wheel off the car. Sport wheels
excluded. Save at Kmart.
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Human Resources To Take New
Direction To Aid Older Persons

MSU Grads Accepted
For Graduate Studies

rn the First
met WedgiesDam Village
er, Gilbertninees for a
eky Fish and
es Commis-

RICHMOND, Ky. - Ken- priority with older people, ac- ;iarucipants should help the
tucky's Department for cording to the survey," Sturn- department in the redirection
Ten Murray State Universiand
Human Resources will take a
of aging services to help mainbo said.
ty graduates have been ac— John Rhodes, an English
new direction in providing serEmphasizing the family tain older persons in their
cepted for graduate study.
major and son of Mr. and Mrs.
vices to older persons, unit, he said he hoped to communities Adding that he
Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift, an
William A. Rhodes, 2613 South
Secretary D. Grady Stumbo levelop a "prevention plan" has requested a one-year
associate professor in the
Cherokee Drive,Owensboro.
for maintaining families. "Not moratorium on construction of
said.
Department of Chemistry and
Enrolling at the Southern IlKeynoting the statewide
antil trouble besets the family new nursing homes, he said,
an advisor to the group, said
linois University Dental
conference on aging at do we have a plan," Stumbo "Alternative care is not going
the 10 would be attending den- School at Edwardsville will be
Eastern Kentucky University.
said. ''It's time that we all to come to Kentucky unless
tal school at the University of
Joseph B. Redenour, a
on Wednesday, Stumbo said
moved back into a direction you help stop the growth of
Kentucky, the University of chemistry graduate and son of
his department would begin
when looking after your fami- nursing homes. In order to
Louisville and Southern IlMr. and Mrs. Joseph D.
developing programs to meet ly and your neighbor was your develop alternative, comlinois University at Edward- Reclenour, Route 1, Grand
the needs most important to Christian duty and not what it munity care for older persons
sville.
Chain, 111.
older Kentuckians.
is today — the biggest we must somehow inhibit inThe four accepted at the
This brings to 28 the number
Referring to a survey con- business in state govern- stitution costs. It's the citizens
University of Kentucky are:
of Murray State graduates
ducted by the University of ment."
that will make it happen and
Susan Fenwick, an en- who have been accepted for
Louisville's urban stu
Stumbo said the Human with your help we can come up
vironmental science graduate graduate study in medicine
Feeding a horse proves to be a pleasant experience for 2"-ear-old Jim Reynolds of
division, Kentucky's elderly
Resources Department is ivith ways to help the needs
and the daughter of Mr. and and dentistry this year. The 18
Hopkinsville, at The Homeplace- 1850 in TVA's Land Between The Lakes.
listed
physical
health, working to provide older Ken- you have," he said.
Mrs. William G. Fenwick, accepted for medical school
religion, income, family rela
tuckians alternatives to inRoute 1, West Paducah.
Stumbo asked the aging nettionships, financial assets an
represented a record number
stitutional care, promoting the
— Andrew Stahr, a biology in that area, while the 10 acmental health as the most im- use of community resources to work to unite and "help share
graduate and son of Mr. and cepted for dental study
portant issues facing'them. help the elderly matain in- the responsibility of this state
Mrs. V.J. Stahr, 416 Court represented one of the largest
While the survey reported dependence. "I believe most as a whole." He promised the
Drive,Fulton.
transportation, nutrition and older people would choose to coming months will be "an exgroups in this area ever ac— Karen Doyle, a biology cepted in one year from the
recreation were ranked of live in their own homes first, citing time for older persons."
graduate and daughter of Mr. university, Vandegrift pointed
The conference on aging,
FRANKFORT — The distributes pedestrian safety crosswais marsings and lesser importance to older and they'd choose to live in a
and Mrs. Clyde Doyle, Route out.
pedestrian safety slogan materials and literature to the pedestrian signals at busy in- Kentuckians, "that's where nursing home as a last sponsored by the Department
6, Murray,and
for Human Resources, conpublic funds are going and
resort."
"stop, look and listen" may schools to aid in the education tersections.
— Chris Howard, a biology
He said the 450 conference cluded Thursday afternoon.
have come along about the of youngsters. Maffet said,
—Wear or carry something these issues are not a top
graduate, and son of Mr. and
same time as the Model T, but
We're trying to get bright when walking at night.
Mrs. Thomas L. Howard, 1607
its message is just as impor- pedestrian safety programs
—If there is no sidewalk,
Hamilton Ave., Murray.
tant as ever.
implemented in the school walk on the left side of the
Five will be enrolling at the
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — ArThese three simple actions, system."
roadway facing oncoming
University of Louisville. my Corps of Engineers in- along with common
sense, are
Maffet listed some rules traffic.
These are:
spectors are checking 11 pro- essential to the safety of pedestrians should follow
—As a pedestrian, be
— Danny Carroll, a biology posed sites for clearing and
pedestrians along Kentucky besides "stop, look and courteous. Yield to drivers
graduate and son of Mrs. snagging
the
along
Section B—Page One
highways, according to Ben- listen":
Thursday, June 5, 1980
and cyclists even if you have
Kathleen Herndon, Hamlin.
Cumberland River in Harlan
nie Maffet, state Department
— Don't jaywalk-observe the right of way.
biology
Belford,
a
— Mark
County.
of Transportation safety coorgraduate and son of Mr. and
Alice Abner of the dinator.
Mrs. Jack F. Belford, Route 2, Volunteers for Mod Control,
In 1979 more than 1,760 acCadiz. ..
a group formed after the 1977
— Karen Bllncoe, an en- floods on the river, said the cidents involving or caused by
Olympic Plaza
vironmental science graduate corps is expected to begin pedestrians occurred in KenShopping Center
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. work in Harlan County by tucky. Many occurred
because an individual on loot
K. D. Blincoe, 1002 Foster June 15.
Murray
Street, Mayfield.
Work on the river already or a motorist failed to stop,
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
— Brad Mills, a biology has begun at Pineville, she I iok and listen, Maffet said.' . Kentucky Cancer Commission
Specials
A total of L748 injuries-,-in—
graduate and sort of Mr. and said. The operations are aim-has voted to award $40,000 in
Wed. June 4
Good
Mrs. Gerry Jerome Mills,• 212 ed at clearing the river's chan- eluding 137 fatalities, resulted
"seed money" to seven Kenfrom pedestrian accidents last
North 7th Street, Mayfield, nel to minimize flooding.
Thru June 10
tucky hospices which provide.
year. Of the fatalities, 132 care for terminal cancer pa'were pedestrians while Jive
tients and offer support ser&maw,am=2F imam'szeti=P
;;;1101
were in passenger cars.
15/5.
1.11
•
vices to their families.
For rinsooth walk,.all sanifffe
4 1r.
That compares to a total of
11111111111111111
Hospices receiving funds to
1,700 injuries and 107 fatalities
further development include:
\
in 1978 and 1,834 injuries and
Area
— Elizabethtown
118 fatalities in 1977.
Hospice in Hardin County,
Maffet said almost 25 per- $5,000.
cent of the persons involved in
— Regional Medical Center
the accidents in 1979 were
Home Health in Hopkins Counchildren 5 to 9 years old and
ty,$5,000.
62.4 percent were males.
c'
c
i10:11
71 19th
— Lake Cumberland
He added that almost 40 perDAIWA GOLD GS13
summer
Hospice in Pulaski County,
cent of pedestrian-related
$7,500.
mishaps occurred in residen— Boyd County Hospice,
tial areas. In 1977-78 Newport
$5,000.
and Covington had the highest
— Bluegrass Community
pedestrian accident rates of
Hospice in Bourbon County,
27.4 and 21.8 per 10,000 popula- $5,000.
For a smooth ride
tion, Maffet said.
— Boyle County Hospice,
"Parents need to be aware
Spinning
,Keep That Great GM Feei,tg With Genuine GM Ports
$5,000.
of the dangers of children
— Hazard-Perry County
or
playing on or near the
Community Hospice in Perry
Casting
streets," he said. ''Children
County,$7,500.
Medium Freshwater Spinning Reel. Gear Ratio
forget to look both ways before
Reg. $4999
The commission voted to en5.1 to 1 Spool Line Capacity 200 yds. 8 It
they dart out into a street.
Weight 11 6 oz.
cumber an additional $5,000
753-2617
641 South
They have to be trained to
for the Warren County Com$3999
look."
U.L. Reg. $26.97
munity Hospice to be awarded
EmF "1111""IOW"OW MOW MUM.
KYDOT
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'Stop, Look And Listen' Still
Good Rule To Follow For Safe
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proposal.
Calling the investment "a
modest one,- commission
chairman Bob Brown noted
the grants would help hospices
which serve 22 Kentucky counties with a combined population of 637,000 people.
Proposals submitted to the
,
commission by Kentucky
hospices requested 861,000.
Additional funding was approved for the University of
Kentucky's Caner Hopeline
Project. The commission
granted a request for $10,000
for additional personnel and
equipment to extend hogeline
hours an additional 16 hours a
week.

Civil Air Patrol
Members To Meet
BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) —
About 150 Civil Air Patrol,
members will meet in Bardstown June 6-8 to participate
in a practice search-andrescue mission.
The exercise, called a SARTest, is designed to test the
pilots,
performance
of
observers and ground crews in
a rescue mission.
During the test, 25 missions
will be flown, with five aircraft in the air at all times. At
least five ground crews, composed mainly of teen-age
cadets, also will be working to
finds simulated damaged aircraft.
Such tests are held annually
to give the U.S. Air Force a
chance to evaluate Kentucky's
procedures and to give state
air patrol members an opportunity to practice.
HIGHWAY
A joint Canada-United
States defense board approved construction of the Alaska
Highway in 1942.

Special $1 788

Bait Specials

ADVENTUZER
PROFESSIONAL BASS BOX
ADVENTURER 1899

Reg. $1.99
$1 44
Special
I

FLIPTAIL WORMS
00
.
111 1.1.1.111
.
1\mosoumft
Reg. 100 Pk.
U

Price 79'

49

Special

Combination Worm and Spinnor Bait
Box. Molded of crushproof textured medium
green copolymer Special worm-proof trays
Ideal for tournament fishermen Size: 17-5i8 x
10-14 x 8-3,4 Trays: 3 Compartmonts:
22
Reg 52199

Special $

Wilson
H&B
Rawlings
Spalding
Hutch

Remington
22 Ammo

Long Rifle
100 Pk.
$922
Sp.tiaIAm

699

Nike
Running
Shoe
Waffle Trainer
or
Lady Waffle
Reg. 524.95

Special$I
6
8
8

Box
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Seminar On Life And Works Of Jesse Stuart Held At Greenbo
-

with our New & Exciting

*Duo-Image Portrait

GFtEENUP,Ky —The next
best thing to taking the land he
loves with him is knowing its
preservation is assured,
author Jesse Stuart told the
organizers of a seminar on his
life and works which opened
here recently.
Seminar leaders and
representatives of the Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission and the Jesse Stuart
Foundation met privately with
the noted Kentucky author in
his home before the opening
session of the seminar at
Greenbo Lake State Resort
Park.
Stuart, 72, is in poor health
and will not participate in the
seminar. He was pleased to
learn, he said, that the trails
for the new Jesse Stuart
Nature Preserve which adjoins his home in W-Hollow
are being opened for the session. Seminar participants
will tour the preserve Saturday.
"I want them to see the
beauty of it, the surface beauty," Stuart said. "Of course,
they'll never see it as I have.
They can't. They won't be
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BABIES, CHILDREN. ADULTS plus family groups
Your choice A"Duolnuige” or replar 8/C10 portrait.
•This professional Duo -" Image- portrait is the most fascin-
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• Limit: One per subject, two per family.• Additional
portraits available in all sues and backgrounds at our
reasonable prices.• Persons under 18 must be accompanied by parent or guardian. •,Completely finished
portraits delivered at store.• Groups: $1.25 each additional sublect
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here long enough."
land to the state. The re- attest to a lifetime of devotion to be properly defined,"
The five trails through the
Stuart's visitors are usually mainder was purchased with to the sod," he said. "Their Richardson added.
preserve take visitors through
limited to family and close federal and state funds.
deep slopes, across streams
Donald Harker Jr., director
place on earth now belongs to
friends. However, he may
The seminar is sponsored by the people of Kentucky to be of the Kentucky Nature and along ridges to landmarks
greet the seminar group from the Jesse Stuart Foundation enjoyed by generations yet un- Preserve Commission, said
made famous in Stuart's
the porch during their tour of which was established to born. For this we owe them as the W-Hollow preserve is bewriting. The trails include
W-Hollow if he is feeling Well maintain the preserve and to much as and as sincerely as ing opened to the public for the Seaton Ridge, Plum Grove
enough that day, Mrs. Stuart handle Stuart's literary for their literary bequest to first time in conjunction with
Hills, Coon Den Hollow,
said.
papers. Some 300 persons us."
the Jesse Stuart seminar. Shingle Mill Hollow and the
The dedication of the 730- from throughout the United
Dr. Harold Richardson, the Brochures will be available at Loop.
acre nature preserve was ar- States are expected to take seminar director and a "Charlie's Cabin," the entry
ranged through the Kentucky part in the session which will literature professor at the to the nature and literary
Nature Preserve Commission. continue through Saturday.
University of Louisville, noted trails through the preserve, he
The Stuarts donated half the
The group which visited thatStuart's achievements ex- said.
Stuart included Dr. Frederick tend almost rhough every
"We're in hopes that the
Shroyer,emeritus professor of literary genre—poetry, short kind of inspiration that Jesse
English at California State stories, novels, essays and Stuart and others have receivUniversity, Los Angeles, and a autobiography.
ed in W-Hollow is there. . . for
faculty member for the
Although Stuart is closely you and many others to
seminar. Shroyer is a asanciated with the Kentucky come," he said.
reviewer and anthologer of region, "more and more peoHarker said an agreement is
Ky. Stuart's work.
CATLETTSBURG,
ple are observing the univer- being drafted with the Jesse
Jessa and Naomi Dean sality of his works," said Stuart Foundation to operate
AP — An Ashland woman
kilonClay Friday
has filed a $300,000 suit against Stuart have told their story as Richardson, who is Stuart's of- the W-Hollow preserve. The
MURRAY
a woman she claims "stole" much through their care and ficial biographer.
foundation will open addiPCS
CHICKEN
2
preservation of their land as in
her husband from her.
tional
trails
and
establish
proHe noted Stuart's works
POTATOES GPM
ROLL
The suit was filed in Boyd Stuart's poetry and novels, have been published in 30 grains "to make it meaningful
Circuit Court by Mrs. Frankie Appalachian author Harry countries and translated into to the public both from a
i(sntucky
K. Harr, who named Helen Caudill said at a dinner ses- many languages. However, Literary perspective and from
Fried
Chicken.
Tucker as the defendant. Mrs. sion Thursday.
natural
history
Stuart's place in literature is a
OFFER GOOD LIMITED TIME ONLY
-Their acres at W-Hollow continuing to grow and is yet perspective." he said.
Harr asked for a jury trial.
According to the suit, Mrs.
Harr and her husband, GifThe Nationwide
ford C. Harr of Summit, were
married Oct. 8, 1945. On Feb.
Supermarket of Sound*
29, Harr left his wife and went
to live with Ms. Tucker, the
suit alleges.
The suit further claims that
the defendant "maliciously,
wrongfully and with intent to
injure plaintiff.. has sought
and endeavored by subtle and
Open connivance and contrivances and by her deceitful
and hypocritcal acts and
words practiced upon plaintiff's husband to solicit the
love, society, companionship
and affection" of Harr.
The suit also claims that
Harr left his wife without
means of support.
Clarinette -101 by Realistie
seeks $200,000 in
The suit
punitive damages and $100,000
in alleged damages for "menial pain and distress nervousness and humiliation" of
Mrs. Harr.
Ms. Tucker said Tuesday
that she was not aware the suit
had been filed.
"I didn't know they did that
any more," she said,
laughing. "That's ridiculous."
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Big K Bel-Air Center
Last 3 Days
Th'urc, fri., Sat.
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BIG
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Always friendly, professional service.

Glendale & 12e11 St.
753-9616
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Stains
for your home!

•
Save a big 30% on our "everything" system and enjoy
additional savings by setting up your own music
library. Cassette recorder features pause control and
digital counter. Eight-track recorder has Auto-Stop
plus recording indicator. Dual VU meters and
recording level controls, loudness button, separate
bass and treble controls, The 3-speed automatic
changer plays any size record. Two matching speaker
systems each with an 8" woofer and a 3" tweeter are
included 13-1204
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a combination of
small computer, and the reason is
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quality and savings. This computer
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business, or just
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professional
perfect
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so it's
ready-to-run
playing games Ask about our many
programs 26-1056

Style Perfect Pa,nt •.:11e ends June 28
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•Murray
Southside Sh. Ct. So. 12th St.
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WHEREVER YOU LIVE, WORK. OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK NEAR YOU,

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

9:30-7:00
Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat,
CLOSEb SUN.

9

Reg.849.00

Most items
also available at
Radto Shack
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Look for this
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NRC Trying To Get House
In Order, Official Says
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utors through
ross streams
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Boone Day Slated For June 7
..'FLANICFORT, Ky. -- On
-day 7 President Carter announced the launching of a
new Education Department
which will include an Institute
of Museum Services. The Kentucky Historical Society, with
its military and history
museums, will celebrate this
event in conjunction with
Boone Day on June 7
Boone Day is an annual
event sponsored by the society
to Celebrate Daniel Boone's
discovery of Kentucky at Pilot
Knob in Powell County on
June 7, 1769. This year the
society will highlight three
years of progress in museum
work and its educational pro-

grams, according to General
William Buster, executive
director of the society.
"Our museum staff, with
their talent and ingenuity,
work together to provide Kentuckians with programs of the
highest quality," General
Buster said "We believe that
museums, working together
with schools, can make education vivid, broad and exciting."
Last year there were approximately half a billion
visits to museums, and
museums
offered
the
equivalent of nearly 25 million
semester hours of education,
Buster continued.

In Kentucky,the Old Capitol by the society and the state
in downtown Frankfort, at- Department of Military Aftracts some 40,000 visitors fairs, contains one of the
each year. These visitors then world's largest collections of
stop in at the Old Capitol An- automatic weapons. It also
nex next door and tour the features thousands of artifacts
history museum
This which depict 200 years of Kenmuseum features a recently tucky military history.
completed project by curator
CLIMBED
Elizabeth Perkins which inMount Ararat was first
cludes four period settmas.
climbed by Dr. John Jacob
four permanent displays and
von Parrot in 1129.
one changing exhibit that
depicts life in Kentucky from
1792 to present day.
Approximately
20,000
visitors tour the Military
History Museum on East Main
Street in Frankfort each year.
The museum, jointly operated

national Conference of
Radiation Control Program
Directors. The five-day event.
hosted by the Kentucky
Department for Human
Resources,,ended today.
Since the accident, the NRC
has been looking at long-term
Speaking to a group of improvements in regulating
radiation control officials, the nuclear power industry, he
Roger Mattson said the March
said.
28, 1979, accident prompted
Mattson said the accident
the federal government to showed
the "human
take a hard look at the opera- elements" of nuclear power
tion of nuclear power plants' plant safety had been "grossly
and the ability of industry and
underemphasized" before
government officials to res- Three Mile Island. In addition
pond to emergencies.
to considering rules governing
Mattson's remarks came training of power plant
before the annual meeting of operators, the NRC is examining ways of improving the
design of such plants. The
commission also is looking at
standards used for deciding
INSURANCE—BONDS REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON
where plants can be built, he
said.
In response to the accident
Pianos
and subsequent investigaFOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
tions, the commission has
and
drafted an "action plan" of
Organs
long-range improvements,
Mattson said.
Also speaking during the
Three-Mile Island seminar
Buddy Adkis-son, a wildlife biologist with Land Between
was Thomas Gerusky, of the
The Lakes, demonstrates beekeeping at Empire Point, for
Pennsylvania Department of
about 25 people during Memorial Day weekend
Environmental Resources.
festivities. The conservation center is in the northern porThe Three Mile Island plant is
tion of TVA's 1 70,000-acre public demonstration area.
located near that state's
J' A Phoio By Rick Schweinhan
capital, Harrisburg.
He said state and federal officials hope soon to vent
radioactive air that accumulated in the damaged
reactor's
containment
building after the accident.
Noting that some local
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
residents have expressed concern over that action, Gerusky Natural Resources Secretary
111101
r"!1
1
said independent scientific Jackie Swigart has announced
groups advising the officials the appointment of two key
liE11.140/0
believe there is no public aides in the department's
health hazard posed by the Bureau of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforceventing.
large Selection
As for the accident itself, ex-__ ment,
Lawrence Grasch has been
perts generally agree the only
health effects have been named deputy commissioner
of the bureau, replacing Ed
psychological, Gerusky said.
Gerusky said he feels the Hartowicz, who has resigned.
media compounded the pro- Frank Wermeling will serve
208 E. Main
blems surrounding the acci- as executive assistant to
Murray, Ky.
dent by exaggerating the Grasch. Both will serve under
newly appointed Commisseriousness of the situation.
sioner Elmore Grim.
Grasch, a Louisville native,
•"%emow"
"
1 11".'"ftvub
has worked in state government for 16 years. For the past
(63
six years, he has served as exassistant
ecutive
to
secretaries
of
the
•Make Your Best Deal Then
Transportation Department.
He was assistant to current
Get A Check From Ford
Secretary Frank Metts for
three months.
Grasch, 38, graduated from
Kentucky State University in
sonscommor—,_
1971 with a bachelor's degree
in business administration.
Within a year, Kentucky expects to take over from the
THUNDERBIRD TOWN LANDAU
LTD COUNTRY SQUIRE
LTD CROWN VICTORIA
federal government primary
Also on Silver Anniversary Thunderbirds
Ford, the Wagonmaster
With automatic overdnve available
responsibility for the enforcement of surface mining
regulations. Grasch said
developing efficient bureau
management to cope with the
added duties will be his chief
goal for the next year.
Wermeling began his state
government career in 1978,
•2fish fillets •a generous
when he was named to a
• portion of
boneless chicken fillets
similar post for thenSecretary Eugene Mooney. He
1
1, •sweet n'sour sauce .french fries
served in that capacity for
•2hushpuppies •cole slaw
LTD WAGON
LTD
Mooney's successor Frank
Full-size roominess and elegant comfort
Quiet,comfortable,contemporary.
Harscher, and briefly for
•
Secretary Swigart.
•
A Bellevue (Campbell County) native, Wermeling
graduated from the UniversiA Great Little Seafood Place
ty of Kentucky Law School in
Murray
1979. He holds a bachelor of
Ns.
arts degree in history from
•
Thomas More College. He is
C."
LOULSVILLE, Ky. — The
Nuclear Regulatory Commis-,
awn has come a long way
toward "getting our house in
order" since the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant accident,an NRC official said.

the

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Now Has A LocalNumber
The Number To Call

753-6434
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Mining Bureau
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Ford car.

The broadest car buyer
cash assistance program
in automotive history.
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Captain D's

Make your best
deal,then get a
check from Ford.
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Classic styling

size Distinctively Thunderbird
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Hair Design Studio
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Superb small car value

'Some Dealers Cartesian, P.'? Of Rebate

DESIGNERS:
RENEE BOLEN
DENNIS MILLS
(Formerly of The Hair House)

JACKIE MILLS
We are professional cosmetologists and we wish to satisfy you by
providing Versonalized consultation and hair designing. We will
consider it a pleasure and a privilege to serve you in the most
professional way possible. We will be open Mon. thru Sat. Call us
now for an appointment at 753-0882.

•-•

iVPJ LABLE

•

At participating Ford Dealers only This limited time offer begins May 9, 1980, and covers all new Ford cars, including Fiesta
at $100 back and dealer-owned demonstrators This offer is limited to up to 10 units per customer Receive a check directly
from Ford motor Company or apply an equal amount to your down payment For best selection, buy now

Just when you need it most,
get money back from Ford.
"See Your Local Ford Dealer"
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East, North, And SouthwestSchools List Honor Rolls

Sabra Martin of Shelby Co. fires a shotgun as part of a
week long program for physical education majors in Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's public demonstration project
in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Sabra is a junior at
Western Kentucky University, majoring in physical
education. This is the first year that physical education
majors have participated in a summer workshop,

The honor rolls for the last
six weeks and the semester for
the three elementary schools
have been released by the
schools as follows
EAST
Stx Weeks
Fifth Grade — Bobby Allen,
Jamie Anglin+, Shalisha
Bandarra+, Kelli Burkeent,
Angela Hendrick, Tabethia
Johnson, Connie Moore, Lee
Rayburn+, Monti
Ann
Satterwhite+, Stacy Taylor,
Danna Underhill, Donald
Brantley, Karen Johnson, Billy Wierdo, Darrell Brantley,
Kathey Buchanan, Eric
Ferree+, Cabot Grogan,
Angela McClard+ , Faith
Morgan, Kristie Musser, Cindy Tucker, and Sean Terry.
Sixth Grade — Laura Alton,
Mark Charlton, Timmy
Garland, Lisa Meador, Julie
Seelmg, Alicia Stubblefield,
Shane Wall, Michael Bryan,
Stacy Darnell, Greg Edmon-

son, Mickey Garrison, Anita Aeschkman, Laura Altuf
Hill, Regina Peeler, Lon Jenny Bell, Mark Charlton,
Roberts, Teresa Rose, Margie Timmy Garland, Darin Loftis,
Soulier, Shan Childress, Lisa Meador. Julie Seelmg,
James Daniels-,-, Allen
Douglas, Michelle Garland+ ,
Milissa Housden, Jennifer
Jarrett+, Lisa Morgan,
Amberly Moss, Jodi Price,
and Tim Weatherford+.
HARTFORD, Ky. (API —
Semester
Ohio Circuit Judge Earl MarFifth Grade — Bobby Allen,
tin was in serious condition
Shalisha Bandarra+, Kelli
Tuesday in the intensive care
Burkeen+, Angela Hendrick,
unit of Ohio County Hospital
Tabethia Johnson, Connie
with breathing problems,
Moore, Lee Ann Rayburn,
hospital officials said.
Connie Ross, Monty SatterMartin, 63, was hospitalized
white, Stacy Taylor, Danna
during the weekend. He had
Underhill, Donald Brantley,
spent more than two weeks in
Karen Johnson, Jimmy Jones,
Owens boro-Daviess County
Tina
Morris, Melissa
Hospital during May.
Underhill, Billy Wierdo,
Martin has a history of heart
Jamie
Anglin+, Kathy
trouble and had open-heart
Buchanan, Eric Ferree+,
surgery two years ago.
Angela
McClard, Faith
Morgan, Cindy Tucker, and
Sean Terry.
Sixth Grade — Jolene

Ohio Circuit Judge
Is Hospitalized '

Lexington Builder
Presented Award,
'Ugliest Building'

l5 Photo by Rick Schweinhart

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The owner of "the ugliest
building in Lexington" has
been honored by the Metro Environmental Improvement
Commission for building a
new office structure that
"develops an entirely new image on Midland Avenue."
The Lexington HeraldLeader Co., which won the
ugliness award a decade ago
for its present, blue-and-white
checkerboard structure, was
cited for building "an impressive contemporary structure with a concept of openness revealing its operation."
Dr. Monroe Moosnick,
chairman of the awards committee, said the citation "absolves" the commission for
the ugliness award, which was
presented by the Citizens
Association for Planning.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Grin
6 Listened
11 Courteous
13 Annoy
14 Paid notice
15 Shreds
17 Yes Sp
18 Corded cloth
20 Circlets
21 Roll
22 Slender
24 Short sleep
25 Step
26 Hatt
28 Leave
30 Stuff
32 Rage
33 Place for
worship
35 Want
37 Rind
38 — Bravo
40 Delineated
42 Transgress
43 Trumpeter
bird
45 As written.

mus

pronoun
7 Worm
8 Near
9 Outcome
10 Imbibe
12 Short iacket
13 Condiment
16 Contemptible
one
19 Koosman or
Niekro
21 Trades
23 Ethical
25 Diminished
27 Soft food
29 Criticize
31 Joined
33 Red shade
34 Falsifier
36 Pawl
37 Mans name
39 — Khayyam

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

0E00 0000 000
CO00 MOO COO
OCE1000 00 0012
0000 00300
nomoonon CO
MOOD BOO 0E0
OM 00E 000 OE
EEO OEM 0E000
OU OOE00000
CEE00 121000
0013 OE 000000
COD 0000 MOO
ECU 0E00 01000
41 Merchandise 48 Slender finial
43 Simians
51 Hebrew letter
44 Roman road 53 Zeus s
47 Lubricate
beloved

10

1. Legal Notice
Daryl Hess, 8, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hess of
Paducah, collects honeysuckle while five-year-old Laura
Owen sorts the collection. Laura is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs- Ted Owen of Fulton. Both families were enjoying a weekend campout at the Land Between the
Lakes(L81.) Hillman Ferry Campground.
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TVA Photo by Steve Lowry

PEANUTS

I'LL BET THERE ISN'T A
AS SOON AS SCHOOL
SOUL WHO HAS ANY
15 OUT THELl 51-11P US
OFF TO SOME STUPID CAMP! IDEA WHERE WE'RE 60ING:
WE DON'T EVEN KNOW
WHERE THE CAMP 15!

TH15 15 RIDICULOUS!
WHY DO WE LET THEM
DO THIS TO US
EVERY SUMMER

HERE'S THE WORLD WAR I
FL'I'NG ACE RIDING
ACROSS NORTHERN FRANCE
ON A TROOP TRAIN .

YOU WOULDN'T DARE
GIVE ME A BATH
BECAUSE I'D

D LOVE TO BE A
TIN SOLDIER

WW1(
YUNE-6

BLONDE
FROm THE BEGiNNING
MAN HAS THRIVED
AND PROSPERED

;

THE CREATURES WHO COuLDNT
HACK rr BECAME EXTINCT-DINOSAURS-.THE
DODO Bin—

THAT WAS INTERESTING

TILL HE GOT
PERSONAL

_)

BEETLE BAILEY
WHAT WAS
THAT LOVELY
MUS/Cq-

)1-'5 MISS BUXLEY
CROSSING HER
LEGS

STOPPEP
NOW

r.,
MANTON

'7;71
5, ,ilDRIVKER .W
I •DE
WHERE
!"

'

Woodall, and Lee Yuill.
SOUTHWEST
Six Weeks
Sixth Grade — Scott Nix+,
Carmen Glass+, Ronnie
Miller+,
Paula
Killingsworth-t-, Scott Adams,
Tracey Eldredge, Deborah
Hopkins, Terri Lamb,Lee Ann
Lockhart, Dana Ferguson,
Sherri Gallimore, Lisa
Holsapple, Corey Huie, Stan
Tidwell, and Robby Yontz.
Semester
Sixth Grade — Scott
Adams+,
Lee
Ann
Lockhart+, Ronnie Miller+,
Scott Nix+, Tracey Eldredge,
Carmen Glass, Deborah
Hopkins, Terri Iamb, Dana
Ferguson, Sherri Gallimore,
Lisa Holsapple, Corey Huie,
Paula Killingsworth, David
Rogers, Staci Tidwell, and
Robby Yontz.
+Denotes all A's.

Michael John Ross, 8, of Dexter, constructs a clay cup during the Primitive Pottery
Workshop recently at Empire Point in the northern portion of Land Between The Lakes
(LBO. Michael is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ross.
1.5 A Photo by Steve Lowry
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,S4.

46 Scale note
47 Manage
49 Interjection
50 Discovered
52 Grumble
54 Spools
55 Disturbances
DOWN
1 Masts
2 Patterns
3 Negative prefix
4 Illuminated
5 Greenland
settlement
6 Possessive

Alicia Stubblefield, Shane cia Ford, Michelle Ford,
Wall, Shan Childress, James Ricky Harrison, Darren Kerr,
Daniels+ , Allen Douglas, Marilynn McCallon, Tammy
Michelle Garland -I-, Milissa Miller, Ruth Miller, Jill
Housden, Jennifer Jarrett+, Rowland, Jeanne Thorn, Beth
Lisa Morgan, Amberly Moss, Noodall, Lee Yuill, and Kim
Jodi
Price,
Tim Darnell,
Semester
Weatherford+, Marty Anderson, Michael Bryan, Stacy
Fifth Grade — Gwen Bailey,
Darnell, Mickey Garrison, Ruth Ann Black, Timmy
Anita Hill, Susan McCuiston, Black, Jody Burkeen, Vena
Regina Peeler, Lori Roberts, Crurn, Stephanie Hays,
and Teresa Rose.
Rodney Jones, Jody Lassiter,
Jerry
Lowery, Natalie
NORTH
McDougal, Dena McClard,
SLx Weeks
Fifth Grade — Gwen Bailey, Shayne Morris, Amy Pyle,
Ruth Ann Black, Timmy Kristi Saladina, and Shanna
Black, Todd Bohannon, Vena Tabs.
Sixth Grade — Chuck
Crum, Stephanie Hays,
Rodney Jones, Jody Lassiter, Adams, Brooks Barton, Kim
Stephanie Lucas, Dena Mc- Darnell, Marcia Ford, Regina
Clard, Natalie McDougal, Fox, Angie Haley, Kelly
Shayne Morris, Amy Pyle, Hanks, Ricky Harrison, Rhonand Shanna Tabers. ,
da Kerr, Debbie Key, Tammy
Sixth Grade — Chuck
Miller, Lizzie Payne, Jill
Adams, Brooks Barton, MarRowland, Jeanne Thorn, Beth

HE'D FIND US
A PLACE IN ,
TOWN,OR NEAR
IT, HANPY TO
MY OFFICE.

ARE You TAKING
US Z

rTh
YOU

SEE,
LADY.
SOON
NOW.'

I DON'T LIKE GOING
INTO THE JUNGLE WITH
THIS STRANdrE LITTLE
MAN AHD THAT Eh&

LADY ,
LOOK'

LOUISVILLE

1. Legal Notice

AND NASHVILLE RAILROAD
COMPANY
NO. AB-2 SUB. NO.31-F)
NOTICE OF INTENT TO ABANDON A
LINE OF RAILROAD AND
DISCONTINUE SERVICE
The Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
(L&N) hereby gives notice that on or about June 30,
1980, it intends to file with the Interstate Commerce
Commission, Washington, D. C. 20423, an application for a certificate of public convenience and
necessity permitting the abandonment of a portion
of a line of railroad known as the Paducah Branch of
its Nashville Division, extending from Railroad
Mile Post NB 0.29 at Paducah, Kentucky, to Mile
Post NB 38.34 near Murray, Kentucky,a distance of
38.05 miles, in McCracken, Graves, Marshall and
Calloway Counties, Kentucky. The line for which
the abandonment application will be filed includes
the station of Paducah, Ky., Mile Post NB 0.0, P8(1
Junction, Ky., Mile Post NB 3 I Junction Point only),
and the non-agency stations of Benton, Ky., Mile
Post NB 22, Hardin, Ky., Mile Post NB 31, and Dexter, Ky., Mile Post NB 32, which are served by the
agent at Murray, Ky. The application will also seek
authority to discontinue service over the tracks of
the Paducah and Illinois Railway (P&I) at
Paducah, Ky., including the non-agency stations of
Clark St., Central Ave., and Chiles, Ky., since the
proposed abandonment will sever L&N's access to
P8d.
The reason for the proposed abandonment is to
relieve the railroad of the maintenance of the line,
and to enable L&N to use rail and other related
materials, which will be released, elsewhere.
This line of railroad has appeared on the system
diagram map in Category 1 (Sec. 1121.20(151(1)
since December 7, 1979, as segment 1-Ky-14.
The interest of railroad employees will not be affected, however, L&N is agreeable to protection by
The Oregon Short Line Conditions, Oregon ShortLine R. Co.-Abandonment, Goshen, 360 ICC 91
19791.
Any interested person, in response to this notice,
is entitled to take either of the following actions:
1. File with the Interstate Commerce Commission
written comments containing:
(a) Exact name and address of the commenting
Party;
( b ) Brief statement of interest in the abandonment
proceeding;
(c) Specific statement of position and summary of
evidence with regard to any or all of the following:
(1)Intent to offer financial assistance;
(2) Environmental impact;
(3) Impact on rural and community development;
(4) Suitability of the properties for other public
purposes; and
(5) Recommended provisions for protection of the
interests of employees.
Written comments will be considered by the Commission in all proceedings in developing conditions
and in determining whether to conduct an investigation on its own motion. In the event an investigation
is conducted, then the commenting party may participate in the proceeding as its interest may appear.
2. File viith the Interstate Commerce Commission
a petition requesting that the application and proposed abandonment be investigated.
The petition to investigate shall be in the form of a
verifled statement,and at minimum,contain:
(81 Identification of petitioner, including- its
name,address,and business;
( b)Statement of petitioner's interest in the abandonment proceeding; whether petitioner uses

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

the involved service; and if it does not, information with respect to the group or public interest it represents;
c) Specific reason for requesting the institution
of an investigation, including information
with respect to petitioner's reliance on the involved service, with allegations of fact supported by an affidavit of personal knowledge
of the facts;
(d) Any rebuttal of information or material sub'flitted by applicant; and
(e) Request for oral hearing and reasons
therefor, if desired.
Upon receipt of a petition to investigate, the Commission shall determine the extent of the investigation to be instituted. Those parties filing petitions to
investigate should be prepared to participate actively in either oral hearings or via the submission
of additional material in the form of verified
statements. Parties seeking information concern'ng the filing of petitions should refer to 49 CFR
1121.36.
Petitions to investigate and written comments
should indicate the proceeding designation No. AB-2
(Sub. No. 31 F), and should be filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, Washington, D.C.
20423, no later than August 4, 1980. Interested persons may file either a written comment or a petition
to investigate with the Commission to become a party to this abandonment proceeding. A copy of each
petition to investigate or written comment shall be
served upon the representative of the applicant R.
Lyle Key, Jr., Assistant General Attorney,
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company, P. 0.
Box 32290, Louisville, Kentucky 40232. Replies to
comments or petitions, the latter shall be in the
form of a verified statement, shall be filed with the
Commission no later than August 14, 1980, and shall
be served on all commenting parties and petitioners. The original and two copies of all petitions,
comments and replies shall be filed with the Commission together with a certificate of service.
In the event a petition to investigate prepared in
accordance with the above instructions is filed, then
the Commission will conduct an investigation of the
abandonment. Written comments filed with the
Commission will be considered by the Commission
in all proceedings in developing conditions and in
detertning whether the Commission should conduct
an investigation on its own motion in the event no
petition to investigate is filed. Additionally, if an investigation is conducted, then parties filing comments may participate in the investigation as their
interests may appear.
Persons desiring further information concerning
abandonment procedures may contact the Interstate Commerce Commission's Section of
Finance, Office of Proceedings, or refer to the full
abandonment regulations at 49 CFR 1121. Persons
desiring information concerning financial
assistance for the continued operation or acquisition of the involved line should contact the Commission's Rail Services Planning Office. The carrier's
representative to whom inquiries may be made is:
R. Lyle Key, Jr.,
Assistant General Attorney
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company
P.O. Box 32290
Louisville, Kentucky 40232
A copy of the application will be available for
public inspection on or after June 30, 1980, at the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company's
Freight Agencies at 901 S. 6th Street in Paducah,
Ky., and at 206 Railroad Avenue in Murray, Ky.,
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The carrier shall furnish a copy of the application
to any interested person proposing to file a written
comment or petition to Investigate, upon request.
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2. Notice
WAIT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC NEARING
The Calloway Count y
Fiscal Court will hold u
public hearing on July
15, 1980 at 1:30 p.m
in the office of the
County Judge Executive
for the purpose of
receiving comments and
suggestions with regard
to Fiscal 1980-81 ex
penditures in the rood
monies
for
fund
received from state
derived toe revenues
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-Pawn

riCd rive Is a ,eau/ reference
'nut oral quickly Slip you iocate
ciassrtication you ire looting
tor
I. legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
.Kelp Wanted
9. Situation wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
II. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
IL Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
IL Sewing Machines
It. Farm Equipment
ATTENTION - West
20. Sports Equipment
By. Rural Electric Con21. Monuments
22. Musical
sumers: Effective with
23. Exterminating
bills due in July, 1980,
24. Miscellaneous
for Marshall County,
25. Business Services
and
County
Livingston
26. TV Radio
Con27. Mobile Home Sales
Calloway County
Ht. Mob Home Rents
sumers There will be
21. Heatmg-Cooling
new penalty dates on
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
electric bills; Fifteen
32. Apts For Rent
days will be allowed to
33. Rooms tor Rent
pay electric bills; when
34. Houses For Rent
received,
bills are
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
please notice last day
37. Livestock-Supplies
to pay before penalty.
31. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
NEWSPAPER 43. Real Estate
U. Lots For Sale
OFFICE HOURS
45. Farms For Sale
The Murray Ledger
44.' omes lot Sale
Times Office, 103 N. 4t 47. Motorcycles
Street, is open for busines 41. Auto Services
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon 41. Used Cars
day through Friday and 50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon o 52. Boats and Motors
Saturdays.
53. Services Offered
These hours include the 54, For Trade
Feed And Seed
IS.
business office, classified
56. Free Column
advertising department, 57. Wanted

up ghiCtaI
u22. Musical

10. Bus. Opportuniti

ei Pay
Cosh For

GOLD- 10K, 148, 1 611 ,
18IK, 22$; SILVER COINS
1964
and
before
STERLING

Vernoq's
Western Store

Own your own business from
iine of the largest corporations
in America and enjoy its fantastic benefits the Shaklee
way For more information call
753-0541 or 753-9486

6
13. For Sale or-TriFor sale or trade Atlas tune-up
machine, excellent condition
Lall 436-2528

15. Articles For Sale

grand Furnished apartments one or
Used
piano Solid mahogany Call two bedrooms, also sleeping
753-9981
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments. South 16th Street. 75324. Miscellaneous
6609
For sale Solar heaters and
storage rods for any size area For rent 4 room apartment at
5th and Vine Call 753-4645
Call 759-1207 after 5 pm
after 4 pm
Sony cassette recorder light
Nice furnished one bedroom
fidelity.
weight, very good
apartment Inquire 100 South
$125 753-9458
13th Street.

26. TV-Radio

1967 Cougar, 19 ft. Lightning RCA XL-100 solid state color
Pawn Shop
Sailboat, Nikon camera Call t v., 19 inches, 1977 $350
753-6751 or 767-2550
Olyrnps( P1020
after 5 pm, 753-0458
ia ace,. selm gees swag oda,
11.5...o) ad aid .abs "dap Ow
For sale Riding mowers, push 27. Mobile Home Sales
v....Papaw dam, Ho IWO., pa.
mowers, garden tillers, dinette For sale. 10x50 Mobile home
Ste swat Mo. a opla pa cab re•
pig al saw
_ suite, yard chairs, fans. air- and lot. Furnished. Route 5
conditioners 489-2166
Murray. Phone 436-2548.
power
tools,
Carpenter
saleFor
sale: 1972 12x60 Crimson
For
June is Country Ham month at
and mobile home, partially furnishthe Boston Tea Party. Big tools, assorted hand tools
carpenter ed, all electric, central heat
specials everyday on Country miscellaneous
overalls, and air. Call 759-1974 after
Ham Breakfasts, Sandwiches, equipment. Carpenter
new, size 50 waist and 30 640 pm.
and Dinners. Register for a free like
1978 GMC Royal Sierra
Col. Lee's Country Ham Don't length.
2464 Mobile home. parpickup with topper. Power 1973
miss it!
central heat
steering, brakes, windows, AM. tially furnished,
Call 753FM radio, 41.000 miles Call and air, all electric.
7527 after 4 pm.
•
753-6935
Mobile home. furnished,
FOR SALE
Hey, look around and get 12x40
$4000 Call 474-8882 or 436Window,
Heaters.
Solar
ahead.
135 mm, F2.8
wall, and roof mounted units 2625 after 5 pm.
telephoto lens. Call
storage rods. What's in it 28. Mob. Home Rents
and
753.5322 after 4 p.m
for you? Free heat, 30% tax For rent: Small 2 bedroom, aircredit and a guarantee of your conditioned trailer, on PI
money back if you don't save. acres, 3 miles east of Almo
2. Notice
No gadgets! Call 759-1207 Heights. $116 per month plus
LINEN SALE
after 5, please.
utilities and deposit. Call 437Sheets, Pillow
Cases
One Remington and Boulin 4540.
miscellaneous nem, on sale
cheap. cheap cheap Soto,
chain saw with 16- bar, almost Nice 17x56 unfurnished
day. June 7 Holiday Inn,
new, $130 each or best offer. mobile home, central heat and
Murray.
753-7346.
air, t.v, tower, couple only. no
1reated2 landscaping ties, ap- pets. Deposit required. Call
proximately 3"x5"x8', may be 492-8348.
5. Lost and Found
stained or painted. Murray Two bedroom mobile home
Lost. Black, female, German Lumber Company, 104 Maple
near Murray. No pets. Call 489Shepherd puppy. 5 months old, Street.
2611.
wearing black collar and white
pole:
Three bedroom mobile home
flea collar. Wandered or stolen T.V. antenna with 40 ft.
in vicinity of McDonalds. motorcycle trailer; and Dune for rent, 10 miles east of Murretail advertising depart5
after
489-2752
Call
buggy.
ray, $125 per month. 354Reward! Call 753-4828.
pm.
ment and circulation
6144.
Lost: Gray-white cat, aged,
department.
2
Will have trailer for rent June
732_1-lighwo., $35 Three cane-bottom chairs,
Attimes nth& than those
J. C. Cwodnian prints of
reward for see-return', $10 pro- antique chairs bathroom space 1st. Couple only. See Brandon
listed above the office is
Tobacco
the Old Amet
2 hp lawn mower. 2 Dill at Dill's Trailer Court.
/
of of death. Call 436-5397 saver, 31
closed for regular business
round bathroom lavatories with
Barn would make a good
after 6 pm_
even though newsroom and
faucets, electric logs, birdcage, 29. Heating-Cooling
gift for Father's Day.
production employees may
Datsun pickup, Chevrolet Fedders air-conditioner, in
Be sure to get yours 6. Help Wanted
be on duty.
Earn 550.00/hundred secur- wagon. 753-1566.
good condition. 12,000 BTU.
before the numbered
that
We request
ing, stuffing Envelopes. Free 16. Home Furnishings Call between 7 am and 6 pm,
ones are gone.
the
customers observe
detals, reply: "Homeworkers753-6448
See J.C.'s new oil
S12". Box 94485, Schaum- Bedroom suite with mattress We
business office hours in
Register for
buy and sell used airpainting.
metal
chair,
springs;
and
burg, IL 60194.
placing calls to the
conditioners and air comtwo prints to be given
cabinet.
753-8621.
newspaper.
Experienced small engine
pressors. Dill Electric. 753
away June 15th, when
The telephone numbers
mechanic to work on a percen- Complete living room suite, like 9104 or 753-1551.
Goodman
the
visit
you
for the newspaper departtage basis. Only experienced new. Call 753-0061 or 753Art Shock on Tom Taylor
30. Business Rental
ments are:
need apply. Richard Small 3132.
have
not
do
You
Road.
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
Engine Services. Hazel, 492- Early American secretary,
to be present to win.
Mini
753-1916
Classified Ads
8519.
walnut finish, excellent condi753.3473
753-1917
Circulation
Lady to clean cottages on tion. $85. 753-9829.
Warialsouso
753-1919
Display Ads
weekends at small resort. Call For sale: Black naugahyde hideStorage Space
753-1916
Accounting
436-5533.
bed couch. $150. 753-3140.
753-1918 Bible Facts. Free Store for the Need babysitter in my home. a
News &Sports
For Rent
17. Vacuum Cleaners
The Murray needy. 759-4600.
Call 753-7581 after 4 pm.
753-4758
Ledger ifir Times
Responsible woman to keep Electrolux authorized sales and
World Electrical
house 3 days per week. Have service. Tony Montgomery. 753Designs
Auto shop with office and rest
own transportation and 6760.
Moving a class or Family I
Introduces
room. in Murray. 753-7357 or
references. 753-7287.
Machines
Sewing
18.
Reunion? Call us today
753-4509.
M.R.B.
Sell Avon's exciting cosmetics,
Singer sewing
for an appointment.
Relieves long or short term
rent. Can be usexclusive jewelry and great For sale:
237 Body shop for
porn. For informatron write
men's products. You'll be machine in cabinet. model
CARTER STUDIO
ed for clean-up. 2 stalls. Call
753-6754.
Call
.
BoA 102 Murray. Kentucky
Fashion-Mate
304 Mom
amazed to find how easy and
753-8298
527-3833.
Money Bock Guarantee.
enjoyable it can be. Call 753- 19. Farm Equipment
1000 Square feet in Southside
5750 in Murray or 443-3366 in For sale: 2 row tobacco setter.
Shopping Center. Call 753
details.
for
Paducah
SNOP
NORNBUCKLE BARBER
$325. Call 753-9840.
6612 or 753-5200.
Wanted: Sitter services for
204 VI•Ints1 Street
For sale: International Cub 32. Apts. For Rent
arthritis.
with
Citizen
Senior
Wed.
Day
All
Closed
I NEW OfFICE MOORS:
Room, board, $50 per month. tractor with Woods mower and Completely redone one
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
520 South 7th, 10 AM to 3 PM. blade. Call 436-2642 after 5 bedroom, partially furnished.
Price of
pm.
753-5410.
Wanted: Responsible lady to do
PWICE SOAVE IS'
111AIICIIT $1.25
Deere 114, 48" cut yard
John
.--4
,
.16857.a
week.
a
days
3
or15J
2
Loll
housework.
-Fo,Flosp.rarl Floo., Co.,,./...so
Two bedroom
For rent
, *dory Cobb Savo.. ,.
Would be responsible for 2 mower. Excellent. 753-4389.
townhouse apartment. range,
Need MUST SELL NOW! All steel refrigerator, dishwasher,
some.
children
references. Phone 753-0428.
farm buildings. 40x72x14, disposer, washer and dryer
$5.695 Call collect (513) 278- hookup. central heat and air,
9. Situation Wanted
4821.
all carpet. 753-7550.
Immediate openings for Security Guards with a local
manufacturing company. Must be willing to work off
1977 265 M.F. Diesel, 225 Furnished apartment near
hours; four 14" M.F. plow, 10' downtown Murray Call 753
shifts. Excellent benefit package. Send confidential
Will do babysitting in
Pittsburgh wheel disc, 6-row 4109.
resume including salary requirement to: Recruiting
my home in Hazel. Call
Thrifty cultivator. $10.500.
Manager, P. 0. Box 610, Paris, TN 38242. An Equal
492-8515.
Furnished apartment, near
Phone 489-2110.
Opportunity Employer.
University. Call 753-8333.
22. Musical
rent: One bedroom apartFor
N/Til do Yordecleaning Good Medium size old upright piano
ment. 753-9240.
FREE
41111
references. 436-2667
751
Call
good condition, $100
20 MILE
10. Bus. Opportunity 8860 days or 753-4828 after 4
I
FOR RENT
Open your own retail apparel pm
One bedroom fornished
7:* DELIVERY
shop. Offer the latest in jeans, New and used Baldwin piano
apartment, located at
753-0984
denims and sportswear. and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
1707 Olive Streit,, Call
$14,850 inlcudes inventory, across from the Post Office,
753-01 76 anytime.
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of- fixtures, etc Complete Store! Paris TN
in as little as 2 weeks
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U• Open
naywhere in the U.S.A. (Also inBUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24 fants and childrens shop) Call
WE COWTROL
x 60. Buy the best for less.
Sue, toll free 1-800-874-4780.
•(LOUD 140411 MI irs 111 sun 1P ma
time female
Full
Wanted.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
employee willing to work hard
in retail business. Should be
Also household, lawn indoors and outable to meet people Send
name, age and previous exdoors!
perience to P0 Box 510,
Murray, KY 42071 Will notify
within 10 days if interested.
Professional Pest (ontrol12. Insurance

3any

able for
0, at the
['Win y's
'aducah,
ay, Ky.,
lay.
plication
I written
pest.
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TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Ii

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Pike home in Hazel 2 bedroom, large living room,
dining room, kitchen, bath 11, screened in bock porch.
Fully carpeted, electric heat, aloninvai sWing, storm
windows & doors, extra lot for garden, mks outside
storeys building. On east state line. Cal 492-8630 or
753-2955.

SAVE WITH
SAM° INSURANCE
ROSS INSURANCE
AGENCY
7101 Mom Si
119.111% gorses Ross
Donny Ras.% tomes ROSS
51 0489

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for o home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
damage next to fife. Have your home treated now!
753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8, Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 yeors experience.
Home owned ond o ated.

43. Real Estate

41. Public Sale

41. Public Sale

Garage sale! Small appliances,
dishes card table. bookshelve,
antique buffet, bikes, toys, and
lots more Friday 8-12 1002
Fairlane Drive

How can you finance Our
house in this crazy economy?
Everybody has an idea these
clays on financing But you
don t lust need ideas.. You
need the best ideas, and plenty
of them That's why Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors are trained to show you 21 different
ways to creatively finance
whether you are buying or sell
mg And we take the necessary
*lime to explore your options
and to formulate your best
course of action Stop in at
Six party yard sale. Friday and 1200 Sycamore or call Century
Saturday at Stelta on 121 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors at
Household items, dishes 753-1492 In a crazy economr
vacuums, fan stroller play you need all the help you car
pen, quilt pieces, bike, clothes. get
tall girl adult. children and
baby.
Three party yard sale. 1321
Poplar Thursday. Friday, Saturday, 6-7. Dishes, clothes, toys,
furniture, junk and lots more
753-1222
Rain or shine
Three party yard sale. Friday
and Saturday, 8 til 5. on Poor
ENERGY
Farm Road next to Union Grove
EFFICIENT
Church. Fishing, household
this
3
Inspect
car, and shop items Some
bedroom, 2 bath brick
Avon bottles Rescheduled in
home with central gas
case of rain
heat. Insulation at RYard sale! Thursday, Friday.
19, total utility bills
Saturday, June 5th, 6th. and
average $70 month.
7th. 7.30 to 5 30. 1628 Farmer
Sliding glass doors
Household items.
Avenue
open from family
dishes, books, stereo, furniture.
room on South side inclothes, appliances, and much
to a patio. large eat-in
more
kitchen and attractive
Yard sale Stella Trailer Park,
throughout
decor
Highway 121 North, Friday and
Home located at 1709
Saturday. 9 am ti 5 pm.
Melrose. Immediate
Cameras, clothes. dishes. and
possession at 657,900.
3-wheeler
Phone 753-1222 for full
time real estate serYard sale. Friday and Saturday.
10 AM, 817 Bagwell at Glenvice.
dale. Antique canning jars,
PLEASING PRICE
clothing, adult and child sizes,
4 bedroom house in
toys, miscellaneous.
Hazel with garage that
can be used for cleanGarage sale, Friday and Saturup shop. House has gas
day. 8-3, 1707 Johnson (off
heat, wall to wall
Doran Road). Boy clothes, toys,
carpets, city water
household items.
and sewer.- Recently
3 party yard sale!
insulated and wired. A
Some
5.
to
Saturday I
good buy at $27,000
fern it are, children's
Phone Kopperud Realand
clothes,
ty 753-1222. We are
members of multiple
miscellaneous.
1 : service.
SOS WM 9tis Street.

32. Apts. For Rent

upright cabinet

Gigantic 4-party yard sale, Fri.
day8 am-4 pm Saturday, 8
am-2 pm. at 1719 Melrose, just
oft Doran Road Clothes men's
women's, boy's. girl's, infant.
lamps.
Books, pictures
assorted dishes, pots, pans, lFOR RENT
and 2-stack electric heaters,
golf clubs, lam Many 25-cent
Nice furnished apartitems Everything must go
ments for 1 2. 3 or 4
Postponed in case of rain
college girls Summer
ond fall semester, with
Having a yard sale?
Then pickup your fret
swimming
pool
yard sale signs from
privilege. Call 753the Gallery at Homes
5865 days or 753-51 08
office on Highway 641
after 6 p.m. and on
N. in The Village ShopSunday.
ping Center just
across from the
New 2 bedroom brick duplex
Party.
with extra large closets. No Boston Tea
JOHN SMITH
pets. $250 per month 7530814.
One bedroom furnished apartment. 1606 Miller. $140 per
month. Gas heat and water furnished Call 753-1203.
One bedroom furnished apart753-7411
ment, college boys prefered, L__ AROUND THE CLOCK
located 121 North next to
Fairgrounds. No pets. Call 753- Gigantic! 8 Party yard sale.
Saturday. 8 AM til 5 PM. Gas
3139.
grill, like new; roll bar for
33. Rooms for Rent
truck: car tape player, new
Rooms for rent, one block from telephone answering service;
University Boys or girls. Call room
air -conditioner,
753-1812 or 759-4909.
lawnmower. electrical ap34. Houses For Rent pliances (toasters,foodcrockpots.
grinder,
heavy mixer with
For sale or rent Brand new lux- electric skillets, can opener);
for
ury condominium units
electric clocks; lamps; utility
those who want the best in table; odd tables: 6 aluminum
Each
efficiency
comfort and
windows; flower pots: lots of
unit equipped with energy sav- glassware, several sets of
wall-to-wall
and
pump
ing heat
dishes; lots of books; sheets;
carpet. Separate- dining room. pillow cases; quilt material:
Kitchen has lots of cabinets - blankets, bedspreads, drapesrefrigerator - decorator
dishwasher
mhple
rods,
built-in oven and surface cook- bedstead: pictures; baby items:
ing 41414- double sink, with gar- rocktrhigh chair: potty chairs:
bage disposal. Large living clothes and toys; men.
room with fireplace. Three women's and children's clothes
bedrooms with large closets. and shoes: bridesmaid's gowns
Automatic washer and dryer. and shoes; lots of 54 and 104
Concrete patio. You must see items. Come to the Big Yellow
to appreciate the beautiful Garage at the Hardy Outland's
shade trees and the large lot. in
Shores.
Panorama
Only 2 blocks from the Univer- Something for everyone!
sity. Shown by appointment onMoving sale, Friday 12-5. all
ly. 753-5791
day Saturday. Records,
For rent One bedroom, small, children and adult books, furfurnished house. 385. $50 niture. some toys. machinist
deposit. In country. 753-5750. tools, weaving yarn, and lots of
House for rent. Call Embassey miscellaneous. On Highway
Apartments. 753-4331. Under 121. 3 miles South of Murray.
new management.
5 Party yard sale. Thursday, FriTwo bedroom unfurnished day. and Saturday, 8 til dark.
house, near campus, $185 per Books, plants. Avon, chain
hoist, fishing equipment, batmonth 753-3293
charger, much more! 3
Three bedroom house with well tery
North of Stella off
and garden space. Furnished miles
Highway 299. Watch for signs.
345-2205
Party yard sale, Friday and
Two bedroom home, appliances 4
6th and 7th,
furnished, approximately 9 Saturday. June
til ?. 919 North
AM
8
from
of
Murray
southeast
miles
Road. For
Married couples only, no pets. Johnny Robertson clothing,
used
Deposit and references re- sale: new and
sizes up to 20.
quired. Call 492-8594 after 6 including all
toys: pictures; jewelry; you
pm
name it we will have it Rain or
Three bedroom, available now, shine.
$225 per month 762-3813
anytime
Two bedroom house, partially
furnished, centralized location,
$195 per month, $100 deposit.
753-6679
Two bedroom furnished all
electric home, 50 feet from
campus. No pets $200 per
114
month. $200 deposit Call 7539829
] 11(1YD MAJORS
ILREAL ESTATE
Livestock-Supplies

37.

Community Yard Sale in
New Providence, Friday
sad Saturday, 9 to 4
Animals, clothes, Won
Es, riding mower, bar
her chair, SOWS MI tiquos,
'motorcycle
motor, something for
ery owe . Take Nigh
way 121 South to Nigh
way
893 to New
Providence.

246.42w

Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
day or night.

BIG AUCTION SALE
Saturday, June 14th, 10:00 a.m. at Robert
Warnick farm, 4 miles east of Hardin, west
bank of Jonathon Creek.

Big house, furniture, appliances, choice antiques, shop of tools, tractor and equipment
2 nice mobile homes. Watch next Thursday's
paper for detailed listing or call
OTTO CHESTER'S AUCTION SERVICE
435-412S

NOMEOwNERS
RELOCATION
, SERVICE

BOYD-MAJORS

For sale Registered Ouroc
boars and gilts. S.R. Stephenson. Dresden, TN, (901) 3642670
For sale 'a youth saddle, pony
cart and harness, like new Call
753-3609 after 5 pm

I;
of AVO0•

105

N. 12th Street
753-8080

REAL ESTATE

38. Pets-Supplies
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes All breeds and
ages Professional instructor
436-2858
For sale Doberman puppies, 7
months old Can be registered.
Bobby Lamb. 328-8716
For sale Registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies and AKC
German Shepherd puppies.
503-554-2153
Male German Shepherd Puppies Call 437-4164
Registered AKC black and tan
Doberman Has had all shots,
wormed and ears trimmed. 5
month old, male Will sacrifice
at $125 Call 753-9871

41. Public Sale
Flea Market Bring your things
Sell, buy or trade' First Satur
day each month, Old Country
Store, Almo, by railroad tracks
753-8-333
Garage sale. 8 party, Saturday
lune 7th, 707 Sycamore lots
of good buys
Yard sale, Saturday. lune 7th,.
one mile west of Almo Hetahts.

LAKE COTTAGE

WOODED ACREAGE-SMART STYLE

.1 Springs - New and lovely - Secluded 2
Lake home on a tree-studded lot Fier heat.
Ling, air conditioner. range and ref inc A new
0'00 worlen deck is now being built, enjoy the
arefree clays of summer on beautiful be Lake A
ml buy at only 221,000

IN LOVELY CANTERBURY
B H. 2 barb B V Many quality features, living• ming roan. breakfast nook off kitchen. Large
recreation room with fireplace, searing roan. Oral gas heat, double oven range, draperies included.
Private pano with redwood Imre Doable prase. is

Brand New-U.01N - Pus quality 3 B H 2 Bath B V
home located pan 2 mi N W of Murray Large family room, hymn room, huge walk-m-closels, central
gas heat, central ebb air beautafolly landscaped,
huge trees Clcee-in but stall in country In immaculate condition, over 2400 So Ft $64,900 00

EVERYTHING-LUXURY
PLUS INCOME
In this modern 2 BR .2 Bath B V home fireplace
newly redecorated, bath is kitchen completely
renovated, and still have income frorn an efficiency
vt. Separate entrance or use as 3 B R if you prefer
Wub lantinesped lawn, covered patio. carport In the
Era.

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
Barbara Erwin
Audra Moody
.B. Nook

Iftor (Mice Hours
753-4 136 Warren Shropshire
753-9036 Reuben Moody
753-2387 Hamm Mier

753-8277
753-9036
753-7519

PAGE &B THE MtItRAY, Ky.. LEDGER fi TLNIE., Thursday, June 5, 1.91110

IIITIE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43. Real Estate
SNOUT REALTY IIK
kowa 1•114 N. Ion.; or
....... boy.. 41••• balk,w

1..,
Ow L.AGr•

FARMS WOWS
BUSINESS&S
L•el AND ItCRIATIONAL
PROPEITI
,,NT•N, loceded , Offices
0,1 10 COOS2 &niers from
,
,
i ,,,,,,her s Free lOtOglOO

SITM$ Realty
11. I Amor Yoh.
1012C...ow IR

,tv

753-0156
Meteor

48. Auto. SIN4CEIS

53.Sertices Offered

53. Services Offered

For sale Set 15 inch Rally
wheels for Chevrolet truck, set
of 15 inch Rally wheels for
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck.
one 711x15 new trailer tire, 6
ply . one 10-15 LT all terrain
tire, new, one 10-15 LT B.F
Goodrich all terrain tire, used.
one B f Goodrich 700115 L T
new tires. one Goodyear hi
miler 700x15 LI used tire
Phone 753-7393
Truck tires, wheels, motors,
transmissions. axles. automatic
starters
transmissions,
generators, radiators, glass.
fenders 759-1739

Air-conditioning and refrigeration, service work on all
brands Used' air-conditioners
and refrigerators for sale Bill
Rollins, 753-0762
AA-I ALL TYPES home remodeling
and
maintenance
References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 7518948
after 5 pm
Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates Charles Barnett,
753-5476

C N G. Bookkeeping Service
Small businesses our speciality Call 753-0034
Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded Free
estimates Have rip-rap pea
gravel, lime, one ton and up
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
Dale Spencer's sandblasting
and painting and bKkhoe service Call 153-6626, it no
answer call 753-5198.
For all your plumbing installations or repairs. all work
guaranteed. experienced Call
753-8950
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for tree
estimates for your needs.
For your home's care, give it an
uplift by calling a professional,
experienced painter with
Free
rates.
reasonable
estimates. Call 527-1023.
Guttering by Sears, Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates

53. Services Offered
GARDENS &
YARDS
Limed & Fertilized
Gardens Worked
Recid for planting the same
Bush
dos ,
Hogging

filodewiork
Deo Jelissam
7S3-5691
7,3•117114

liesey Garird
753.111311

Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7532310. for tree estimates,
K & K Stump Removal Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps. We can remove stumps
up to 24" below the ground,
leaving only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate Bob
Kemp 435-4343. or 435-4319.
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS.
roots sealed, and underpinning. Aluminum or fiberglass.
Also patio awnings and carports, single or double. Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm.
Blacktopping
Mitchell
driveways and small lobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537,
S & S Painting Co., custom
painting since 1975. Free
estimates. 759-4020.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Painting paperhanging, com
mewl or residential farm
buildings etc Free estimates
759-1987
Remodeling and home imwork
All
provements
guaranteed Free estimates
753-8484

Need work on your trees Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal and more Call
ROVERS TREE SERVICE for protessional tree care 753-8536

Tractor work, bushhoggint,,,
plowing, discing blade work,
gardens_ Free estimates Call
753-7400 or 753-2632
Will do plumbing, air conditioning. repairs and remodeling
around the home such as
carpentry. painting, roofing
and concrete work Call 7532211 or 753 9600
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
753-6763
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026_

Will Wedding Bells soon
ring? We have invitations and table op
pointments. Coll today
for on appointment.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8291

Will wash and wax and hand
Best buy in town! 819 North
buff any and all cars, trucks
20th Three bedroom 2 bath
$25. For more information call
wood burning fireplace 2 ca
ten s Lawnmower is back at
753-2696.
garage and well landscapes
old locution 716 South 4th
yard $59,800 .Call Spann ..On the other hand, Wilson thinks John 49. Used Cars
Will do paint work. Resonable
Street_ 753 7400 or 759
Realty Associates 753 7724
753-8097.
1121 Reconditioned engines
Anderson is the greatest thing since can 1978 Buick Estate wagon. 18
anytime
mpg, nice, loaded
1973 - S39.95 with eechenge.
Will mow yards Call 489-2771
beer."
..
Chevrolet wagon. good condiDo you know why we say Sell
Will mow yards. Phone 753ing a house is easy, keeping it 43. Real Estate
pickup,
tion
Datsun
good
1972
43. Real Estate
Free
cleaning.
Carpet
5920.
condition. 753-1566
sold is tough?" More than 50%
estimates, satisfied references.
of all home sales have maior
56. Free Column
WATERFRONT lot on Ky lake
1973 Buick LeSabre, 2-door, Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanclosing problems 50%1 That's
Located in Kernana Sub,
V8, air, steel belted radials, ing, Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
Free kittens! Housebroken
division on blacktop street
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
good transportation Call 753- 753-5827.
436-5502
and tics subdivision water
Realtors are trained to concen1469 after 4 pm
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs - Will
system Owner will finance to
Two black and white female
trate on follow-through. No
Only
quail red
buyer
1977 Chevrolet Impala with do odd lobs, including trimmkittens. One orange male kitpaperwork detail is too small.
I m BOYD-MAJORS
'
L
down
ing
cutting
trees,
010,000. Buy now and erhoy
and
power brakes and steering, airten, 10 weeks old_ 753-3994
no processing or financial pro' REAL ESTATE
DRIVEWAYS
the summer on the lake'
and
construction,
carpentry,
conditioned. $2750. Call 753cedure too unimportant to Arm
1538080
WHITE ROCKED
57. Wanted
yard work. Free estimates low
JOHN SMITH 8762
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
AND GRADED
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
Wanted - Mature young woman.
"Profeseronal Sees des
to make sure your sale closes
cylinder
SMALL
Ag
six
Gravel.
COURTNEY
810
tone
1978 Datsun
.With The Friend's ThuileStreet. Murray, anytime,
graduate student or profeson time and you get all you exSand
white
Dirt.
kind
any
Call
automatic.
437-4341.
ENGINE REPAIR
sional person to share house,
rock
Carpenter and Cohoon Contract
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace
Mowers Tillers. Chornsaws
LAKE COTTAGE
1971 Limited Buick, excellent Painting. Free estimates.
one block from MSU. Private
of Mind." We put it all in
Johnson
Don
Fast
Guoronteed
Service.
Relax on your screen
condition, climate control, References available. Call
bath and entrance. Please call
writing in an agreement called
753.5699 Ricky Ectwordt
Will
deliver
work
and
pickup
porch and enjoy the
cruise control. 4-way seats, air. between 6 and 7 pm, 753753-8325 8-4. after 5 pm. 753753.4167
753-5756
the Action Warranty. And then
753-4564.
cassette radio, new radial tires. 9059 or 753-3955.
6577 Ask for Rebekah.
view, or strole down to
753-7411
we back it up with the most
best offer. Call, 753-9672 days.
the lake and catch a
AROUND THE CLOCK
important agreement of all, A
mess of crappie. A
1971 Monte Carlo, automatic,
handshake. We mean what we
great place to live on
power steering, power brakes,
say Call Century 21 Loretta
KY Lake - most
and air, low mileage car with
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
unusual sparsely
tilt wheel and stereo. $850.
Do you want to sell your properwooded lot with a
1974 Olds Delta 88, 4-door.
ty this summer' We have
automatic, power and air.
cabin and room to
several out-of-state buyers lookSPIGUILS
STROUT
$900. Phone 354-6217.
build another.
ing for property in the Calloway
MI CATALOG
County area .For more informaIt's o picture of satisfaction. And it all
1979 AMC
Are
You
19 ACRES
tion on these prospective
with • picture of the home itself in
started
CONCORD
Ready To
Located near Hazel on
buyers for your property.' call
our Homes For Living magazine, the best way
cylinder, 2 door
Six
Ext.
Rd.
Miller
E.W.
Your
Sell
Realty,
Strout
1912
753-0186
to reach home buyers. It shows pictures,
sedan, extra clean, one
West of Hwy. 641 joinColdwater Road
Property?
descriptions and prices to families here arid
low mileog,e,
owner,
ing city limits. Level
Your Call to Strout puts
those moving here from out of twit.
or
5
til
9
753-3901
Call
high productive land, 3
a nation wide network,
1,1111ft
It's all part of our belonging to the Homes
753-2758 after 6p.m.
iaiitiii 11.1111,,t11.1111,1,11:11 iii
acres of wooded area
of soles offices to work
iii ii iiiii U iii 0111 iii iiili
Living Network, on affiliation of 2,000
For
excellent for building
in selling your property.
111,
offices in 9,000 communities throughout the
1979 Monte Carlo, 6 cylinder.
site. $40,000.
Customized 's Computer
local car. 21. mpg, 14,000 acUnited States and Canada.
buying selection.
tual miles. $5000 or may take
Together, we publish more than one-andnational advertising. .
753-8080
over payments with approved
fast, professional real
s-half million Homes For Living magazines
credit from bank Must sell.
estate service. Call
each month. So whether you're buying or
Call 753-7150.
THE GENTLEMAN
IP`
selling - here or anywhere else - there's
1 1
You're moving to a new city. now!
11111111
FARMER
MO
Stroat Realty
1974 MG,b‘ottiaCondition,
11
a Homes For Living magazine to help you.
What good does it do to call
yjiiiiiIii;
iiiiIiIILli:jii
would fall in love with
Offices Centto-Ceect
V200. Call
best ok
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Tillilviiiiillniiiigy g intliiiiiii
'JIb
It's all part of the picture that will satisfy
iiiiisin.i,imii
iminimi4um.i.uulim !!!!!!!iiii
%yen from Everywhere
this luxurious 3
753-27M
MurRealtors here in
you.
Wheys
Nomled
all
with
home
bedroom
ray?...Because a Century 21'
standard
Nova.
1968
Joel Ammon lkoke•
Call Us Today. 753-1222.
the extras, including
Neighborhood Professional
transmission. Call after 5 pm,
75341$&
2
/
den with fireplace, 21
from the city you are moving to
rail CM...,Id
436-2648.
baths, central gas
Morro, Re 12011
will promptly call you. They'll
Sales Assooc,e,
1971 Oldsmobile 98. $500.
heat, attached 2-car
take the time to find out the
434-2294
John Lohis
753-6751 or 767-2550.
kind of home you'll be looking Sharon McConnell 753-4124
garage. Home is
1975 Pacer, $1200. 1972
for. They'll give you some ideas
situated atop a knoll
Lou Am Philpot 753-4843 Cutlass, extra sharp. nice. 437about your new community.
and is surrounded by
Thomas Herndon 753-0974 4312. after 5 pm. 527-3149.
And then they'll begin putting
43 acres of rolling
Tim Groves
434.2321
together a list of homes for you
pastureland. Located
C6
1Chuck Shuheti 753-7114 SUL&I-Thto !Da at upon your arrival_
only 5 miles from MurCustomized,
Van.
753-4751
Dodge
1977
Billinglon
Owen
Centhe
This service is part of
ray, this is one of the
loaded, excellent condition.
tury 21 VIP Referral Program.
finest properties of
83500. 753-8227,
It links together the more than 44. Lots For Sale
this type we've seen.
THE GENTLEMAN FARMER would fall
7,500 Century 21 offices Lots in Bagwell Manor 1978 Extra sharp. short wheel
PEACEFUL LIVIN'
NEW CYRPESS EXTRERIO* HOME
Phone 753-1222, Kopin love with this luxurious 3 bedroom home
around the country. If you're reasonable. Contact Howard iase Dodge 4x4 power wagon.
bath
2
bedroom,
3
attractive
Extremely
recently
home
bath
3
bedroom,
4
Large
fullfor
perud Realty
with all the extras, including den with
about to sell your house, call Brandon, 753-4389
by Meaty, fully
paint
extra
the
all
:ustom
and
pump
heat
with
home
presenis
Home
Estate.
Canterbury
in
listed
time Real Estate Ser2 baths, central gas heat, at/
fireplace, 2-1
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
see to appreciate.
must
oaded,
home.
quality
truly
a
of
features
nice
finish
will
owner
and
Whiskey
acres in
tly under construction,
vice,
Realtors. And then you're on 3.8 Wooded
tached 2-car garage. Home is situated atop
$6500. Call 753-0733.
the
on
Coldwater-Bacusburg
Located
753-0579.
or sell "as is" at a reduced price. Beautiful a knoll and is surrounded by 43 acres of
your way to the easiest move Ridge. $4000.00.
Road, between Murray and Mayfield.
For sale: 1975 Ford van, 6
COMMERCIAL
kitchen and formal dining room. Phone Kop- rolling pastureland. Located only 5 miles
you've ever made going and 45. Farms For Sale
the
840's.
in
Priced
nice.
shift,
straight
cylinder,
PROPERTY
perud Realty for all the informotion.
coming. Call Loretta lobs 90 Acres, 65 tillable. building Customized paint, mechanicalfrom Murray, this is one of the finest pro4000 square feet inRealtors at 753-1492.
perties of this type we've seen.
In
creek.
and
lake,
acre
2
site,
$1925.
extras.
Has
excellent.
ly
sulated metal building
Paris, near Puryear. Owner 753-9288.
2 acres located
/
on 1-1
finance. 901-247-5735.
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
on busy highway 4
Pardons & Thurman
$1800. Call 753-5889.
miles from Murray.
Sale
46.
For
Homes
Insurance &
Priced below replaceExtra nice new 2 bedroom 1979 Jeep CJ-5 Renegade,
Nisei Est's%
ment cost - $60's.
brick duplex in Northwood. carpet and Levi interior, AMSouthstde Court Square
Phone Kopperud RealFM, 8-track, 6 cylinder, 3Priced in $50's. 753-0814.
Aterray, Kentucky
ty, 753-1222, for all
speed, PS, lock and hubs. Call
2
owner:
by
sale
Attractive
For
354-8772.
753-4451
your real estate needs.
bedroom brick home, near
A SIXTH SENSE?
University. 2 bathrooms. 1968 VW camper van. Call after
LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL
Yes, a sense of pride in owning this sharp 2
fireplace. remodeled kitchen. 5 pm. 753-6167,
bedroom home only 5 minutes from Mur- In this extremely attractive 3 bedroon.
hardwood floors, deck, and 51. Campers
ray. Central heat and air, extra insulation, brick home with fireplace in living room,
large yard. Call 753-6618 for
1956 Chevrolet pickup. Deluxe cab, step
and maintenance-free aluminum exterior formal dining room, attached garage
2' Coachmen Deluxe.
/
231
1974
an appointment.
trim , just begin to describe the fine Home is situated on lovely tree-shaded lot
side, 350 cubic inch 4 bolt main engine, 327Awning, roll-up antenna, hitch.
year
3
owner
by
641,
Will
sell,
Puryear.
Must
this home offers for an invest- plus extra lot with garden spot, fruit trees,
features
extras.
other
375 hp fuel injected head, TRW 121
2
/
and mature shade trees. Fenced backyard
old brick. Assume VA, owner take pay off at bank. Very good
ment of only $42.500.
aluminum
pop-top
pistons,
Eldurbroc
and outside storage building. All this for an
finance equity. Also a 90 acre condition. 753-7839.
FARM
ACRE
74
ist
aluminum high rise intake, 750 duel feed
farm for sale 901-247-5735.
attractive price. Mid 40's. Phone 753-1222
See the new Prowler trailers for
Attractive 2 bedroom brick home in picKopperud Realty.
holly carborator, expanded aluminum fan,
Three bedroom brick home. 2 1980 - Also many good used
turebook setting southwest of Murray. Inbaths, large kitchen with built- trailers. Arrowhead Camper
513 full raise cam, Hooker headers, 4-speed
attroctive and functional barseveral
cludes
ins, family room with fireplace. Sales, Highway 80 East,
transmission, positive traction rear end, new
ns. Phone Kopperud Realty for all the
central heat and air, city Mayfield. KY, 247-8187
details_
rubber. (901)
1719
$58,500.
schools.
642-7228, Paris, Tennessee
1971 Scotty, 18', selfMagnolia Drive. 759-1508.
contained, excellent condition.
489-2713.
47. Motorcycles
LARGE FAMILY NOIRE
1977 DT-125 Yamaha. 8350 or White's'Camper Sales has sold
A beautifully landscaped acre with a very
Goods,
Sporting
Mac's
to Big
best offer. 354-8061
private backyard. This well built house has
PERFECT STARTER HOME
Highway 641 South. See them
Saturday, June 7th, 10:00 a.m, rain or shine
two enclosed porches, a very large basement
For sale 1975 Kawasaki 400
for all your camper needs.
Just
is this neat and attractive
listed
with
Call
game room that has outside entrance
759-1859.
at the late Author Like home in Hazel, 4th
western cedar sided home that could be
Thank you for your past
Five bedrooms, central gas heat two just the
1979 Harley Davidson with lots patronage. it has been a
house from Baptist Church East.
home you've been looking for.
fireplaces, hardwood floors and storage Thermopane windows,
of chrome. Call 753-6754
pleasure to serve you.
carport with conWill sell antiques and household items Antiques are:
LOVE AT "PIIRSE" SWAT
Two-car
everywhere.
garage
2-car
and
carVirginia
White
crete driveway and corner lot location are
Triumph 650. good shape.
Brown stone pitcher, churn, wash boord, radio, floor
'Attractive 2 or 3 bedroom white brick home
port.
at
Located
4065.
6th
and
Street
priced
a few of the extra nice features. Offered in
$400. Call 753-6167 after 5 52. Boats and Motors
lamp, dishes and glassware, victrolla, beds, oak
on tree-shoded lot across the street fromt
at $50,000.
the Kuper 30's.
pm
chairs, dresser
35 Ft. Chris Craft Roamer
he old Murray City Pork_ Gas heat
Household items, G.E. refrigerator, G.E. cook
1979 Yamaha XS-11 Special, sedan cruiser. Generator, air,
fireplace, outside workshop, and large
1800 miles. like new. 83200 depth. shower, pressure water.
stove, little wood stove, maple corner cobinet, dining
bockyard stone patio adds up to year-round
pm.
6
before
Call 492-8507
314-748-5561 office, 314-471table ond chairs, chest of drawers, spring and matcomfort and convenience for you! Mid 30's,
8188 home.
tress lawn choirs, cookwore, living room suite,
NYWYNDflt
For sale or trade. 15'
pressure cooker, step ladder, 3 stock electric heater
Geri Anderson 753-7932
Aluminum Richline Runabout
electric forty,. Fogmoster spray, floor polisher all
RACING
boat, trailer and 40 hp
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
estornent, hondtools, lots more not mentioned.
Motorcycle and ATC
Evinrucle Motor 8750 or trade
Lunch on grounds, not responsible for accidents
Service and Repairs. '•
for street motorbike. 753-9635.
George Gallagher 753-8129
Sole conducted by:
MUNN
1975 Striker bass boat with
MACINIM SOOF
new 85 hp Evinrude. Call 437Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Parts 8. Accessories
4827.
Performance ModificatAin ti~mies
Don Bailey 759-4577
53. Services Offered
ions
Twerp Sionevseilme 753-9324
and
work
4th
S.
backhoe
7
607'
Bulldozing,
Street
trestle
4924594
Rob
Miller
septic systems Call 437-4533
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Cashier:Stirley Wilford
aeirk: lidiveny Kelso
or 3i4-8161 after 8 Pm.

I

Everybody
Smile

t opperuci Rea ty,
"We're Bringing The 1980's Home To You!

HOT ROD

AUCTION SALE

Evenings Call:

Shoemaker Auction Service

711 Main
, Murray, Ky.
753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)
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